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Sly increased cost of Paper, and the consequent rise $y ‘<4 pricy 
ed to Single Subscribers at Two Douuans A Year, Cash in Agganb, WW be better than ever. No Magazine of similar merit will ap@ike! 

THE MAGAZINE FOR THE TI £ ED. 
ories In “Peterson are conceded to be the dest published anywhere. Mrs. Ann §. Stephens, Ella Roam y Frank Lee Benedict, the author of “Susy L's Diary,” T. 8. Arthur, E. L. Chandler Moulton, Leslie Walter, V send; Rosalie Grey, Clara Augusta, and the author of “The Second Life.” besides all the most popular fes ‘sof America, are regular contributors. Tn addition to the weual number of shorter stories, there will be given in 18 ir Original Copy-righted Noveletes, viz: 

oT es | HE LAST PLANTAGENET, ee 
By lirs. ANN S, STEPHENS, | 

THE MISSING DIAMOND, 
| By tho Author of ‘The Second Life.” 
| | ’ i A WOMAN'S REVENGE. 

| By LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON. ig 

| COQUETTE vs CROQUET, | 
uf By FRANK LEE BENEDICT, || 

In its Mustrations also, “Peterson” is unrivalled. The Publisher challenges a comparison between its | 

BUPERB MEZZOTINTS AND OTHER STEEL ENGRAVINGS 
And those in other Magazines, and one at least is given in every number, | 

DLORED FASHION PLATES IN ADVANCE ! 
ie Tt is the ONLY MAGAZINE whose Fashion Plates can be relied on--Ga | 

jontains a Fashion Plate, engraved on steel, and colored—from Fashions later than any other Magazine or more New Styles, engraved’on wood; also, a Pattern, from which a Dress, Mantilla, or Child’s Costume ‘he sil of| a mantua-maker—so that each number, in this way, will SAVE A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION. || piladelpiiia and New York fashions are desoribed, at length, each month. Pattorns of Caps, Bonnets, 
ts j 

‘D PATTERNS IN EMBROIDERY, CROCHET, &C. 
tine nt of this Magazine 1S WHOLLY UNRIVALLED. Every number contains a dozen or more y of Pu». work: Crochet, Embroidery, Knitting, Beadwork, Sholl-work, Hair-work, &c., &c., &o, 
CoOL £D PATTERN FOR SLIPPER, FURSE or CHAIR SEAT, &c., is given—each of which, | host Fifty -enty. No other Magazine gives these Colored Patterns, 

EiNTIRELY NEW CooK-BOOK. | 
its of “ Peterson” are quite famous. For 1965, receipts for every kind of dish will be given. 
uPTS HAS BEEN TESTED. The whole, at the end of the year, will make a COOK- | 
worth the price of “Peterson.” Other receipts for the Toilette, Sick room, &c., &c,, will be | 

1G will appear in every number, Also, Tints on all matters interesting to Ladies. | 
a ee ee 

® | | ERMS—ALWAYS IN ADVANCE. | 
“Peterson” will remain as we have said, TWO DOLLARS A YEAR. | ' 

nds and neighbors may save: moncy by clubbing together, | 
lowing tempting terms are offered, viz: | 

ar, $5.00 | Bight copies 1 year, 12 00 | 
6 6s 6s se 6.00 | Fourteen “. re 20.00) 

REMIT, &o., &o.—To any person getting up a club of Eight and remitting Twelve | 
Bwenty Dollars, we will send as a Premium, our new copy-right stecl-eugraying, | 

ETON PARTING FROM HIS GENERALS,” after a drawing by F. 0. Darley. | 
sf preferred, we will send, for the Premium, a LADY’S A LBUM, iliustrated | 
Rher of these, we will send, as a Premium, an extra copy of the Magazine 

en. Alwayssay, in remitting for a club of Bight, or aclub of Fourteen, | 
si the January or July numbers, and back numbers can always be | 

vy the rest of t Iy REMITTING, get a draft, or post-office 
er, sen, bank notes. i | 

PETERSON. | nut StreetsPhiladelphia, Pa. 
|
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“TLL SAIL THE SEAS OVER.” 

ARRANGED FOR GUITAR 

BY. SEP. WIN Nee. 

Published by permission of SEP. WINNER, proprietor of Copyright. 
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Cheer up, Annie darling, With hopeful ¢ - motion; To-inorrow our parting must be; Ti 
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( sail the seas o - ver, I'll cross the wide ocean, Tl wail, the seas - ver for thee. | 1 
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smile, like a phantom, shall hauntme forever And cheer me where’er 1 may go. | Goed- 
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gail the seas o - ver, I'll cross the wide o- cean, I'll sail thoseas o- ver for — thee, 
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I go, Annie darling, 5 Ont, out on the ocean, 
But leave thee in sorrow, | Away o'er the billow,— 

I go for thy sake far away: | My heart on its purpose intent, 
Then bid me good-bye My breast shall find rest, 
With a smile on the morrow, i" When I seek my own pillow, 

And cheer me with blessings, I pray In knowing that thon art content, © 

T'll think of thee ever, Cheer np, Annie darling: 
‘And pray for thee only, Break off from thy sorrow, 

As over the waters [ roams . Tis cad that onr parting must be, 

T'll tarry not, darling, But give me thy smile 
And leave thee all lonely, When T leave thee to-morrow, 

But hasten again to my home. To sail the seas over fur thee,
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MYEPREDLY SISTER. 

BY EMILY J. MACKINTOSH. 3 K 

Snm was very pretty, and everybody acknow- ;me he was ever kind and attentive. But Rosa 

. ledged it. She had soft, brown curls, glossy } was the star of his life; love for her shone from 
and graceful; large hazel eyes, full of expres- 3 his dark eyes, softened every word he addressed 
sion; a dainty little mouth, filled with even, $to her, and made his smiles for her full of 

white teeth; smooth, fair complexion, with a § meaning. 

pretty flush of color; and the most graceful, : She was coy with him often, yet never with 

little figure in the world. We all worshiped any coquettish art, only the reticence of a 
Rosa. modest maiden. I alone read her heart. As 

She was born for love. With a bright, active § his practice increased, we became, in some de- 
brain, above the average in power, she culled $ gree, his assistants. Many a dainty basket of 
enough of knowledge to make her conversation } food, or warm bundle of clothing, went to aid 
always pleasing. Her sweet, clear voice could : his medicine in restoring health and comfort to 
warble with due deference to rule; her little some poor home; and while he guarded us care- 

hands make the piano-keys throw out floods of $ fully from contagion, or too great fatigue, he 
melody; but all this was secondary to her gentle, ; opened our eyes somewhat to the misery round 
winning manner, her great, loving heart. With- ie upon all sides, and let us read in his life of 
out any open agreement to that effect, it was Sactive benevolence and usefulness a lesson for 
an understood part of the family to keep care $ our own guidance. ‘ 

far away from Rosa. i It was early in February, a cold, stormy after- 
We lived in the heart of a great city, and our { noon, and I was seated in the room which Rosa 

father, a prominent lawyer, had an easy com- pus I had shared since our childhood, busily 

petence, that made us, sometimes, considered }sewing. Suddenly the door was thrown open, 

rather in the light of heiresses. We were courted ue my sister came in. Without seeing me, 
accordingly. But Rosa was the favorite. She {she locked the door, and began to tear off her 
was nearly eighteen, however, before her fate § clothes with frantic eagerness. Her face was 

came. Then, over the bright face, there stole ; pallid, her lips working nervously, her whole 
a new look; not a shadow, only a deeper mean- } frame quivering with intense excitement. I 

ing in the soft, brown eyes, a rarer sweetness {rose to assist her, but, seeing me, she gave a 

in her smile, a more frequent air of thought on 3 great ery of pain, 
the low, broad forehead. There was a new voice “Keep back! do not come near me. Oh! why 
that would waken a flush on her cheek, a new fare you here? Go away! go away!” 
pair of admiring eyes to call smiles to her lips. But I would not be so denied, and before she 
Graham Lewis, this friend of friends, was a feta stop me I had clasped her in my arms, 

young physician newly settled in our city, whose § and was trying to soothe her. Seeing that she 
father was an old friend of our mother. Com- Shad failed to drive me away, she let her head 

ing from his home, in the far West, to finish his } fall upon my shoulder, and burst into a fit of 
education and commence practice in our city, } passionate weeping. 
he became dependant upon us for those glimpses «What is it, Rosa, dear? Are you ill?” 
of home life so precious to the wanderer from “Not yet—but so frightened. You know the 
mother love and family ties. He was soon do-.} woman with the sick baby? Well, I went there 
mesticated amongst us, coming and going ashis this morning to carry seme things, and her 

time allowed and his inclination prompted. To ‘sister was there with the AEE Por ae never 
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336 WAITING. 

knew till 1 had been there nearly two hours., ‘‘But——” : \ 

And now you will have it, if I do.” 3 “Let it rest, sister—let it rest.” 
It was appalling! But there was no time for} And I obeyed her, throwing my whole soul 

useless regrets. Calming her as soon as I could, yin loving worship at her feet, as I saw her so 
I assisted her in changing her clothing, and steadily and patiently lift her cross. 

made her lie down, Then I called my mother : We were exiled still for some days, but at last 
into the entry, and through the key-hole of the $ the doctor gave the welcome order to remove 

closed door told her the story. It was long be- $ our dear invalid to another room, and admit the 
fore she consented to allow us to fight the fear jimi It was like reunion after death. We 

or reality alone; but at last she yielded. Within 3 were still clustered together, happy, yet quiet, 

an hour our old family physician was with us, j when the servant appeared to beg that Graham 
and I was duly installed nurse. ¢ Lewis might come up. It cost us all a pang. 

I pass over the succeeding weeks. Our fears $ Mother crept away softly, weeping. Father 

were no vain ones. For many days our darling : went into the office clearing his throat. I alone 
hovered over the grave. But at last the fever $ staid to meet the visitor. 
left her. Slowly the tedious convalescence went Rosa held my hand in a tight clasp as his step 
forward; but the beauty I had so worshiped $ came nearer and nearer. Unheeding my pre- } 
was gone forever. 3 sence, he came to her, his eyes full upon her 

It was long before she knew of the change. “face. She locked down, but I scanned him with 
Carefully I hid away every tell-tale mirror, and 3 jealous suspicion. Ah! true, true heart! Not 
drilled my pitying face. But when she was $a shadow on those clear, brown eyes, but what 

able to sit up, she insisted upon seeing the ; tender pity cast; not one shrinking glance, only 
wreck of her own beauty, I turned away my {such softened love as a mother might give a suf- 

face to hide the thick coming tears, as I handed 3 fering babe. 
her the glass. When I looked again, there was; Unheeding me still, he bent over her, and his 

no expression upon the disfigured face but one {voice trembied with emotion as he said, 
of peace. § Thank God for his merey!” 

“@od knew best, Rushy,” she said, softly. ; She looked up then. No shuddering glance 

“I know now that I loved my own face too ; of changed love met her eyes; but the veil that 
well. Sister,” and she let the weary head fall Shad never yet heen lifted from two loving hearts 
upon my breast, “I was thinking too much of } was rent asunder. 
this life, its pleasures, its admiration, and—: I crept away too, then, hearing the murmured 

and—— I was loving one of God’s creatures { words of love and thankfulness he poured out 
before my Maker. See how he humbles and } upon her, and seeing to the last his eyes un- 
teaches me my vain folly. I knew the power clouded, true and loving, bent on her face. 
of beauty and exulted in it; now—now my; He is my dear brother now, loved with a B 

dream is over. But do not sob so, sister, I sister’s fond affection; and if the scathing fire 

“will learn content.” Shas carried away my sister’s bloom, it has not 
“Graham?” I whispered. {robbed her of her gentle, winning nature, or 

“Yes. He never said he loved me, so he can taken from her the loyal devotion of Graham’s 

never have one word or thought of blame.” * heart. 

WAGE oN 

BY EMMA GARRISON JONES. 

I rememner it all! how the Autumn sun 3 Marched with a tireless, martial tread, 

AS ts tym eh seer ant) Ws ok {lla re chet edo nd the s ‘ : 
Went pista in their adi sheaves. And followed oe out to the war that day. 

A black-bird whistled, down in the dell, Thrice since then have the trees put on 
‘A note as sweet as a shepherd's pipe; i Their Autumn garments of russet leaves: 

And fast, from the bending branehes, feli % Thrice havo the reapers gathered in 
‘The rosy apples, mellow and ripe. : ‘Their golden treasures of yellow shexves. 

Pease wale oe Wie aes song, i I es oe in Seat aceay 
wn in the fields where the clover grew; aiting, watching, alas! in vain; 

And crushing the bloom as they amped along, ; Down the winding ah through the clover bloom, 
‘Tho soldiers murehed in their sits of blue; ‘ Willie will never come back again,
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BY THE AUTHOR or “Tie SECOND LIFE.” 

CHAPTER I. 3 to down-cry your neighbor. I saw you on Wed- 
“Berries? Yes, that crop’s a dead failure, 3 nesday, in the ferry-boat, looking at the pas- 

both straw and black. Want of hoeing, partly; 3 sengers as if each of them needed the gospel 
but the peaches’ll make it up to me, d’ye see, * preached right off to them, and you'd like to do 
Miss Barbara? ‘There's a heavy promise of? it. You'd have done them more good to start 
yield there, down in the orchard, yonder.” 3 on the presumption, that every man and woman 

As he spoke, the nurseryman drew out his$there wore as decent under-clothing as your- 
own lank height to peer over the garden fence, 3 self, and was just as apt to be honest and kind. 

stretching his long limbs as slowly as he had § It’s a cleaner world than you think. Hoh!” 
drawled out the words. His very hair looked $ tugging at a tough dock-root. 
lazy, the young girl thought, being straight and! Barbara did not like this Mr. Joyce; never 
yellow, and so did the full, slow, blue eyes—} being certain, under his slow quiet, whether he 

they suited the day. A day of dusty, oppres- was not laughing at her, and did not hold her 
sive sunshine, though in early June; the pas- {as of little more worth than a kitten. But just 
ture fiolds, that swept out from the little nur-§ now he had spoken in earnest. 

sery, had yellowed and dried in it; andthe bees$ ‘You'll not deny,” she replied, however, 
had gotten the dull bass of autumn into their § «that there is crime in the world? Murderers, 

“drone already, as they hummed about their $ thieves?” He did not answer immediately; 
work in the interminable lines of hedges down } and, glancing down as he pulled at the roots, 

| the road. § she saw his face had lost its color, as if some- 

“Peaches have failed for two or three years, 3 thing had stung him sharply. Nor did he reply 
with you, Mr. Joyce,” she said. ; to two or three remarks which she made on the 

“Well, so they have—so they have,” pulling ¢ tomatoes, ete. Could she have hurt him in any 
his leather watch-chain, thoughtfully. otha way? No; she knew by his face, when he 

true. Want of underdigging, maybe.” § raised it, that it was a man’s trouble which had 
«“Want——” Barbara was not yet rid of brought the anxious look into it, and one with 

the intolerance of youth. ‘If the crops needed} which she had nothing todo. Yet it might be 
*, digging ——”’ g that her words had recalled it, for he went on | 

«It was better they should have it? Surely, ; muttering something about ‘‘crime,” to himself, 
T’m slow about some things, I know.” There yas he took up a hoe and began cleaning it, his 
was a queer twinkle in his eye, but he turned} bony hand unsteady, she noticed, and the flesh 
dully away, and began weeding out some tomato- i about his mouth white. 

plants that grew too thickly. $ He caught her keen glance presently, and " 
“So trees as well as people need coaxing and ; suddenly dropped into his lazy apathy again. 

urging before they will show their best parts?” } “Yes, there’s crime in the world, Barbara, 1 
said Barbara. $ don’t deny it. But when you talk to a mur- 3 

, He made no reply. The girl, like most Ame- : derer, or a thief, take it for granted that it was 
rican school-girls, was used to fire off crude bits $ circumstance, not nature, that dragged him into 

of her observation, fancying them as new to 3 the pit. You'll have the better chance of taking 
the hearer as to herself. He went on, weeding, ; him out.” 
down to the cabbage-beds. 3 Something in his face made her feel that any 

“Only on human beings so much of the labor ? words of hers would be trivial and out of place. 

is in vain!” she added, now, in a lower voice. 3 She stood silent a minute, and then taking up 
“Now don’t, Barbara!” gravely looking up, ¢ his straw hat that had fallen on the path, tight- 

and wiping the drops of sweat from his face. ; ened the string about the crown, and said, 
“You're taking up this n f reform, : ‘‘There, that will hold-better. I must Sif 
lately; young Ree have Nat ata over : “Tt’s not He ete There’s ane Bsus: 
year, it seems to me. Reforms are well enough ; berries ripe on the middle beds if you'll take 

in their way, but don’t let them tempt you on £ that way out; that is, if you will go.” 
337
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“Why, they’re early. The same that I re-; things rather than that in his soul he is guilty. 
member last summer, I suppose. I’ll find them. $ Think that it was a passion no man could resist 

Good-morning, Mr. Joyce.” 3 that drove him on—that his better self cried out 

“Barbara!” 3 fiercely every hour against it.” 

She stopped. % He stopped sharply, listening to some distant 
+ Will you think over what we said just now?” sound; she stood waiting, frightened at the 
“Think?” confusedly. What ailed the man? : strange meaning in his face. 
Dunn Joyce, before this, had seemed to the; “Go now,” he said, almost roughly. ‘‘Re- 

girl a middle-aged man, hardened by his quiet i member what I have said. It is the last time 
and dullness into a half-way stage between her ; such words can cross my lips. Do you think it 

father and herself; now this sharp trouble, $ cost me nothing to ask that of you—you, Bar- 

whatever it might be, of which every look and bara?” 
word bore evidence, made him alive, strong, 3 She stood a few moments, tying and untying 

real to her. Seeing how he suffered from it, and $ her shawl-fringe, while he went back to his 
how he held it down, it occurred to her, almost ; work, looking askance at him as he stooped. 
for the first time, that he was, in fact, but a3 The girl was moved with pity and fright, too, as 
young man, not yet past the season of passion, 3 we said, down to her very heart. She wanted to 
and the acuter diseases of soul as well as body. 3 say some words to him—the right kind of words 

“I know there’s crime in the world, Bar- to say—but what ought they to be? How could 
bara,” he said. ‘It may be nearer us than you $she understand him? Consequently, she said 
think. If some day, if ever you are brought to : nothing at last, but—‘‘It must be four o’clock; 

face it—will you remember what we were say- $ there’s your brother Richard at the gate.” 

ing this morning? I’ve a reason for what I: “Yes, that’s Richard,” flinging a handful of 
ask,” after a pause, wiping his forehead. $mullen over the hedge, “I heard him coming 

“J will remember, certainly,” in a puzzled Sup the road.” It was the dull, simple Dunn + 
tone. 3 Joyce who was speaking now; there was not a 

“TI want you to be merciful, Barbara,” col- : trace of the old agitation in his manner. 
lecting himself. ‘If any one whom you haye— Richard stopped to speak to him before com- 
who has been a friend to you—should be found § ing to her, slapping him on his bent back with, 

guilty, don’t be quick to judge harshly.” 3 «Well, Dunn, old fellow, here we are again.” 
She watched him keenly—what did he mean? : “You're late, Dick, boy,” was the answer, 

“To whom can my judgment matter any- : as Joyce raised his red, perspiring face, and 

thing?” she said, coldly. {surveyed his brother’s square-built figure ad- 
He was leaning against the fence, rubbing : miringly, as a father might his pet boy. 

his hand weakly, back and forward, on his fore- : “Yes. Good-evening, Barbara. Helping old 

head, $ Dunn in his work? When he hears any one 

“I don’t know,” he answered; ‘yet some-} coming he tugs at these weeds, making believe 

times I’ve thought, if that day ever came, your : it is by the sweat of his brow the earth is made 

opinion would be of more worth than all the $ to bring forth in this bit of ground; but I fancy 

world’s beside. I mean, I’d like to think you} you and I know better. Laziness belongs to 

would be merciful—you at least—in condemn- 8 our blood, eh! Dunn?” 

ing——” He hesitated, was silent. 3 Joyce laughed, and picked the bits of clay off 

«You do not speak clearly,” she said, assum- : of his hoe-handle. There was no finer wit in 

ing a lighter tone, though there was a azar te world, to him, than Dick. 

terror at her heart. “JT was telling Miss Barbara about the Haar- 

“No?” looking up. ‘I only wanted, Bar- ‘ lem gooseberries, Dick,” he said. “Go find 

bara,” trying to fall into her careless tone, ‘to; them for her; and look at the Bartlett pears as 

warn you against a harsh judgment.” d yon go by,” he called after them. ‘It would 

He stopped there short. The man felt too ; be hard for Jersey to beat them, I fancy,” be- 

deeply to pass over this thing with an indif- ginning to hoe again. 

ferent gesture. ‘‘Child!” making a step toward : But when they had turned down into the 

her, ‘I’ve always wanted to say this to you. } middle alleys of the garden, Barbara glanced 

Yve waited long for the chance. If any one} back, and saw that he was leaning on his hoe, 

who loves you ever stands before you, and says, 3 motionless, looking with a strange vagueness in 

“See, I have done this fine deed—all the world’ his face across the flat landscape into the sultry 

has turned against me’—for your own soul's; sky. 

gake, be true to him, Barbara. Believe all} She could not help watching him while Richard
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gathered the gooseberries. It was such an odd, } Before he took up the trade of gardener, he 

unlooked-for outburst, that of Dunn’s. Nothing } had been clerk in old Judge L——’s law-office 

like it had ever occurred before in their daily {in the city; a mere copyist, promoted to that 
life, although she had been used to see him, day 3 post from errand-boy, yet slowly learning the 

by day, for nearly seven years. In those years, bcs and letter of the profession. A pet ef 
she had looked on him as a sort of lay-figure, the queer old judge’s, who was used to send 

with not much more perception of his separate me a Pe even Mp ose ane 
vitality, or of what manner of make he was, {him, and slap his knees while he took snuff, 

than of one of his own cedars. But now, as } declaring that the ‘Scotch chap had a long and 

she stood shading her eyes with her hat, the } canny brain, and that he (the judge) meant to 

er oe vee a its eas es om ‘ences; amet rashes nd 

corderoy trousers, had a new Interest Tr. $ . ’ ’ z om 

“One dear to her, yet guilty?” Himself? The { shrowd-looking, black-eyed boy presented him- 
agi ya of ie look he - — on eS 3 a ne CiaksaP era Kennel ae 
‘ace and form, as he came closer to her, sud- a > 

denly Pe itkhed to her, so passionate and hope- this country, his mother being dead, to pursue 
less, that it gave a sudden grace and nobility to he es of his eh ee oe a your 

the crudely moulded features. Could he have :art be, young sir, beyon e feeding of your- 
fancied her daily courtesy more ne pene cst ahs ae cae ce no ee 4 
Her face flushed hot and red. unn Joyce § that, or I’m no judge of eyes. e boy colored 

guilty of a foul, hidden crime? Bah! and, try- Sat this rude attack, but replied quietly that 
i Y i 3his mother had designed him for an artist, and ing to thrust the whole mab itet out of sight, she a re xe : ae , 
turned to talk to Richard Nolt, (the brothers, ; trusted to her fon, Dunn to.carnyiout heriplans. 

. being children of different fathers, did not bear { ‘I'll be no dishonor to him, nor to her that’s 
the same name.) gone,” he said, with a slight tremble in his 

Dunn, meanwhile, went, in his jogging gait, to = which disarmed the judge and kept him 

: the tool-house, and put awuy his hoe and rake 3 silent; though he treated the intruder with a 

methodically, saying to himself, ‘Barbara and 3 gruff surliness, which extended to Dunn, when 
her father’ll be going home in a few minutes, the foes ere to ee ni ae 
Til make them up a basket of peas and cher-: give up the law,” he said, a week or two after 

ries,”” 3 : Richard’s priya. “Dick's a stout boy, and 

Hlis conscience rasped him a little, as he re- } needs good, wholesome food for a few years; 
membered how to-morrow’s marketage would ‘he mustn’t be balked in his fancy for the paint- 

be curtailed by this, for poor Dunn counted his } ing business, or, rather, she must not be disap- 
J income by the pennies. ‘‘Richard won’t like ; pointed. Ill turn to something that will bring 

it; so pies off of Friday’s sayings. But it'll im the ready penny every day. I’m thinking of o 
give the girla hearty dinner. She’s a growing } leasing a bit of ground beyond Spring Garden, 

; ane a : : 
girl, and must be hungry, many’s the day.” {if you approve——’ To which the judge re- 
And it was curious to see how daintily he | susned no answer other than to fling him some 
washed his fingers before touching the fruit } letters to post, and bid him ‘go to the devil his 
which she was to eat. ‘own way.” Dunn was full of the sourest Scotch 

Dunn Joyce’s little nursery and vegetable } pride when once it was set to fermenting; and, 
gardens lay on one of the low hills that make a } besides, he was under a weight of obligation to 
gentle inclination toward the Schuylkill, north- the old man, which made this roughness of mis- 
west of Philadelphia. It was some ten years a gall him to the quick. They parted 
since he had leased the Jand and laid them out. jin an angry silence. But nobody knew how 
He was a young man then, twent; twenty- ; bitter was the old man’s disappointment in the young , twenty or mani an’s disapp 
five; a different-looking man, also, full of energy, ; matter, until, when at his death soon after, he 
spirit, vim, as we Westerners say, though de- sont for Joyce, and entrusted the closing up of 

veloped in a slow, leisurely fashion of his own; shis estate to him, An estate of debts, and no 
and also not without a certain city polish Gi jascets, as it proved; his protegee was not bene- 

manner, a grave, old-school heaviness of cour- ; fited by it in any respect. ; 

tesy. But. he had lost all this now; or, maybe, 3 If it cost Dunn Joyce anything 10 give up his " 

no one cared to observe whether he had it or : project for life, no one knew of it, least of all 
not; there is much in that, and I suppose that, ihe brother for whom it had been done. He 

in truth, there was no more unconsidered, un- sank at once into the dull, simple-hearted fel- 

noted a man in the county than Dunn Joyce. }low we find him to-day; never entering with 
Von, XLVIT.—24
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much zest into his work; ready always to re- {Ford’s own dwelling-house, a wooden cottage, 
spond, with a laugh, to Richard’s jokes, but {remained vacant. Just over the hill, there wasa 
never rash enough to essay ong in return; be- } small Episcopalian church, of which old Nicholas 

coming a storer-up of receipts, odd dates, and soem was rector, a man of some weight and 

local information, such small, useful knowledge 3 influence in his day. You may find his name 
as would help others in an buurtb way; but Snow in the old journals kept in the Philadelphia 
keeping strangely aloof from the world, or the : Library, heading reports of charitable meetings, 
world’s doings. An observer, more acute than as chairman, and the like, He tried, too, to found 

‘Richard, would have guessed that the man {a scheme similar to the modern Emigrant Aid 
feared ta quicken some latent pange: of discon- { Societies; but Nicholas Waugh was too unprac: 

tent at his own isolation. But Richard never } tical and dilatory a man to ever accomplish any 
thought of that. He was a warm-hearted, grate- ; effective work. As age worsted him, sapping 
ful fellow, but without an atom of aigrbid or Sout both health and energy, his visits to the 

sensitive feeling himself, and jeering at it in } city ceased, and his whole time hardly sufficed 
others; liking work for work’s sake, and intent {to eke out the two sermons a week demanded 

on succeeding in his art to repay Dunn all that phy his meagre parish. After awhile, the old 

he owed him. “Though the coming out here }man found even this too heavy a task, and be- 
was the wisest thing the old chap ever did,” he }gan to’ quietly draw on his old stock of dis- 
was wont to say. ‘It is but a poor outcome } courses. In a word, he went the way of all old 
he would have made at the law; and this slow, } preachers: the younger members rebelled at the . 

easy life just suits his lazy temperament. We }toothiess mumbling, and slipped away to other 
are all inherently apathetic—it came from our 3 pastures. To bring back these truant lambs, a 

mother, a Portage she was; but, for me, I fight } more active shepherd was needed—and poor old 
it down. Dunn’s different. So I will fight it } Waugh retired from the parish he had so long 
down, and the dear, old fellow shall have time Sand faithfully guarded, with two hundred dol- 
to doze out his days.” To all of which Dunn $lars a year, and a miserably sick heart, full of 
used to reply by a laugh. It was true enough, pated and sad memories. 

oils Hl Gthoth Pod el ow clas a ounnaabih phe catenecs Aéskina toe. ob > 98 > ; 
4 he didn’t know why. Maybe, if he had stayed {men having the habit of smoking together, their 

at the law—well, no matter, Dick did not know 3 chairs tilted back against Dunn’s front wall, 
that.” Snever exchanging a word. When the new oc- 

His faith in Richard’s genius was one of his } eupant of the living and parsonage arrived, old 
deep and abiding principles, in which belief} Waugh went over to Joyce’s for his accustomed 
Dick certainly kept pace with him. He worked $ pipe. He had not thought before that the change : 

i steadily at his landscapes; doggedly courageous, : of ministry demanded of him to resign the house, 
though they never were sold, and gathered, year $ which with Deb, his sole servant, he had occu- 

by year, on his hands. ‘Such ill-luck as this 3 pied these twenty years. ‘I had forgotten that 
had chanced before; public justice was never } the house must be given up, sir,” after sitting 
so blind as when she turned art-critic,” etc., $ silent half an hour, taking the pipe from his 

etc. Meanwhile they scraped a meagre living out { mouth, rubbing its stem gently with a far-off 

of the proceeds of Dunn’s nursery and garden. look, “TI had forgotten that, Mr. Joyce.” He 
But Barbara? We must go back a few years. }laughed a childish, ashamed laugh. “My 
Dunn Joyce’s house was a square, uncouth ‘sonia is failing, sir—foiling.” “Tt’s hard, 

building of brick, which had been once covered : Mr. Waugh,” Joyce answered, his face flushing. 
with plaster, in imitation of brown-stone; but {Ho did not say how he had called it a cursed 

the plaster falling off, left it in a mottled state, }shame to the vestry, this thrusting a old man 
as if stricken with leprosy. Dunn, of course, { out. ‘You built the back rooms, did you not, 

made no attempt at repairs, other than by pein?” “Only the out-sheds, eon is all, Joyce; 
striking a grape-vine in here and there, and }Mrs. Deborah (my woman, Mr. Joyce,) has 
leaving it to do its work of covering the blotches. } papered and painted all the rooms though; and 
The house had been, in fact, a warehouse, in tr tinkered at the old house every year a little. 
which Squire Ford had stored his flour when } When a man has no wife or child, they come te 
he worked the mill above the pasturage. But } care for such things as the house they live in, 
the squire dying, and the mill going into the ‘and—and such like trifles.” Again the weak, 

hands of his creditors, the house stood tenant- pee, laugh. They smoked in silence a long 

less till Joyce took it at a merely nominal rent. {while after that. ‘ When the old man’s pipe
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was out, he knocked the ashes carefully out, ; After he had been in Joyce's house a year 
and put it up on the little shelf. “A long { or two, his brother came from New England, 
good-by to my old chum,” he said. His long, Samuel Waugh. Not so old a man as he, and 
lean face wore its usual look of mild vagueness; § more rubbed by friction with the world, bring- 
but the chin, Dunn noted, that sure index to Sing with him a child, (a daughter, ) and a second 

the heart, worked unsteadily. ‘I purpose a 3 wife, whom he had lately married. He wanted 
journey, to-morrow,” he said, leaning with both fa house near his brother. The two old men 
hands on the back of his chair, “‘down;” mo- ; clung together as burrs from the same tree will, 

tioning with his thumb toward the city. “To when the sap and life are nearly dried out 
look for boarding?” said Dunn, staring blankly Sof both. “It’s not long Nick and I have to 
over the Schuylkill. “Yes, that is it. I—itis ? stay,” said the stranger Waugh, who, being the 
a long time since I was there,” with a look as ‘ younger, talked oftenest of death, ‘“‘and we had 

if he were going to face the whole world, neither : better be together.” 

clothed, nor in his right mind, “I never thought; Richard Nolt thought of Squire Ford’s empty 
to go again into the city.” “It costs you miuch, $ cottage, and named it to them. Old Mr. Wangh 
then, to give up the neighborhood?” stammered } liked it as being easy of access to the city; his 
Joyce, as the old man put on his hat, and drew wife, who meditated a book that summer, (she 

on the torn old gloves. He tried to speak, but jas a New Haven woman, the authoress of 

did not, only by a choked chuckle; and after “Leaves from the Heart,” published in ’32,) 
fumbling at his wristbands 2 moment, lifted his ; thought it’s isolation favorable for spiritual de- 

hat, and walked hastily away. At the end of $ velopment; and the girl, Barbara, finding three 
the path he stopped, and came back. ‘Excuse {hen’s-nests under the hedges, was tumultuous 
me, Mr. Joyce, I was confused just now,” with $ in her approval—so the house was rented. But 

an effort to be quiet and dignified. “TI fear I Sold Nicholas did not forsake Dunn’s home for 
left an impression on your mind that I felt my {his brother’s. He had grown into the two 
removal from the house unjust—I am not so rooms, as one might say. Besides, the brothers 

foolish. But I am old, and it was a blow—a $ discovered, in a month’s time, that each had 

blow, sir.” { acquired some queer notions and habits in these 
But we must make haste with this part of the 3 years they had been apart; and then Samuel’s 

story; it matters but little, after all. 3 wife made old Nicholas shiver with her rising 

There were two vacant rooms in the second i scale of, oh! oh! oh! when anything to admire 
story of Joyce’s house, for he and Dick oceu-%in Nature gave her a chance of outbreak—so 
pied but a part of it. Into these, when the the old men limited their intercourse to an oc- 
clergyman started for town the next day, Dunn § casional evening visit, pipe in hand. Barbara, 
had his books and furniture carried, contriving, meanwhile, grew out of the fat, freckled hoyden, 

“with old Deborah’s aid, to give them the home- $ who found the hen’s-nests, into the tall, anxious- 
look as nearly as possible. And when the {faced girl, who stood by the gooseberry patch 
old man stood amazed, after his return, Dunn § with Richard Nolt that day. That she did grow 
drawled out, raking the celery-beds, “It’s a : so fast was, maybe, one cause of the anxious 
bad time for moying into town. Make Richard} look. The frocks and wrappers that fitted her 
an’ me a three weeks’ visit, an’ take time to Nae fourteen were ripped and flounced, slid down 
look around you.” Nicholas Waugh thanked ‘off the shoulders, and crept up the ankles; yet 
him cordially; the poor young man was well‘ none came to take their place. Barbara had a 
disposed, he thought. But when going into the ! good share of sense and independence; but it 
room again, where his books were, he found ‘needs less of these qualities to take a woman to 
every minutest fancy consulted and gratified; ‘the stake, than to make her totally forget that 
he came out, and touched his hat on passing Sher dress is faded and too short, and her shoes 
Joyce with a new recognition; there was a cer- } with a hole at the side. So Barbara was awk- 
tain respect in his tone toward the young man ‘ward with her sense of shame, as she talked to 
after that, never there before. Seven years} Richard Nolt; and she should have been no 
had passed since then, and the: old man still ‘heroine of ours if she had not been so. 
occupied the upper rooms; the three weeks stay : 

extended itself indefinitely. At first, the change } 
troubled him. The corn-fields were on the left : CHAPTER IT. 

of his study window; they faced these. But he : Donn Joycr brought the basket of vegetables 
had become accustomed to the alteration, and fand cherries to Barbara. 

almost liked it. i 3} “Pll carry them over when you are ready to
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ae ia fecid! ees Richard will do it,” with a s schemed, or Braham sung; and countless other 

sudden glance at his brother. ‘ trifles into which he never suffered a remem- 
Barbara thanked him heartily, with a satisfied 3 brance of himself to one Yet the young girl 

glance at the peas. As Dunn had thought, she § used to cunningly draw him in to the memory 
was a healthy, growing girl, and often hungry 3 of this old life; she saw it was full of an _ 
with their unceasing dishes of milk and eggs. 3 uaured glory to ais that these slater: pears 

Some yery vital feeling used to twinge her on 3 caught all their feeling and meaning from i 
passing the butcher’s shops, in town, with their : as she had seen the tae be ee isina 
mottled, yellow and red roasts. “I'll make?scape of a winter’s day, reflecte ina/Cloud 
cherry bien? eagerly. ‘Come over and take : Lorraine mirror, freshen and glow into their 
dinner with us,” looking at both of them. Some-$ summer’s life; again Barbara used i laugh “Mg 

how her countenance fell when her eyes met $ see how he looked on ae days as ‘carnal, 
Dunn’s. He was not, surely, the guilty wretch § “devoted to fleshly vanities ef yet how he 
whose crime was to bring her such sorrow; and preached out of them, when his sermons were 
yet—— She turned to speak to Richard, nod- = worth hearing, that is. Iam afraid the carnal 
ding to the upper peter of a ee ss ee 3 eae Tea mach eases 
hours since that conference began,” she said. chambers of his br: ’ 3 
«T mean to break it up.” : : Looking out of the window at the girl, it pleased 

He laughed, and Cream peers ae 3 him i eae Sues eee a 
se. d after t adily for $ sun; ‘‘And she pu 4 

a ee an ae ADELA Ea di 7 he said t hs r father, ‘with just as care- a minute; then scratching a match ona birch 3 ian,” he said to he j 

tree near by, pee ace, ae aan ; Th oe bain aoe aiiieres 
self to his forcing-house, shrilly whistling, m es, very 7, ; - 

“Roy’s Wife,” for the yodue man’s songs were i swered the little man, in a hurried, weak treble 
is i hat the as few and hackneyed as his ideas. 3as usual, as though there were danger tl 

Old Nicholas Waugh, seeing them coming, } oe Po aiaahe on chad eee nach 
threw up the sash of one of the upper windows, 3 quick enough. e took snuff wi nanone 

and when Barbara looked up, put his finger to ; white fingers, (the W aughs all had delicate 
his forehead, saluting her. There was a quaint, 3 hands, ) thrust the box into his brown coat 

old-fashioned grace in ad the movements of the 3 pocket; fumbled to cover the dorned an 
old man, airy and delicate, present always, then, his hands clasped petned nies and down 

‘ in spite ermhs clerical habit, on even of the § weet his head at his Se io . 

very unclerical garb he wore just now. An} If she had nteayeane raining—Bar! wa 

old, faded green camlet wrapper, trimmed with } resumed her hey “with well-bred people.” 
frayed fringe and buttons, and perched on “A year’s training? Exactly; and with cul- 

the top of his long, meld head a purple velvet ; tivated ies ea a noes <a) 
smoking-cap, with tarnished gilt tassel. hers Wegner Nicholas? meekly “hesitating. fi 
old man’s mind now had grown simple and 3 has Mrs. Waugh, my wife, as I might say. 
transparent, and his notions aged, fade, eee Nicholas looked rather ae out of the 

i USE 5 back, in th indow. ‘So she has,” he said. 
oars TD para tae is ri % Mh ie 3 “oie Barbara AG Richard, coming up years gone, he had been a gay young fellow, 3 rd; ig 
with hot passions, and days that brought clear 3 the walk, saw the two heads as if framed be- 
messages from heaven and hell into his history; 3 hind the window-sash. 
never @ thinking man; in fact, below medio-3 ‘Barbara,’ said Richard. 

crity, so far as the brain went, but in his heart § “¢What is it?” c : : 

always a curious chivalric instinct; the narrow ‘Have you noticed anything peculiar about 
tenderness of a woman. He had traveled in $ your uncle, lately?” 
France, in Spain; knew the whole Continent, in : “Peculiar?” : 

fact, so far as its pictures and people, and cities;  «« Different from other people; from his usual 
i and sunrises; and the rest formed a background : self, in fact.” oe : 

to his own history while there. What that his- § She looked at him inquiringly, her lips shut 
tory was he never told; but sometimes to Bar- § tight. Since she was a child, (with the same ex- 
bara he talked of the violets in the Paris mar- $ plosive temper that she had to-day,) she watched 
kets; of the phosphoric waves he had seen in : sharply and jealously any slightest look of deri- 
the Mediterranean—different from ours; of sion at the old es He ee ae ai. 
how Recamier danced in her own saloons, her 3 for her fancy; all that she knew of the gay 

flossy hair touching her ankles; of how Fouche } world, of honor and courtship, and fashion and
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grace outside of these flattened hills, with their ; days were hardly enough for her to repent of 
pastures and truck patches, came through him. } the sins of the other half. 
For this Richard Nolt, with his stumped figure } Richard had chosen the old summer kitchen 
and slovenly clothes, he belonged to the truck ' as his studio, and whitewashed it. His great 
patches, to these coarse days. She belonged to $ picture of the Juniata by Sunrise was over the 
them herself; she had a bitter scorn for the ; dresser; the ‘Storm off Cape Cod” by the pan- 

whole lot; sometimes, herself included; or lis- } try window; and the vacant space, where the 

* tened to Richard's mistakes in grammer, or i stove had been, was filled up by a table covered 

slips of the tongue, that showed him as ignorant : with brushes, paint-cases, oily rags. Some 
as she was, with a more bitter pity, the limits } artists would have made the old room not un- 

of which, as far as Richard was concerned, she picturesque; but, except to place the pictures 

did not define. ‘It’s harder for a man to have ‘ in the proper light, Richard Nolt cared nothing 

to drag along in this way than a woman,” she 3 for such effect. ° 

used to think. But that did not make her less 3 Nolt was a modern landscape-painter, not the 

tart and impatient with Dick, or his dull fail- ; artist of books by any means. When he painted 
ings and want of delicacy and tact, as now. that Juniata down, he had no ‘passionate 

‘He is always different from you or me,” she $ dreams” of beauty or fame; it was a scene with 
said, quietly. ‘What is the matter? Has he : good points in it; he analyzed it thoroughly. 
found fault with your last View on the Dela- : “That bit of color above the water, rose mad- 

ware??? $der and lake—good; cloud to the left, brown- 
“Not that I know of, Barbara,” said poor : burnt: umber, carmine, ete., etc.” He was faith- 

Dick, quite oblivious to the sarcasm. <‘‘He’s a} ful to the very roots coming out of the water, 
good judge of pictures, I think. No. There’s a $ the broken bricks in the roadside; his lake and 

screw loose here,” touching his forehead, and § burnt umber were bought at the best shops in 
shaking his head anxiously. ‘I’ve noticed it {the city; but as for being ‘stabbed to the heart 

since he made that trip to town, a month ago; ; by Nature’s grandeur, or healed by her beauty,” 
a certain unsettled flighty manner not natural; (as his chum, Fred Powers, was fond of ex- 
to him; a most irrational way of stating facts— { pressing himself.) Nolt said simply, «‘Bah!” 
his own plans and future, for instance—as Sand went on with his work; so Nature, diluted 

though he had some hold on an unbounded for- ; through his pictures, stabbed or healed nobody ; 
tune.” < nor sold the pictures, either, which touched Nolt 

“Irrational enough,” said Barbara. ; more nearly. 

“He has no such hold? Prospect?” said} He turned a wooden bucket upside down, 
the young man, leaning forward, and peering ; and gave it to Barbara for a seat, while he ex- 

eagerly into her face. 3 plained the landscapes to her. The sun was 
F She rejoined by a half uttered «*Pish!” and : setting, and its rays fell warm and pleasantly 

an audible, “You know the extent of our} about her figure and smiling face. If the dress 
poverty as well as I, Mr. Richard. For the : were but limp calico, and unfashionably made, 

fancy about my uncle, it is fancy. I wish we {it only hinted more plainly the: lithe, pliable 
were as sane as he.” $form just swelling out of childhood, which it 

They had reached the door-step by this time. ; covered; the nutty-brown hair shone warmly in 
She did not notice a curious expression of satis- : its half curls; the large, unformed features were 

faction that had crept out of his features, and } good-humored just now; there was a depth of 

which as suddenly died away when she looked 3 strength and tenderness in tHe wide, brown eye. 

up. 3 If Barbara Waugh’s life remained unsoured, she 

“Tt is a long time since I saw your ‘Views,’ $ would soften and ripen into a matron, some ten 
by the way, Mr, Richard. Are they in town, 3} years hence, that her sons would be proud of; 

or here?” ‘ would be the enduring type to them of a beau- 

“Here, fortunately, here. Come in, Miss Bar- ; tiful woman. 
bara—come in!” hurrying through the passage ¢ It was an odd thought about a homely, un- 
with alacrity; ‘the best are here, according to : finished girl, but such a one as was natural to 
my opinion. But you shall judge for yourself,” : Nolt’s cool Scotch brain; besides, he knew Bar- 

his face quite in a glow. She followed more : bara well, and all the eapabilities within her. 
slowly, caring or knowing nothing about beauty : As he talked on about the pictures, this notion 
in pictures or landscapes. Only she was afraid: about the girl grew stronger, filled his mind 
she had been rough with Dick, and was making ‘ completely; he hesitated, glanced at her con- 
a sort of peace-offering. One half of Barbara’s ; tinually, grew embarrassed in his monotonous
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talk. It was partly her fault, this; she never } 80 yividly, when she was wakened out of it by 

had seemed so cheerful, pleased, happy, with $a sudden pause in Richard’s monotonous flow 

him; her bonnet had fallen by her side, and she} of talk, 

leaned forward, listening attentively, not heed-: ‘If I had been painting an ideal landscape, 
ing the moisture which the sun called out on’a touch of brilliance should come in there,” 

her white forehead. : pointing with his brush, ‘‘against that dark 

There was something he always had meant: hollow in the water. ‘An Aphrodite,’ say, ris- 
to say to Barbara; (after looking at the matter § ing from the wayes. But how should I know 
on all sides,) but he had put it off, year after S anything of goddesses, Barbara? The only 
year, in his canny Scotch fashion, with, ‘Bide : beauty with which I am familiar is that of a 
a bit; let’s view the subject a little longer.” It{ dear, loveable, home-looking girl that——” 

ag be too. na if te narra nae eee e a i atta ie spacial es five malas 
a ere could be no better time than the pre-} but he did not go through with it successfully, 
sent. Dunn was in the green-houses; the old he felt that; for Barbara said quietly, as if her 
men, up stairs, were safe for a half-hour’s lon- 3 thoughts were far-off, 

ger parley. It certainly was as good a chance “Anything white would do—the glitter of 

as would eyer offer again. But he turned the} mackerel’s fins, for instance. That would be , 
face of another picture from the wall and talked ; more natural off the Connecticut coast than 
on—! throbbing at his wrists, and al $ Aphrodites, don’t you think?” 

se AP Ri pea ee a th think,” ees heating a little as he 
Meanwhile, Barbara’s real eye (while the turned the picture back to the wall, ‘that a 

other one was apparently studying Richard man ought to paint, or write, or talk of no- 
Nolt’s browns and cool grays,) was looking ee citlae that he does not know practically and 
himself and her, ‘There was the use of being $ thoroughly. And I know so little, Barbara!” 

aman! She had as good a fund of plain senso} She looked up quickly. Dick’s face was cut 

as Richard Nolt, and as quick eyes; and eee in keen, shrewd lines. The face of a man, you 
hands could be trained as well as his, she sup-§ would say, who would succeed in a quiet trad- 

posed; yet he, being a man, had his profession § ing business; but now, as he stood looking out 

to fill up his days, to be of use to him as a8 of the window, his palette in his dropped hand, 
money-making help, as well as an excitement : there was a vague regret, a sense of some bitter 
and a pleasure. She had nothing of all this, 3 loss in the unnerved features that touched her 
because—she was a woman.” $ woman’s sympathy. 

She put her hand to her mouth, biting it ner- ; «You know your art, Richard,” she said, 

vously. Not that Barbara was an ambitious 3 gently, 
ta or was troubled with any unused and : : What I could teach myself I know; nothing 
angry gift of genius, but she was forced to be 3 more,” impatiently. ‘I worked in a brick-kiln 

idle. In their bare, idealess home, there were 3 at home, It was a sign-painter taught me the 
neither books to read, clothes to sew, nor even § names of colors—great artists must have other 

materials to cook, She would have been rested, 3 beginnings than that.” 

contented with any of these. She was just até “<T know, Mr. Richard, in a subdued yoice. 

that age, when, in every woman who will ever$ Sympathy from a voice softly toned as this, 
be of any worth in the world, the instincts that § unlocked poor Dick’s heart completely. “I 
will hereafter make her a good wife or mother, : know I have power,” he said, his eye kindling; 

or ruler of a house, begin to ferment in her § “Tm sure of that, but it’s shut up as the germ 
brain, set her faney to work, soften her emer Wore in the magician’s jar; it needs a gold 

with a tender appeal, force her to hold out her} spring to set it free, and I hayen’t the gold,” 

hands in urgent entreaty for work to do, for § with a forced laugh. ‘If I had the money, 
something to caress. Barbara Waugh loyed no : Barbara, I’d be off to Europe, put myself under 
man as she should her husband; but she was {a good master, and go to work—at the yery ru- 

ready, like all girls of seventeen, to bestow her $diments. Just bone down to it——” 

love on the first actor in her little socialdramag He stopped, the same thought going on 
who would slip into the costume she had pre-§ silently, she knew by his shut lips and knitted 

pared for her hero; and to be a good loyal, forehead, 
helpful wife to him afterward. 3 Your brother——” she hesitated. ‘Could 

About this visioned hero she had hung many 3 he do nothing?” 
absurd fancies. It may have been one of them ; A curious change flashed over Nolt’s face—a 
which had brought the rose-flush to her cheeks ? sudden expression of anger and shame, and as
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quick a glance at her, as if to know whether she} day. That is all. There is no career for us, 

had any deeper meaning than her words implied. 3 but——” 
“Dunn knows of my wish,” he said, ina re-$ “But love,” with a sudden courage, coming 

strained voice, ‘“‘but not of its extent.’ I have 3 toward her. 

tried to conceal it from him. Dunn’s a good$ “IfIhad beena man,” rising suddenly, her cye 

brother, and there is nothing he would not do : lighting, ‘it would have been different with me 

to gratify me. Wothing,” he muttered to him-§ from other men,” glancing down at her wrists, 
self, with the same angry flush. ‘He's weak— § as if to test their strength, ‘I would have made 
poor Dunn!” recovering himself, and stooping i my own luck and chances in the world.” 
to adjust the paint-tubes on the table. § He laughed, and caught her wrists, looking 

Barbara was silent; there was an idea came } for a moment at her hands. They were long, 
to her, from his words, that she put back with $and moulded delicately without waste, like her 

a frightened shock of feeling. He was weak, ‘ unele’s. “See, child! your fingers are suited 
poor Dunn! Who s0 likely to be ‘driven into $ better for caresses than work. Would you be 
erime by a passion he could not resist?” Did § satisfied with that? Would it be ‘career’ enough 
Richard Nolt know of any such passion—such } for you to be the wife of a man who loves you, 
temptation? She did put the fancy away; whom you could help on to fame and fortune? 
laughed at it to herself; long afterward she } J love you, Barbara.” 

remembered it. The defiant look melted from her face, her 

Nolt stooped over the table, fingering the Serves seemed to weaken; her head sank on 

tubes purposely, glancing askance at the girl} her breast, but she said nothing. 

on her low seat, at the bent head and thought-$ “I know,” said poor Nolt, distracted and 
ful face, and the hand playing unconsciously $ confused, as most men are in his condition, «I 
with a loose lock of her hair, § ought not to have said this, Barbara. I have 

“Barbara!” he said, in a sharp, unnatural $no home to offer you; not an atom of either 

tone, that startled himself. She looked up, $ fame or fortune, that I talked of just now. But 

quickly, but something in his face made her § they'll come—they’ll come. And—well, Bar- 

turn her head as quickly away. ‘It was not} bara,” putting his hand to his throat, as if he 
money I wished to speak to you about to-day ;” 3 were choking, ‘I could not help it. God knows 

he broke down here. How slow the shadows $@ man needs something more to help him live 

were creeping over the floor; how heavy the 3 than money.” 
silence! Poor Nolt’s heart was heavy with a§ He looked eagerly in her face, but no answer 
weak nausea, a despising of himself, that he {came by word or glance. Her eyebrows were 

never had felt before. But this was his first ; knitted, the blush faded from her face; the 

throw for happiness; his life had been dull and woman and man had changed places; it was 
sordid enough always; with this new hope, this 3 she who was cool, who meant to go over this 

new effort, came new emotions. He had not$ ground sure-footed. 

known how much he cared for the woman, until § “Have you heard me?” he whispered. ‘I 

now that he was going to speak to her. A sud-{loye you, Barbara, with a passion more than 
den atmosphere of purity and beauty seemed'to : you think my slow Scotch blood is capable of 
surround her, warning him off. He had thought § feeling. Will you help me to live? Will you 
for years how natural and comfortable, and give me the hope to keep in my heart, through 
happy a thing it would be to make this girl his § my struggle, that when I can open a home for 
wife; now the hope started up with an unat-§ you, you will come to it, and let me be your 

tainable splendor. What was he to gain, this 3 protector—let me hold you in my love, safe and 
fresh, beautiful life, and absorb it in his own? : happy, forever? For you’re not a happy woman 
The old, old glamor was in Nolt’s eyes, blinding £ now,” in a lower tone. 
them to the failings in the meaning of the face | She put her hand to her head, nervously 
at which he looked, as well as to the ill-fitting $ smoothing her hair. ‘No, I’m not,” she mut- 

gown, and broken shoe. He found words, at : tered. ‘I have been thinking, Mr. Richard,” 

last, though hardly conscious of their meaning, } looking him full in the face, after 2 moment’s 

stammering them out. pause, (Barbara had straightforward, honest 

“We have been talking of my future, Bar-}eyes,) ‘‘I never thought of this from you. I h 
bara—but yours? Will you let me look at it?” $ don’t want to deceive you, and say I love you, , 

“There is nothing in it to see,” she said, § when it is only respect.” 
without turning her head. ‘A woman has no The young man drew back, biting his lip, his 

hopes, nor plans, Only to live on from day to $ face suddenly vacant of its eager look.
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“a ies aay surely, I don’t know myself,” ; Dunn’s green-houses; the hum of bees finding 

she hastened to add. ‘Don’t be hurt with me, } their hives; the whir of a bird’s wings on its 

Mr. Richard,” putting her hand gently on his} way to the nest; scents and sounds waiting to 
arm. “But I have always thought that the } make themselves known once more before they 
man I married must be unlike myself—in some } slept for the night. The breath of the evening 
sort a hero,” with a shaky laugh. i was tender, tremulous with fragrance; it may 

His face grew crimson. “I understand you,” } have been that which softened Barbara's face, 
he said, coldly. as sho listened to the low pleading whisper at 

“No, you do not,” vehemently. ‘It is not her side; and it may have made that whisper dif- 
the fame or fortune you talked of that Beet yee from all Melivaentoas Sd 

I do not care for genius in the man I love. ere was no mention ’ We 
Only—only—— Oh, Richard! I am so tired of: it was the heart of the man (however large or 

this life of ours,” with a sudden outbreak, the $ small that may have been,) that was,uttering 
tears coming, her face working. She was not} itself now. 
near so pretty as she had been half an hour So Barbara listened, with her head bent, and 
ago, Nolt thought. “We drag along so from 3 2 subdued but feverish throb in her veins; and 
day to day, every one for himself. If one could when the voice was silent at last, the ebbing 
but hear a real heroic word, now and then. If} flow of the river below the fields, the cool even- 

any man who lived a different life from this, ing itself took up the story and told it, she 
‘pure and unselfish, would say to me, ‘1 ieee thought. She roused herself with a sigh and a 8 
you,’ I would be his slave, I think. But I must smile, drew her fingers from the hand that held 

get out of this. And you are forced to live as} them. zi ie 

we do. It is a sordid life, scraping bread to-3 ‘Do not ask me to reply now,” she said. 
gether from day to day at our house. Talk oft pues pag eae 

debt driving us on, there must be something? ichard Nolt’s blood had gr m an 
better hepa 3 frésher while he talked; he was going, in some 

Surely, Nolt thought, never was a proposal} way, back to his earlier youth. His future life, 

reeeived in this fashion. The girl’s head was he fancied, was DSi in this a and 
turned with romances. But he loved her more{ charm of the hour. Over the western horizon 
passionately, somehow, for this bit of weakness, : a Hine color, of a Ce ae ay 
the childish unreason of her talk. crept, its hue was reflected from the peach- 

“There is better outside,” he said, gray blossoms down in the orchard; it was the color 

“Ttold you that. And I mean to reach it,” his } of anew lite oo) love, he thought. one 
eye going beyond her with an outlook of firm} he saw its blush in the rounded cheek beside 

resolye, “with you, or without you, Barbara. : him. Ce Tish was one of the best nio- 

I mean to give myself an education in my art. { ments of Nolt’s life. He mas living, for the in- 
I mean to reach the highest summit possible to} Sones od ee God nee - - aa 
my strength. Will that satisfy you?” i love God had given him, without a thought o 

One would have thought, from the shrewd Bee Nolt, Racin Rate eye Mens 
look of scrutiny on her face, that he had mis-$ jarbare roused’ iim -by drawing away from 
understood hee Whale meaning; but she was} the window, and listening to the sound of her 
silent. If his resolve was not the ideal heroism 3 father’s and uncle’s voices up stairs. “I will 

she waited for, it may have been because her’ not disturb them,” she said. ‘Father will fol- 
meaning was vague, to herself even. Nolt came 3 low me,” and she went to the door. ‘Good-by, 
and stood beside her at the window. Noon was$ Mr. Bichard.” 

Jong since past, and the cool shadows, broaden- He turned and went with her down the walk 
ing out of the east, began to draw from the flat leading to the gate. } 

and bare landscape the one look of beauty it Before they left the door, Dunn’s noe slow 
was capable of wearing, an expression of HS figure emerged from aeiee path “Don’t for- 

quiet and repose. eae began us ilies a be Pein KY Sat ran aie 
night now; the broad sweeps of reddening: sharply from Richard’s fiushed face to Bar- 

clover grew into a dull russet hue; the black: bara’s pale one; stooped to straighten a bunch 
outlines of the woods and still ponds between ; of blue conyolvulus. Something in the homely, 

were sharply defined. When the fresh evening : lonely face touched Barbara with pity. . 
air stirred out of its gray hush, it psn star ep thought’ you would come with it, Mr. 
breaths of hay-ficlds; of cows going home bo a Joyce she ould, ingly. ; 

pasture; even a heavy, tropical fragrance from{ ‘I? No; Richard will go. He is younger,
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and more supple than I. I’m growing old, and: said. One effort, and I have a wife of my own 
Dick is your own age, Miss Barbara,” oe choosing, and what fame I will. I'll not forget 
at her with a curiously wistful expression. «I 3 old Dunn, when good fortune comes to me.” 
mean,” with a laugh, “to go up and join the Yet at the name, the same change that the 
two othet old people up stairs.” girl had noted came into his look. It passed 

But he stooped again, twisting the branches $ away, however, as he went into his studio. 

of a creeper that had fallen straight. “When good fortune comes, by-gones will be 
When they reached the gate, Barbara turned, § by-gones between Dunn and me,” he said, half 

and, disregarding the words Dick was pouring 3 aloud, and sat down to his easel. 

out, nodded cheerfully to the gardener. Even 3 Barbara was neither so cheerful, nor so calm. 
hae i 

at that distance, she could see his face suddenly 3 Did she love this man? God knew her heart, 
brighten, as he waved his old hat, and turned’ and knew if this was the right sort of wifely 
in“doors to go up the stairs. $fecling. She did not. Meanwhile, what had 

6, . : . , > 4 ‘. . 
“Dunn is right,” said Richard, looking after} she done? What had she done? She went into 

him. ‘He is more at home with quaint and : her own chamber with a turbid, angry face. If 5 
aged natures than with yours, my darling! qy it was the first time in her life she had looked 
can fancy him even as a baby, old-fashioned 3 fairly down into her own heart, what she saw 
and grave.” there did not please her. 

Barbara did not reply, and they walked in Dunn, standing by old Nicholas Waugh’s win- 
silence over the ficld that separated the two dow, listened to the low plash of the river. 
houses. What a tired sound it had! As if the thing 
When Richard Nolt had said good-night, and} were alone in God’s world, and knew itself 

came back, it was with a curious lightness of « alone. Pish! Was old Dunn Joyce turning 

his step, and in the throbbing of his pulse. § sentimental, like a school-girl? He knew Dick’s 

“Tt is clear enough,” he thought, stopping } wishes now in life, it was his business to see 
with the door-knob in his hand before entering. $ that they were fulfilled. What had he to care 

“I can ‘make my own fate and chances,’ as she ¢ for but Dick? (To BE CONTINUED.) 

RA en 

POAC RD dN: G-. 

; BY CLARA MORETON, 

My craven heart belied my words. I said, z So far asin me lay. If such my srief, 

“I would not have you elsewhere in this hour $ What must the anguish be of those who send 
Of need. God speed my boy!” while gushing up 3 ‘The boys they bear to danger’s front, to fight 
Came words, I scarce could stifle back, entreating $ The battles of our righteous cause? God saye 
That he would stay. The kiss of parting almost cleft } And pity such! but may He ever blast 
My heart in twain; for God alone could know 2 And wither all the ties of life to those 
If it were not the last! If such the grief 3 Accursed ones who brought this on our land! 
Of parting with my boy—mine only that i Yet what am I who pray for vengeance, when 
I love him so—also, that when she died, Our Christ hath taught forgiveness to our foes? 
Who loved him as a mother only can, 3 Father, forgive! and give us grace to wait 
I promised before God to fill her place ‘Thy time of vengeance, which, though slow, is sure, 

Pe ARR NRO 

LAM oS II LING BY THey RIV E.R. SIL DH. 

BY FINLEY JOHNSON. 

Tan sitting by the river side, i I see before me now the trees, 
Where we were wont to stray, Clothed in their Spring array; 

In the halcyon days of long ago, And yet no pleasure do I feel, 
Alas! now passed away; For thou art far away. 

And I'm thinking how we used to sit, $ . But, ah, alas! like roses fair, 
With hand clasped within hand, ; Which boast of brightest bloom, 

And dreamed of fairies bright, and caught : Thy love, which was my star of life, 
A glimpse of spirit land! . Found an untimely doom.



ONLY A MATTER OF BUSINESS. 

BY N. P, DARLING. f 

Mr. WavKercnock took a segar from the he was, too} more particularly as he had been 
case, bit off the end, placed it in his mouth, lit at home with me when I had made my last visit, 
it, and began to pace up and down the room and I had thought Bill had taken quite a fancy 
with his hands behind him, and his long fingers : to my sister Jane. I couldn’t blame "ee though, 
working nervously. At last he came and stood § for that, for Jane was quite pretty; and if she’d 
before the fire, near where I was seated. ; been some other fellow’s sister, I don’t know 

“Tum! then it seems you want a furlough, 3 what I should have done. 

Mr. Grimpe?” he said, puffing furiously at his “Just tell ’em I’m well,” says Bill, just be- 
segar, and fixing his eyes upon the tip end of fore the cars ues “Say that I Sake to 
his very red nose. § be down there to see ’em before long. 

“Yes, sir. I should like to be off for a few 3 I promised that I would, for I knew what Bill 

weeks,” I replied, modestly, for I was young : meant pretty well; and besides all this, I knew 
then, and stood very much in awe of Mr. Wau-¢ that Jane liked him; and I like to have the 
keechock. § people around me as happy es I conveniently 
“How long, Mr. Grimpe?”” Scan; and I thought that it would make Jane 
“A few weeks—three or four.” } happy if I should tell her how well Bill was 
My employer turned on ae heel, and began : eae eee eae Ecce es er 

to pace the room again, and I began to fear? that meant to make something in the world. 

that I should not be granted leave of absence; : Jane was standing at the gate waiting for me 
but while I was giving way to my fears, hes when I got home, and we walked up toward the 
spoke again, $ house together, where I met mother standing in 

“Mr. Gri how 1 have you been with! the door. 
me?” a lin ae : «Where is your friend?” asked mother, as I 

“A year, sir, last month.” { walked into the house, and sat down in the 

«And you’ye never been home in that time?” ¢ little, low rocking-chair by the stove. 

“No, sir.” : “Mr. Stevens couldn’t come; but he hopes to 

“I think you’ve been yery faithful, Mr. tbe down in the course of a month ortwo. I 
Grimpe. I have been very well pleased with ; shall not be here, then, and he and Jane will 
you—yes, very well pleased; but now, if I let} find it all the more pleasant—they can be alone 

you go, I shall expect you back just three ; together, you know, mother,” and Jane blushed 
weeks from to-day. Will you be here?” Sand looked very simple; and I could not help 

eV OR, Bit,” : thinking what a lucky fellow Stevens would be, 

“Well, go then. But hold! Mr. Grimpe, I : when I heard some one coming up the garden 
believe you smoke—take a segar. It’sa gt walk, and a sweet, little face peeped in at the 
bad habit for a young man to get into, though, $ window, and then a young lady came in. She 
Mr, Grimpe, and I advise you to leave it off;” : was somewhat surprised to find a stranger there, 

and Mr. Waukeechock smiled and bowed me 3 but sister Jane made us acquainted; and I do 

out of the office. $not think I ever got along better with a new 
It is a glorious thing for a fellow that has 3 acquaintance in my life. To be sure, I was not 

been shut up, for a whole year in a city office, 3 much used to society; I was much more at home 

to get out for a month in the country. The } with my ledger in the office with Bill Stevens. . 
only trouble is, that at first it seems as if the} Heer at ae Jane and ae ae 

country was not large enough to hold him. a pleasant party that evening; and when Miss 

Q It was in the early part of May, and I had} Dean went Bway, I went out with her; and we 
written home to mother that I was coming, if ty walked along in ce ae ont I ad I 
could get leave. Now I was already to start. $ felt very happy, and did not care to speak very 

Bill Stevens, who worked in the office with me, ; loud; and I remember that we were a very great 
went down to the depot to see me off. I was : while in walking up the hill to Mr. Brown’s, 
sorry that he could not go with me, and I think ! where Miss Dean was visiting with her mother. 

348
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We stood at the gate a great while talking, till ¢ Grimpe,” she said, the evening before my de- 

I thought that mother and Jane would. think it § parture. 

yery strange; and so I bid her good-night and : “And Teresi you will forget me very acon) 

went back, thinking all the time, to myself, As all that,” said I, as I took a seat on the sofa 

about what she had said, and how sweet she oe her. ; 

had looked when I left her standing in the} “Why, no; I may remember you a long time, 

moonlight, with her white dress gleaming like § Mr. Grimpe,” she replied, with a queer smile. 

silver, and her face so fair and tender-looking. ; “It will be as well if you donot. We, per- 

i i aN ked Jane, $ haps, shall never meet again.” «‘And who is Miss Dean?” I one : 3 Hh eS, ss ea Ne 

when I had got back to the house. Llike her g Should you care?” she asked, rising from 

yery much.” g her seat. 
“Do you? I am glad of it. She is Mrs.$ ‘You know I should, Miss Dean. Forgive 

Brown’s niece. She and her mother visit here ime if T make too bold—but I love you, Sarah.” 

every spring. I believe they reside in New} She did not reply. Her head was turned 

York. Baxaloe father—or her mother’s hus- |ooay, though I held her hand clasped in both 
band, rather, for her own father is dead—is in seh aie Ph, ie oe i - 

business there. I believe he is quite wealthy.” 3 ‘I am poor, I know, egan again; but she 
««And I am very poor.” hee are her hand, and, without a word, 

“Well, what of that?” asked Jane, looking ¢ had left the room, ‘ 

up at me in surprise. i I waited for some time expecting her return; 
“Nothing, nothing, only ———” $ but she did not come. I began to see a hole in 

“Oh! I think I understand you. But your the fence. ‘Sam Grimpe,” said I, ‘you area 
poverty neyer will make any difference to Sau eae ee ee Pyare pee 
Sarah.” gone there to deny the charge, ook my hat 

“Perhaps not; but I think it will, But good- {and went home. 
night, sis,” and I went up to my room, the} The next day I was once more in Mr. Wau- 

same that I had always occupied while at home. } keechock’s office. That gentleman saw that I 
A bouquet of early flowers was upon the table, ; was there as I had said I would be; but he only 
and several of my favorite books; but I was not 3 bowed when he passed my desk. I knew that 

inclined to read, my fancies were too sweet— git was all right, though, for he was a man of 

; perhaps the more so for being so real. $few words. It never took him a great while to 
I did not see Miss Dean for several days find out what a young man was worth to him. 

after. Meantime her mother had gone home, ; He seemed to see everything with one glance of 

leaving her still with her aunt. his eye. 
It ee a calm, soft evening, and Jane and I “Mr. Waukeechock was asking where your 

had started out for a walk; and without inten- } mother lived the other day,” said Bill, coming 

tion, I do believe, we took the road up the hill, up to my desk. 
and found ourselves at Mrs. Brown’s door be- ; ‘Did he inquire of you?” 

fore we were hardly aware of it. % “Yes. He had a letter in his hand at the 
Of course, we went in, I will not say that time, that he had just opened, that I noticed 

Sarah’s face expressed any pleasure at seeing § was mailed at oe place. I wonder if the 
me, but I think it did. She pleyen ee me, and peat had sy to do with you?” 

afterward I took a seat beside her in the win-; “I think not,” I replied; “but I tell you, 
dow; and I don’t think I could have been more ; Bill, I don't want to hear a word about home 

een le till Jane signified her inten- ee ve Ses a Pe ae went 
tion 0: going home, $ bac © his desk, thinking aul e country air 

“You will come again, won’t you, Mr. thad had a yery bad effect upon me. 
Grimpe?” said Sarah, I thought quite tenderly, 3 I tried to forget Sarah as much as I could, 

though I tried not to flatter myself too much. } though sometimes I could not help thinking 

And I did call again. Yes, I called every day, $ how badly I had been treated. It was the best 
until the time came for me to return to business. ; for me, however, for my pride kept me up. 
That time came too soon. It did not seem that; I had been back to my work, in the office, 

I had been at home a week; but I knew what } nearly a month, when one morning Mr. Wau- 
had made the time pass so swiftly—tI think it ! keechock sent word that he would like to sce 
always does with lovers. But Sarah did ot j me in his private room. I had not an idea 
seem to think the time had been so short. § what he wanted to say to me, only I rather 

“I think I have known you a year, Mr. $ expected—though I tried not to—that I should
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be promoted. When I entered the little room,, ‘No, sir.” 
Mr. Waukeechock was sitting at a little desk, ; “And now, Mr. Grimpe, I hope you'll excuse 
with his back toward the door. He looked up } me, but Ladvise you to marry an heiress!” 

as I entered. «That is quicker said than done,” I replied, 
“Did you wish to see me, sir?” with a smile. 

“Yes; take a chair. It is only a little busi-$ «Well, Mr. Grimpe, you will take dinner with 
ness transaction,” he replied, going on with his : me to-day. Now don’t try to excuse yourself; 
writing. At last he put down his pen, turned } put wait—here is a detter.” 
around in his chair, so as to face me where I sat. I took it and left the private office. I hardly 

“Yes, Mr. Grimpe, I’ve a little business with } knew what to make of Mr. Waukeechock’s con- 
you this morning ——” but here he stopped, and § yersation that morning; but I thought that the 
began to pace the room. It seemed that he was } letter might explain it partly. 
in no great hurry to commence. 3 Imagine my surprise and joy to find that it 

. “You are a very industrious young man, Mr. } was from Sarah. But I cannot tell you what 
Grimpe. Very prompt, too, and I like you. } was in it. It made me very happy, however, 
Do you hear that, Mr. Grimpe?” Sand Iwas glad to go home with Mr. Waukee- 

“Yeu, sir.” 3 chock to dinner. 
“Well, I called you in here upon a little “Well,” said Bill, when I told him the story 

matter of business, that’s all. You know I’m a that evening, ‘‘who’d have thought of your 

business man, Mr. Grimpe. I like to do every- : courting old Waukcechock’s step-daughter!” 

thing straightforward. You’re a business man, ; “And the best of it was, I didn’t know it.” 

too, Mr. Grimpe, and that’s why I like you. “Just so.” 

But you are poor. Well, so was I, once. It’s And I did marry an heiress a short time after 
nothing to be ashamed of, Mr. Grimpe—do you’ that; and as Mr. Waukeechock observed, ‘It 
think it is?” ? was a very pleasant matter of business.” 

THE EAGLE AND THE DOVES. 

BY E. A. DARBY. 

AN eagle sat on the mountain top, 2 And they sat on the roof and cooed their love. 
Watching the doves in the valley below; $ _ How sweet was the bloom in the valley below; 

The valley was sweet with bursting flowers, : How cold was the mountain top above; 
‘The mountain was cold with frozen snow. i The humming-bird glittered among the flowers, 

‘The doves were gathering twigs and moss 3 Rollicking zephyrus wantoned by, 
For their nest that was under the cottage eaves; § ~—_And the air was all alive with joy, 

‘The thatch overhanging excluded the sun, g ‘Tull it shivered and thrilled with a dreadful ery. 
And the ivy was thick with clustering leaves. § And there was a sound of rushing wings, 

‘The male kept cooing and wooing his mate, $ And, swooping down from the mountain’s crest, 
She gathering mosses, patient and meek, : os eagle seized the innocent doves, 

And happy to feel his soft caress, 8 nd with talons deep in each bloody breast, 
* ‘Whe eagle was whetting his hungry beak. : He bore them back to the mountain’s crest. 

Ere long their labor of joy was done, > 

LAS? TOKENS 

BY HELEN AUGUSTA BROWNE. 

‘Tan last, low tone before the harp is broken; z The spell, whose charms but lately drifted o'er thee, 
‘The soul’s adieu, the Summer's parting sighs; ‘That now is spent, and all enchantment gone; 

The look, the smile, that gives its final token ‘The hand that clasped thine own in friendly pressure; 
‘To thrill the heart, then slowly melts and dies. ‘The tender glance, the sweetest and the last; 

‘The rose, that fading, leaves its fragrance scattered; The voice that gave us once a world of pleasure, 
‘The swan, that dying, sings his sweetest strain; ‘That now must number with the treasures past. 

The hope, the joy, that now forever shattered, : F : i ARR : 3 ‘hese things can never die!» ‘They linger ever, 
Fass ammaraa solace Lest bo o8Ae Gua. 3 Like scent of roses, round the shattered vase; 

The flowers that died while yet in Summer’s glory; : Each tie may break, and all but Life may sever, 
‘The dreains that vanished with the morning dawn; 3 But Memory gives them still a hallowed place,



MY ONE FLIRTATION. : 

RY EMMA B. RIPLEY. 

Kirry and I were in agonies of industry over “T can wait,” I said, aloud. ‘If he deesn’t 
our crocheting; Christmas so close upon us—3 come, I shall do without anybody.” 
only next week, and so much to do! Of course, «You don’t mean you would be an old maid?” 

nothing could be accomplished unless we were 3 oried Kity, horrified. 
together to compare, advise, and admire; so “Yes, Katharing, I do.” And the announce- 

every afternoon we met and wrought in con-$ ment was made with all the solemnity befiting 
cert, our fingers flying, and our tongues, mean- 3 80 desperate a decision. It took my little friend 
while, by no means idle. On this particular $ some minutes to recover from the effect. 

occasion, Kitty had been giving me the details § “He must be very handsome,I suppose?” she 
of a projected match, to which I listened with 3 resumed, in a subdued tone. 
all the interest of a young girl in the important; ‘I don’t know. There must be that in his 
subject. 3 bearing which will announce the nobility, the 

“Well,” said I, decidedly, “it may suit Marian : distinction of his character. He will be hand- 
Graves; but it would never suit me! Who could § some, 80 far; as to ® nose, more or less straight, 

possibly make a hero out of Frederick Remsen?” } and trifles of that kind, Iam quite indifferent.” 
“T don’t know,” answered Kitty, doubtfully; «Tall or short?” 

“the’s very good-looking, I think.” $ Tall, of course,” I replied, with disdain. 
“Perhaps he may be; rosy cheeks and blue§ “The idea of loving a short man!” 

eyes. He'd make a pretty enough girl.” ; “Why, your father is quite short,” said the 

«And then he has such an amiable expres-§ matter-of-fact Kitty; ‘and so is your brother 
sion.” George.” 

“‘Amiable!” I repeated, with the iter “Have I ever denied it? Natural ties are 
scorn of seventeen. ‘I dare say he may be.” settled a but to love ee ae will 

“You are the oddest girl!” exclaimed Kitty. $ is a very different matter. Tall and dark; so 
“What do you want in a husband? You i much is positive; less I could not. But his mind, 

wouldn’t desire to have him unamiable, would } Kity; there will be the charm!” 
you?” } ‘So very talented, eh?” 

«About that,” I replied, with lofty calm, «T% «Talent! I despise the word! Don’t name 

should trouble myself very little. The man : it tome! Talent is a plodder, a delver in earth, 
whom J could care for must be so superior that } or mere utilitarian. I must have genius; genius 
no petty question of temper could ever arise} that can lift itself and me away from these 
concerning him.” dim scenes into regions of ineffable light and 

A sound in the direction of the fire-place made $ beauty.” 

me turn my head—was it a smothered langh? § “Shall you take your crocheting along?” 

It sounded like it. Butmno. Cousin John was } asked cousin John, laying down his pamphlet. 
absorbed in his magazine, and utterly uncon- ; I reddened, shade on shade, up to the darkest 

scious of our presence. $ peony. Who could have thought that he was 
“T should like to see your hero, Julia,” Kitty : listening all the time? 

presently remarked. ‘You are so dreadfully: ‘I’ve just been reading a paper on ex- 

particular; nobody ever seems to suit you. Pmi changes,” John continued. ‘I should like to 
ae you'll grow old without meeting him.” ask how you propose to indemnify your hero. 

These words struck a chord that vibrated; When this tall, dark form—this lofty genius, 
painfully; I had dreaded the same thing myself. 3 distinct from all his kind—makes his appear- 
Here I was, seventeen last August; youth pass- ance, what do you expect to bestow, in return, 

ing from me; and in all these years I had seen } for his peerless affections?” 

no one that corresponded in the least with my § “Bestow?” 
“ideal. What if there were no such being in} ‘Yes. You won’t want to be shabby.” 
existence, or if I were fated never to encounter; Why,” I answered, recovering myself, ‘he 

him? 3 will have me, of course.” 
351
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“You!” said John, surveying me coolly.; ‘I should think she had—all of that! And 
“You are a very nice little maid, and can turn $ why don’t you speak of the dear, little white 

: ‘ 3 eth ; 
off a net or a pair of slippers with the next} hand, the mischievous dimples, and the teeth 

girl; but,” shaking his head, «I’m afraid such like grains of pearl? She’s the most consum- 
a very hifalutin’ individual will hardly consider } mate little blonde, that’s what she is! Belle et 
it an even thing.” blanche! But I suppose you don’t admire that 

“Candid, at any rate,” I thought. But, of § style, being so dark yourself.” 

course, I wasn’t going to show any symptoms This was rather too much. I took up my 

of mortified vanity. candle and bade him the curtest of good-nights. 
“John,” said I, “I detest slang in any shape. $ Arrived in my own room, I locked the door, 

And you stayed home from the office, you know, : drew down the curtains, and proceeded to take 

because you had symptoms free  i 3a Ais ae ee in a ha ie I 
you afraid you'll aggravate it by talking so;really ‘‘so dark? never had supposed so. 

much?” My eyes and hair were black, I knew, and Ihad 
“Not a bit. Such wisdom as I’ve been listen- {no dazzling tints of red and white; but I had 

ing to these last five minutes would allay a much 3 imagined myself the owner of a respectable 
worse irritation than I experienced. Indeed, it 3 complexion. Maybe I was mistaken, though; 
has so toned me up, that I believe I will be off perhaps I struck every one who saw me as a 
iow eth a relieve PCE REN : een Sue ne ae, PEs 

was thankful for so much; but Kitty, I fan- $ or white, I shou! ave thought, ii ad ever 

cied, watched his retiring figure with regret. 3 thought anything about the matter, that I was, 
«Now we shall have a nice time all to our- 3 at least, as pretty as Kitty Warner, and should 

selves!” I exclaimed. ‘I do hate a stupid, sati- ; have felt sure that John agreed with me. His 
rical man around, annoying one with his little 3 admiration was simply a matter of course; so 

attempts at wit—don’t you, Kitty ?” Secon so, that I never thought of questioning it, 
«But Mr. Leigh isn’t stupid,” she replied, I 3 nor setting any special value on it. It was not 

thought it was pleasanter to have him here than 3 at all likely that he mon turn about, at this 
not.” Slate time of day, and elevate some one else 

“Oh, well!” I said, ‘he'll be back to tea, and : above me. Then, very apropos, I happened to 
you shall have him to yourself the whole even- : remember, “She walks in beauty”’—and fell 
ing, if you like.” asleep repeating, 

And, upon my word, I thought she availed § “All that’s best of dark and bright, 

herself of the permission. I am the last person $ feet At Ret aeecy, Aud Be aes, 
in the world to be jealous; but it really did seem § I was rather ashamed to ie ee day, ~ 

as if she were a great deal more interested in $ my zeal for going over to Mrs. Warner's hai 

John’s remarks, than in anything I had to say : essentially declined. Christmas was all the time 

about our work. Not that she neglected it; she : coming nearer, our worsted-work getting more 

was deft-fingered, and did her full share; but $ and more important; but I felt none of the ae- 

she found time to steal a great many glances at § customed a to sl ae ie advice 
ist ith d ttention to all$and sympathy. I was not so blind as to ignore 

Be aii . ae ee ee i i the ae Fats Vesey,” I eee 

night, but the next evening it was very per- you not ashamed of yourself? Must you always 

ceptible. I grew almost vexed watching them, $ be the first object wherever you are?, How could 

i i ime } I possibly have suspected that you were such a 

> phar ey ee selfish, Saale wile thing At this point 

«What a lovely little creature your friend the aos of oe ee Bee home 

is!” = 8 ty ; Iwas so tall, so fu leveloped ever; 

one sepia SS ee — : at 3 Tol could ites hu Kitiy's oe 

I suppose we women never zwill understand j lat night, without that adjective; and what a 

the enthusiasm with which men look at others } caressing sound it had! mes it’s all right,” i, 

of oursex. ‘“Loyely,” indeed! Why, he couldn’t { said; ‘she is little.” And I went over imme- 

have said much more of one of Raphael’s Ma- : diately after dinner, heroically determined to be 

donnas. $ neither paltry nor absurd. 

«Kitty is a rather pretty girl,” L answered, : I must do my friend the justice to say that 

coolly. ‘She has a fine complexion, and nice 3 she was exactly the same as ever; quite as much < 

hair, which she arranges with considerable § concerned about the ‘comparative merits of 

taste.” 3 Cheroy or Mazarine twist, and the superiority 

i
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of cut beads omen; steel. _ I tried to be, too, but'}so many lectures, little heeded, about a lofty 

sothehow my mind would reyert to John’s en-$ standard of character. Oh, it was impossible! 
thusiasm, and I kept studying my companion ; There was no need to be uneasy; it was nothing 
to see how far she justified it. I had to admit $ but a passing fancy. Very comfortable reason- 

that she was, perhaps, prettier than I had im- ling this, and would have been quite conclusive 
agined. Her throat was so soft and white; not if the next day’s experience had not upset it all. 

even the standing linen collar could make dis- 3 Time seems long, always, if much is happen- 

favoring sontrast; and her hands, how small ing in it, and the week preceding that Christmas 
and fair! My own showed to very poor adyan- } was an age to me. Restless and dissatisfied as 

tage beside them. Her hair, too, had gleams iI knew myself to be, I still would not admit 

of gold lurking iniiits, brown wayes—and she did i that I nuit ibe unhappy. What was Mins fe 
it up most beautifully. I had always known quake mensot ns dressed a ae ee 
that Kitty could put in her rats with more ; party in an odd state of mind. ad been 

science than any of us girls, and her waterfall } looking forward to it for weeks, and my new 
was smooth as spun glass. Her features were j silk and berthe haa. been greatly on my mind; 

nothing much; but the soft complexion certainly ae now that the time had come, they looked, 
gave them delicacy. ‘Her eyes, though,” I eapmchas very See rT i ee 
thought, consoled, ‘‘are blue as a china doll’s, Sa good ee about a 7 y, an : ne a 
and haye about the same expression.” Here I } feeling which, as I am owning to so much folly, 
recollected that I was getting spiteful and had {I may as well confess. I always thought that, 
better stop. { perhaps, this was to be the occasion when the 

John came in about half-past eight, and the { great, unknown would appear, when the tall 

scenes of the previous evening were re-enacted. {form and the dark eyes would dawn upon me. 
I was determined not to be silly, yet, spite of } But to-night I didn’t feel the customary antici- 
this resolute wisdom, I couldn’t help feeling ® pations; indeed, I almost thought I should not 
hurt. There seemed to be something wonder- {care to go out at all, if it were not for seeing 
fully attractive about Kitty’s work-basket—mine {how John and Kitty would behave. Girls will 
was left in peace. If I needed my scissors or {be girls, though, and I was only seventeen. As 
emery, they were at hand; but hers were played s the toilet proceeded, I began to take a little in- 
with, and if she wanted them, she had to ask ; terest in it, and when everything was done, the 

for them. Then they were yielded up with that jlast flower ae the bey a in oe 
air of deference which men pay to a pretty {my spirits had risen considerably. e new 
girl; and every remark made to her was tinged {things were becoming, it was evident, and I ran 
with the same gallantry. Everything that was Sdown Stairs to exhibit the effect to the family be- 
said to me, meanwhile, was as matter-of-fact as rare it pee by ee oe pene 

if he had been addressing the coal-man. In- 3 John had a way, at such times, of making me 

deed, I began to wonder if he would even take pes around, “a es or me ——: 

me home when the time came; whether, as the {with an air that showed him, as I imagined, 

distance was a trifle, he would not leave me to $ fully alive to the favorable influence of evening 
the mercies of one of the Warner boys. But S dress on my appearance. But to-night he kept 
things had not quite come to that. We walked on reading his paper with the most utter indif- 

along in silence, till he said, $ference. Papa and mother looked and praised, 

«Aren’t you well, Julia? You seemed rather } and the younger branches were loud in their 
dull this evening.” § applause; but he did not lift his eyes. I should 

And Kitty had been so bright, no doubt. If {never have asked for his opinion, but mamma, 
that was the kind of brilliancy he admired, let ‘who was ignorant of any pique on my part, had 

im have it AL . But I said nothing, : no scruples on the subject. 

=. — betes nase cess «How absorbed nt are to-night,” she said. 
Alone I thought it all over, and tears filled $ «Can’t you lay down your paper a minute and 

my eyes. ‘John always cared so much for me, look at poor Julia’s dress? Hani it pretty t? 
and now he turns me off as if I were nothing to 3 Yes, ds should think so,” he replied, Just 

him. Cousins and sisters, and all home-ties, 7a at it, ‘but I have no great taste in 
must stand aside, I suppose, when a man is such matters. Haye you read this article oe 
once in love; but I never thought, before, that ithe state of our ee ee Mn i a 

it was so hard.”” And then the idea of Kitty } Good, sound views, I should say”—and the 

being his fate! His, John’s, who had such et was extinguished under my cloak without 
wonderful ideas of women, and had given me } further notice.
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We were rather late, and the rooms were well ; as John considered me. I grew reckless. Put- 
filled. I soon singled out Kitty in white muslin $ ting aside, as well as might be, all thought of 
and blue ribbons, very girlish and becoming. ; the truth, I devoted myself to my companion. 
She came to me at once. ‘I’ve great news for: I tried my best to be charming, with no little 

you,” she said. ‘Your hero is here.” $ self-contempt as I did so. I liked attention as 

“Indeed?” well as most girls; but it was the first time I 

“Yes. He isa relation of Mrs. Haight, and had deliberately set myself to interest any man. 

his name is Lorimer. I recognized him as your : So I looked up archly at Mr. Lorimer, looked 

property the moment we were introduced. TS down timidly, played with my bouquet, was 
shall watch the progress of affairs with a great $ saucily smiling, or feignedly earnest; in short, 
deal of interest.” {went through the whole artillery practice, till 

Mr. Lorimer’s appearance did certainly cor- } somehow the dreary evening was over, and I 
respond with my ideal; a few weeks before the } found myself at home again. 
sight of him would surely have fluttered on Shouts of ‘‘Merry Christmas” awoke me early 
heart. ‘Tall, slight, with a pale face and star-3 the next morning. It was a great family fes- 
bright eyes, he gaye just that impression of in- 3 tival with us, and the children stamping through 

tellectual force and physical delicacy that my 3 the house with delighted exclamations over their 
foolish dreams had pictured. I saw Kitty and } gifts, effectually forbade all further slumber. 1 
my cousin across the room; they glanced toward 3 rose and went down to examine my own pre- 
us; I felt sure of the subject of their conversa: ; genta. The little tribe stood around, full of 
tion. How little they understood me—how little 3 eager interest; various papers were unfolded, 
guessed that my hero, now he had arrived, had : gifts from papa, mother, aunt, and cousins—and 
no power to waken the slightest interest. ; each was hailed with acclamation by the night- 

I stole a look at John; there was certainly § gowned spectators. Nothing from John. The 
nothing romantic in his appearance. Nobody § omission was strange, indeed; he had never 

called him ugly or handsome; he passed with 3 forgotten me before. I gathered up the several 
fifty others. And his mind? A girl of seven- ; articles, and was about to carry them to my own 
teen is no very competent judge. He was a}room, when I saw a couple of books on the 
great deal older than I, and people, whose: piano. ‘What are these?” I asked. 
opinion was worth something, thought highly ; «Oh! that’s cousin John’s present,” said little 
of him. He wasn’t in the least what I had 3 Ned, with his mouth full of raisins. ‘‘He brought 

dreamed of; my style of ‘‘intellectual;” all$ them just before you came down.” 

poetry, and soul, and scorn of the world. But 13 I took them up—Tennyson’s Poems, an Eng- 
thought, with sudden terror, what it would be to 3lish edition, exquisitely bound—just what I 
exchange him for the fullest reality of all those would have wished for. 
silly visions. How desolate, how wretched the 3 “You’re sure they are for me?” I asked, 
house would be that had not John in it every 3 doubtingly. ‘*There is no name in them.” 
day! Oh, dear! Why had I found this out: **Sure—of course I am—didn’t he tell me? I 

only now; now, when it was too late? g know there isn’t any name, ’cause I looked for 

Of course, the first impulse, like that of allsit; and when I told cousin John, he just said 

girls so circumstanced, was to guard myself it was no consequence.” 

from all suspicion, Mr. Lorimer was ready tof “No consequence.” Probably not. But the 

be interested. He was agreeable, or rather, I} manner of the gift destroyed all the pleasure I 
felt through my wretchedness a perception that $ might haye had in it. Perhaps, when he pro- 
I should have found him so had my mind been Secured the books, he felt some interest in gratify- 
at ease. Iwas left to him for entertainment so $ ing me—but that was done with. I wished he 
far as John was concerned. It was his habit § hed kept them; given them to Kitty, since it was 
to be a good deal with me at parties; he did } for her he cared. The next question was, how 

not interfere with other attentions, but he was} to bestow my own offering of watch-case and 
always at hand. I could summon him at any! slippers. { had been so careful with those 

time by a glance; nor had I ever hesitated to do ; things, taken so much pains to haye them 
so. But now he did not come near me. [3 pretty. No matter. 
thought this unkind; he need not-have been so} “William,” I asked, when our little ebony 

absorbed as to forget me utterly. I felt myself} came in to mend the fire, “do you know where 

neglected, ill-used; and Mr. Lorimer was near, 3 Mr. John is?” 

graceful, handsome, attentive. I could be at-} Up in his room, Miss Juley; heerd him 
tractive to somebody, it seemed, uninteresting } walking about this half-hour.” i
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y i i ia id, ¢ hh! I thought, if she only knew! 
A algae ri plamakore ae - my nse were difficult, my part in 

[Gonnomaain aes Pred + eobieey was yet more so, Mr. Lorimer was > 

ros ae es ing.” $ with me everywhere, and I had given him such 

se WaT! her? instant. : encouragement at our very first interview that 
eta Nae Saint aliioesP™TaaKbe it was impossible, without rudeness, to avoid 5 “Did you give Mr. Jolin the ? eu ; a soe 

y i idn’t j kly ; his attentions. Sometimes, gt “Well, no, Miss Juley. I didn’t jess ezac aie ‘ se icy AES APEC 

ive * i d the door on the } tried to withdraw, bu! 5 3 c 

ya osc aa i ; irl’s timidity, still persisted. And i in’ — rhaps, or a girl’s timidity, p 
aie ander otk ‘oats ia w nmeat ‘ Pehaher i aa new circumstance brought so I jess shied in one of ’em, an ; a ‘ iL aR 

k t in} John’s defection more fully round—and then I tucked the watch-pocke pe pris 
i .; him on; partly to show that I was qi 

Wiriveson wis men Pik ny sonia ea loatsatat aaah! partly for the occupa- ‘ 
Bence aa aenwl zh ncn a th tion, the excitement. I knew it was wrong, in- 

wiiiestt He'd ot priate ad k wt extheabie’ I had no plan; I hardly thought 
Peete macconMnebLile STAG PsTAboAae AFL i what I rea doing, or whither going. So it went fashion. i : 

i i New-Year Eve. 

acecacley winetdierae nd crete ae "haat in the winter a sleigh-ride had been 
Le ogg sph hin anc ene so se talked of for this occasion, and there had been 

eae portend x eae ahs a ea ; a half understanding between John and myself 

“pena ore Ma Oy one ti that he should attend me. Now, of course, he 

cic wecnein nun erreecnanan | would not wish it, and not for the world would 

ena t it. So I gladly aec- i i i I have seemed to expect it. g) 

Creniaca time mae wate eae 3 cepted Mr. Lorimer’s escort, wondering if John 

“am ea bheia igerepel omesabasagreei would remember anything about our tacit en- “Yes,” was my reply. : : aides 
a qin a 

1 axle” Peta pUNPTEL NE oh i : esha you go out to-night?” he asked, the «And I equally so for the ‘books, was my ; sadism eee GHAR 

pe emai be oe be i “Certainly—I wouldn’t miss it on any ac- What a dreary holiday it was—all the Hens el 
that I felt the necessity of iia aria i i ee pes Se tee deca va Nia 

usual. Ihe children expected sympathy : : “es ae 
i -¢ elaborate explanation, ecause yo y their delights, and to have their new story-; el Le SCARE AA 

i i int ; member that we thought of going tog: ; books read aloud; and I could not disappoin i Panos fadaved 
i $ I wish you to understand that y ly them And I must shcw pleasure in my Sia i . i ; ie 

i q if there is no companion whom you p: presents, too, which were numerous and fen, 3 aes ie ae spun cbueteie ana an anal 

i 8 

bests he nA Ron toate you,” I replied; “but the engagement was so evening, and all those doings whi os : fF dose aiwtes 

‘hristmas. When it: very vague tha i : posed to make a merry C! ; 3 J algal ie yt 

i - t; I only understood it to , a8 Vi 

bed tle ani a hes ribet ‘ih boa stein take me had I no other invita- ment, if life henceforth were to be lik es I , Se RUE dene 

i iti i 2m § tion. Tam going with Mr. Lo: “ if I were always to spend it in trying to seem § I A Nae pdche Dew 
i i i i What ; I continued, with an attempt at gayety, i interested in things I did not care for? ; ¢ Hac giaainy 

if I should $ you have discharged your conse’ n was there left to care for? I wondered if ‘ 3 f asia eat eee 
have to go on in this way till I was near sixty, ; Pane i pie be at liberty to y 

S. seventy years old, perhaps. How should I sae ¢ me ae sm cact wr ciapPrbanrel’ akan 
it? 

ba i ly brilliant, and ri to this sally. 
earn Gas’ tied? “at h 1 tried What did I expect—that he would say he had mixed in all their gayeties. ome, I tri eames i Re 

j - dy consulted inclination in ig 
cca cid aot aie ei tahiti § “iis ase Ase The response checked any further scious that I did not quite succeed, while on : . : 

i i t at plesantry, at any rate. part there was a growing formality. saath pean ahidy sake! Aa hgh nod 

ey ientooa rah aca ie tand a bland atmosphere that threatened to be 
aPcnce ate: ha wl ara } fatal to future sleighing, but was delightful for I made some evasive answer. ; ye eee 

i ii i sent. We were a large party, a “Don’t have any foolish OS ae: aaa Be ach snssy UE be “euskal had 

with your cousin,” she said. “A coolness acne : PDAs ciel old ep stiotle the ialte 
the members of a family is so disagreeable. } and you ji 

Vou. XLVII.—22
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wastes to W——, eight miles distant. Supper; came a pause. It was not pleasant to say that 
and the unfailing dancing were here in order, {I had supposed them intended for Kitty; I 

and it was nearly midnight when we re-en- wanted no allusion to that theme, no discussion 

tered the sleighs. Mr. Lorimer’s manner all the : of it. 

evening had been marked; had my heart been “You thought,” he said, sharply and sud- 
interested, I should have seen it with delight; } denly, as if the words escaped him in spite of 
as it was, I met it, sometimes graciously, some- ; himself, ‘that your friends were as neglectful 
times with pretended blindness. As we were } of you as you have chosen to be of them.” 

going note alluded to his approaching aed A Beli accusation from him! «TI don’t 
parture, to the happiness of the last two weeks, 3 think that is quite just, John,” I said, with a 

in terms of unmistakable tenderness. I ought ; trembling voice. He was silent. Looking up 
to have checked him, but I hardly knew how to anny I saw that his eyes were fixed on me 

do it without a humiliating explanation; and, {with an earnest gaze, and, coloring deeply, 
after all, might it not be the best thing I could $ lowered my own. 
do to marry him, and go far, far stp the : “Don’t give yourself the trouble, I beg,” he 
scene of all my troubles? If he did not abso-: said, sarcastically. “Such tones and glances 

lutely say he loved me, his meaning was plain 3 are quite too valuable to be wasted on one gf 

enough. I kept a guilty, certainly not a for-$the family—and you are in very good practice 
bidding silence. His last words were a request { without.” 
that he might call on the morrow to bid me} ‘I don’t know what you mean,” was my sur- 
farewell. I ought to have denied it, to have so : prised exclamation. 

taken leave of him, then and there, that he? ‘You do,” he rejoined, sternly. ‘Cannot 
could not have misunderstood me. But I was 3 you be satisfied with the tribute your vanity 
wretched, undecided—and told him he might : has had already? Do you wish me to say in so 
come. §many words——” But just then one of the boys 

Sleep fled from me that night, and I rose 3 came, and there was no room for another sylla- 

early. To what had I pledged myself? I was 3 ble. What had he been about tovsay? ’ He re- 
bound, at least, to give this man a hearing; ferred, doubtless, to my behavior with Mr. 

was bound, in honor and truthfulness, to accept ; Lorimer; he wished to tell me that I had shown 

him. I could not deny it; he had received en- : a lack of delicacy, a thirat for admiration, that 

couragement not to be defended on any Ober 2 ENE Ned and angered him. Well, I deserved 

$s sie 1SOW E9° Sede aentivr Prix vor Adib onl AntiBoniacy "hs We -— ? sible. - § tive. , there 
possible, too, to deceive him with the pretended ; was some comfort in finding that he cared 
gift of a heart no longer in my own possession. : enough for me to be displeased. 

What should I do? With no shadow of sin-} Breakfast over, I looked anxiously for my 

cerity could I plead an ignorance of his mean- ; guest. Of course, he would come early, before 
ing; nor could I confess the truth. It only! the hour for regular calls, and I longed to go 
remained for me to pass, in his eyes, as a selfish : through with the interview, and have it to dread 

coquette, who had lured him on merely to;no more. He should be spared, if possible, the 

gratify her vanity. Such conduct was, in my ; chagrin of an open declaration; but were it not 
opinion, simply base—yet did I much deserve a 3 to be avoided, I would own that I had done 

E ‘better estimate? } wrong, and beg him to pardon and forget me. 

As I wandered restlessly through the parlors, : My heart shrank at thought of the pain I must 
John came in with a bouquet of hot-house : inflict; I felt how cruel, how unjustifiable, had 

flowers. New-Year presents were not in order 3 been my conduct; but to this strait had folly 

in our family, our exercies of that kind being i brought me, and the consequences could not be 
limited to birthdays and Christmas; but he had ? escaped. 

often given me some trifle; a ribbon, a box of} Nine, ten o’clock, and no Mr. Lorimer ap- 

bonbons, perhaps. Of course, I expected no- ‘peared. Was he ill, or what could detain him? 
thing now, but seeing me, he came forward and ‘Callers began to arrive, and my surprise in- 
held out the flowers. I admired their beauty } creased when, about noon, he came in with a 
and perfume, but did not venture to take them : young man of our own place. Elaborately 

from his hand. $ dressed, graceful, animaied, he had never ap- 

“So you refuse my gift?” he asked. peared to better advantage. Doubtless some- 
«By no means, if it is meant for me,” I said, : thing had hindered his call, and his stay would 

a little surprised; ‘but I thought——” and here ; now be prolonged. But no! he was to leave, it
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\ seemed, in the evening train, and he talked of ; ‘‘What!”’ exclaimed John. ‘He has gone 
our future meeting as a distant, uncertain thing. {without an explanation!” 
He was anticipating a year in Europe; what | «Without one word.” 

changes might there not be ere his return? He ‘‘Scoundrel!” cried John, in wrath. “But he 
hardly dared to hope to find again, in the same } shall pay for this!” 
place, all the friends he left—and, much more, i “No, no,” I said, half laughing, spite of my 

in the same vein. I could scarcely believe my }embarrassment. ‘For, John, I was so glad to 

senses. Was this Mr. Lorimer, whose feelings ; have him go.” 
I had been studying how to spare, over whose} ‘*You were?” he asked, perplexed. 

anguish I had wasted so much pity; this easy, ; “Yes,” I said, owning the truth with a great 
assured individual, from whose manner every 3 effort—‘‘glad to find that he had only been 

trace of peculiar meaning had vanished? A 3 flirting with me*as I had with him!” 
few more minutes passed in amiable nothings; : ‘‘Is this so, Julia?” he asked again. 
there was a friendly leave-taking; he was gone 3 «Yes, John,” I replied. And then—I don’t 
—it was over! 3 know what he saw or fancied—but he held my 

Iran up to my own room and sat there, trying ¢hand closer and drew me to him. 
to make it out. What did it mean—what could 3 “Dear,” he whispered, “could you possibly 

it mean—unless, and my cheeks flamed at the {like a short man, after all?” Some token of 
' thought, that he had just been amusing himself {assent must have followed, for he went on; 

a week or two? Oh! what a righteous judg- $‘‘and a man without intellect, or genius, or . 

ment on me! and yet how mortifying! But the {any of your hero-qualities?” 
relief was so much greater than the biter “No, no,” I said. ‘Yes, I mean.” It was 

that 1 went back to the parlor with a lightened c rather confused sentence, but he seemed to 
heart. Now, whenever John took me to task, I $ make out its purport. 

would own my fault, and assure him that I had It is hardly to be supposed that other people 
seen enough of the folly and wrong of coquet~ : will feel the interest that we did in the expla- 
ting. But my reason, I remembered sadly, he : nation that ensued. How John had loved me 
must never know. $80 long, but believed that I cared for him only 

Twilight came on at last; mamma had gone $ as a cousin. How my foolish talk that day with 
out to attend to some domestic matter; the chil- { Kitty cut him to the heart, as showing so utter 

dren were dispersed here and there; John and I ihe He aetna to ne in any other way; how 
found ourselves alone together. he had endeavored to stifle his affection, and 

“Julia,” he asked, “will you forgive some {succeeded only in making himself miserable; 

unwarrantable words of mine this morning?” {how Kitty had divined what was passing, and 
“I don’t know how much there was to for- { tried to comfort him by insisting that I did not 

give; you did not finish your sentence.” Sreally care for Mr. Lorimer. Dear, good little 

“Let it remain unfinished foreyer then,” he | Kitty! and I had almost hated her these last 
said, ‘and let us be friends once more.” He pbwo weeks, 

held out his hand, and I placed mine in it. ; A brief, happy silence followed this explana- 

«And now tell me, Julia, how soon I am to } tion. 

congratulate you?” ; 4 “John,” said I, suddenly breaking it—‘“do 
The uncomfortable sense of being duped re- son think I am really so very dark?” 

turned. Well, I might as well own it first as last. ; ‘‘Dark,” he answered, “to be sure you are; 

«Never, that I know of,” was my answer. dark as the clearest night when every star is 
“You cannot, surely, be ignorant of my } shining. Do you suppose I would have you 

meaning. Mr. Lorimer——” j otherwise? If there is anything I dislike it is 
“I was ignorant of his, it seems,” I said. ‘He § this white-and-rosy insipidity !” 

had no such design as you impute to him.” * And this is the story of my Oxz Fuirrarron. 

VERSES. 

BY L. 8. L. 

DisMat and cold is the world without; $ Like the desolate page of my aimless life, 

Dreary, so dreary the home within; $ Is the sameness of all this waste of snow; 
Where, in the wide, wide world, shall I find 3 Will never the sun drive this coldness away? 

A rest from toil, a refuge from sin? ? Will never the beautiful Spring flowers grow?



OLIVE WAYNE. 

BY FRANK LEE BENEDICT. 

Tue long suite of rooms looked beautifully : life has become and must remain, until it reaches 

lighted for evening—no upholsterer’s taste } forward to its continuation in another cycle of 
visible—the influence of one refined mind, with existence. 

perfect tastes and wonderful knowledge of color Olive Wayne was twenty-five—girlhood was 
and effect, everywhere appareng. past—the romance, the caprices, the unreal sad- 

Olive Wayne passed slowly through the great} ness, the gorgeous dreams, had all worn off, 
saloons, but thinking her own odd thoughts, and : There she was, 2 woman, with a soul that had 
not disturbed by any of the fears which so often i grown far toward its real stature, whose faults 

distract feminine natures on similar occasions. $ were not petty, narrow, deep-seated festers, that 
She went through into the little boudoir, 3 would leave obnoxious scars, but only the im- 

lighted only by a lamp hidden in an alabaster § perfections like those which disappear gradually 

vase, and seated herself, not conscious nor car-$ under the sculptor’s chisel, as the beautiful e 

ing that she made a charming picture as she sat 3 statue draws nearer perfection. . 

there, in her dead white silk dress, with her Olive Wayne did not remember her mother— 

aquamarine necklace and ornaments flashing $ and her father died when she was only sixteen. 
with every moyement of her head or arms, as} He was a dreamy, unpractical man, who, even 

if there were something living and struggling 3 at the age she then was, leaned much on Olive’s 
in the hearts of the strange, Sybillic-looking’ judgment; and when he found that he must 

gems. Heer his darling, his only thought was to leave 
Not a beautiful woman, I think. In repose | her as much unfettered as possible during the 

the features were somewhat too full of strength § years which must elapse before her majority. 
and determination, a little too grave and ee He appointed his widowed sister her guar- 
but, after all, the face was varied in its expres- : dian—one of those sweet, gentle creatures, born 

sions; the great hazel eyes lit it up, at times, : to be ruled by the strongest will at hand, who 

into such absolute glory, that it was almost im-}looked upon Olive as a miracle of loveliness, 

possible to decide whether Olive Wayne was$ and had been fondled and domineered by her 
beautiful or not. Sever since the girl had been a solemn-faced 

She had a singularly lithe, graceful figure— ; baby. The extensive property Mr. Wayne left 

every attitude was a study, every movement a : was so invested that it could be little care to 
poem; and she had that point of beauty which: anybody; and he had shown wisdom in his 
I hold absolutely indispensable in a woman— 3 choice of coadjutor with aunt Mabel; and he 

faultless hands. $ always understood that Mr. Hawkins never in- 

Not merely pretty hands, simply delicate and i terfered where Olive was personally concerned. 
well modeled and white, but hands that pos- So Olive had grown up entire mistress of 

sessed character; which revealed an active, sen- herself, and of everybody about her, with un- 

sitive, nervous organization; which even in the 3 limited means at her disposal, and a world of 
lightest touch gave you a magnetic thrill, Age fancies which would have distorted many cha- 
the pretty, plump hand of an ordinary mortal : racters out of all possibility of being straight- 

could not affect you any more by its pressure, ; ened. ‘i 
than if there had been no soul at all under the; Olive was thoroughly educated, because she 
carefully moulded clay. j Joved—not study, but all that study brought. 

Sitting there and thinking of so many things, § She had traveled far and wide; and patient aunt 
profitless maybe; dreaming, perhaps, but not} Mabel never dreamed of murmuring, and was 
aere dreamed ae sixteen, when the future was : pax ormdy. pleased, whether eae was me 

fairy-land, and life to be a miracle of splendor } nished at finding herself watching the miracle 
and achievement. Thinking, thinking as men} of the midnight sun in Sweden, or ruminating 

do at thirty, and women at twenty-five, of the of the possibility of destruction among the fierce 
blight which fell so noiselessly upon our choicest } waves that guard the Blue Grotto at Capri. 
hopes; the mildew that rusted out our brightest § I cannot tell you all the dreams with which 

aspirations; the broken, incomplete story that * Olive brightened her girlhood. I cannot tell if 0 
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they were uncommon—more so than I could{ and maybe in the world beyond we shall learn 
: : $ 

wish, I fear; for all things) that I lament over ¢ why—but not here. ee A 
is a commonplace boy or girl, born to live andy She had never succeeded in loving to the full- 
die, without ever having been monarch of a; ness of content, even in her most enthusiastic 

visionary world. Sdays. Year after year she had grown more 
3 ‘ ‘ 

To achieve a wonderful destiny had beeae clear-sighted and particular, and began to think 
Olive’s dream, though the shape it took changed $ it was not her destiny after all. 

frequently Bee colors in a kaleidoscope. : While she sat there, aunt Mabel came through 
When the spell of her youthful imagination ; the rooms in her quiet evening dress, gentle and 

was strong upon her, she believed that she was { calm as usual, with such a world of love in her 
to be a modern Corinne; then only devotion to} face when she came opposite Olive, sitting there 

art would satisfy her; again, only the triumphs § in her queenly repose, that one needed to have 
of the stage could give her soul release; but ff been very little of a conjurer to understand how 
there was no one to oppose, that last perilous { every joy of her later life had settled about that 
experiment remained untried, except among her stately woman. 
circle of immediate friends. Olive looked up and smiled pleasantly, forcing 

But sometimes only in great sacrifice could | herself out of her dreams, and coming down to 
she find content, and she debated seriously the { the platform upon which she was accustomed to 
possibility of being able to endow hospitals with : meet aunt Mabel, that safer ground of every 
her fortune, while she ends aunt Mabel wove | day anticipations and affairs, Yet, in a faint 
willow baskets for a living in some out-of-the- way, the dear aunt had somé perception of all 
way nook. Then it seemed to her, if she could} the aspirations and visions which had crowned 
only find love, and the perfect happiness it ought § her youth; and even where she failed to com- 
to bring; but dreamer though she was, she was’ prehend, admired and marveled at her darling 
no girlish sentimentalist; her intuitive know-% more than ever, holding the most renowned 
ledge of character would keep her from adoring} heroine of history in faint esteem compared 
any poetical-looking monstrosity; and so the with her idol. 
dreams came and went, and re her heart, § “So you are ready at last,” said Olive. «Oh! 
sometimes with a fierce fever, until lo! gin you vain aunty—when will you give up pomps 
hood was gone—and there she stood a woman. $ and vanities? Really, I expected half the world 

The wild visions were calmed, the darkness § would get here before you had done beautify- 
and discouragement which succeeded had given? ing!” 
way; she had learned to understand life better, § “Now, Olive,” returned the old lady, ‘‘you 
and that is much. 3 know I was quite ready before you came down 

But all her studies, her cultivation of her } stairs.” 
poetic talents, her patient worship of art, had? “Oh! don’t try to wheedle me into overlook- 
ended by making her a wonderfully cultivated ing your terrible faults,” said Olive, laughing, 
creature, with a dangerous power of winning § quite aware that her aunt was horrified at being 
friendship and love, and a thousand fascina-? accused, even in jest, of the slightest approach 
tions which it is difficult to explain. ; to negligent or dilatory habits, haying been a 

She was admired and courted on both sides painful model of orderly and punctual ways 
the Atlantic, and owned, as such a woman can, § ever since she was a decorous baby in long- 
a sway which, on to middle-age, at least, is more, clothes. But before she could defend herself, 
Bee a any other heritage or gift in the i the roll of carriages and ringing . the bell 
whole list at fate’s bestowal. gave warning of the first incursion of pleasure- 

She had come back to New York that autumn : seekers; and the pair moyed away to the fulfill- 
from a European trip; and she and aunt Mabel} ment of the onerous duties of the next hour. 
had settled down in the house which she had Before the hour was oyer, the rooms were 
arranged and beautified after her own ern thronged with the brilliant crowd, and people 

fancies. either enjoyed themselyes, or made believe, as 
It was of all those things she was thinking, : the children say, according to their characters 

as she sat there, smiling a little at the recollec-} or experience, and in either case the outward i sad 8 : P ) 
Gon. of her girlish visions; sighing a little to } result was the same. 
think how incomplete her life must remain, and} A larger assembly than accorded with Olive’s 
wondering what would fill up the void; for there i principles. She liked her house tobe famous 
was one, and there must be one, in spite of: for little reunions, cozy suppers, a place where 
wealth and fame, and duties well performed, } fine music, brilliant conversation, anything
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which lifted life somewhat out of the common- ¢ shall stand as I have written. This was Olive 
place; but on this occasion she had it at heart  Wayne’s feeling, and it deepened when the 
to gratify numbers of the young girls who : crowd was seed Cea Mr. Gregory found 
adored her, and she did it in her usual com-} time, as he made his adieus, to say, 

plete manner. : “TI have talked so much that is out of place 
As the music struck up for a quadrille, from } at a ball, that I hope you will let me come again 

which Olive had managed to escape, she cay {to prove my claims to Bamty. Do you think it 

her old guardian, Mr, Hawkins, approach with ; could have beer watching the German that set 
a stranger; and before the half-formed wonder me off in such a strain of German mysticism?” 

in her min could more than make itself felt,$ Olive laughed at the whimsical idea, and gave 
she remembered his having begged permission : him the invitation nog and then accorded to a 
to bring a friend just returned home after many $ new acquaintance, 

years of wandering. : “You will sometimes find me visible of a 
So they came up, and Olive bowed civilly, and § morning.” 

began to say something in her princess manner, : He only bowed his thanks, and said good- 
when Mr. Gregory was presented; but somehow } night, holding out his hand as he spoke. It 
something in his manner struck her so, that she 3 was such an odd thing for a stranger to doa 

accorded him more real attention than she often } worldly, practiced man like him—and the action 
gaye people now-a-days. 3 was so evidently the result of some deeper 

Thirty at least, perhaps more than that—you $ thought, that Olive felt her dainty finger tips 
shall decide according to your own age and feel- : quiver as they touched his. 

ings whether that be young—with much in his} There was quiet in the house at last; the old 
face and yoice which won Olive to regard him 3 aunt was safe in her nest, and Olive took her 

closely, not from the perfection of the one, or ; way to her own apartments. 
the melody of the other, but because she caught 3 ‘Why, Margaret Heath!” she exclaimed, as 
a look which she knew was often in her own’she opened the door of her dressing-room. 
face; a tone which she heard sometimes in her : “How came you out of bed at this hour?” 
own yoice, and whose meaning she could readily 3 The girl rose from the lounge where she had 
comprehend. § been lying, and said confusedly, 

Something lost or unfound, without which life: ‘The music kept me awake, so I stayed in 
could never round into completeness; not the Shere to help you when you came up. I think 1 
repining of a weak nature; not the vague re- : went to sleep.” : 

morse of a bad one—of that Olive felt certain; } Please to go to bed,” said Olive; “I shall 

and she trusted greatly to her intuitive percep- % scold you to-morrow.” 

tions upon such subjects, not wise, perhaps, but : The young ev omeneT than fae, 
very natural to a mind like hers. $ pretty, too, in spite of ill-health, was to be 

So she stood there and conversed with him § away and seen properly in bed before Olive 
until her somewhat wearisome duties called her : could rest. 

away; and several times after, before the mid-$ «Oh! Miss Wayne, you are too, too good to 

night was gone, she found herself talking with : me,” she repeated, sadly, as she had so often 
him, and listening with that keen pleasure we $ done. 

feel when encountering some one who strikes | “Wait till to-morrow before you decide on 
exactly the chord which is the key-note to our $ that,” returned Olive. “If I hear you cough, 
deepest feelings. tyou will get a lecture which may make you 

Haye you not once or twice in your life felt § change your mind.” 

this? I am not talking about love at first sight, Margaret Heath was a living expiation to the 
nor anything of the sort; but have you never} proud, petted woman. Years before she had 
found yourself talking to a stranger upon sub- Soe employed in Olive’s house and greatly 
jects in a way you could not have done to the 3 spoiled; some quarrel rose between them, and, 

friends about your daily life, and have been § for almost the only time in her life, Olive was 

unable to force aside the knowledge that this $ unjust, and Margaret was sent away, impetuous 

new-found acquaintance will not be allowed to 3 and passionate as her mistress, 
drop away as so many others have done, that § Olive was just starting for senrope; the 
each is to possess some influence upon the life s thought of Margaret Heath was a terrible re- 

of the other? 2 proach to her during all the time of her ab- 
Somewhat metaphysical; perhaps you will ; sence. On her return, she had searched her out 

say foolish. I do not think it so; therefore it and found her apparently dying of consumption,
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For two years past she had been an inmate of } signs which constantly haunt the heads of born 

Olive’s house, nominally engaged as seamstress, } chaperones, but because it was in her blessed 
that she might not feel dependent and a burthen; ‘ nature to be quiet and leave others so too—a 
and though she managed to go about and even } species of womankind I should be pleased to 
make herself useful, everybody knew that Mar- see more extensively cultivated. 

garet could not linger long—it was only the ; When Olive stepped into her carriage and 
entire repose of her life, and Olive’s constant } drove away, the light was in her face still which 
watchfulness which preserved her still. ‘that long conversation had brought; and she 

Olive could have felt almost vexed with her : would have started with surprise had any one 
for wearying herself by this long vigil; but she } broken her revery with the reminder of how 
saw how worn and excited she looked, and un-} brief her acquaintance with this man had been. 
derstood too thoroughly the restless, invalid | You know how it all went on; the pleasant 

nervousness which had made it impossible for } morning visits; the evenings at the opera, when 
her to be quiet. $the music found a charm it had not possessed 

The next day, Olive wheedled aunt Mabel i for years; the quiet parties to the French thea- 
into the belief that it would only rest her to go 3 tre; the balls which gained a new interest from 
out and look at a collection of pictures that; the fact that there was some one person to ex- 

were on exhibition; and the old lady was too : pect; the grand necessity after one has become 
easily led, to be obstinate against conviction. ‘ familiar with society, and the secret of half the 

After all, those people born without any de- : flirtations at which we lift our eyebrows when 
termination must have a comfortable life of it; } they are other people’s flirtations; all the hours 
they are never obliged to form opinions for } and days which glide so goldenly into our hope, 
themselves, and know nothing of the trouble $ and dream that they become henceforth so in- 
you and I endure carrying these diabolical wills ; separable, that in no season of retrospection are 
about, which are certain to take the contrary {we able to tell whether the sunshine made the 
side in spite of all our efforts to be amiable; ‘vision so beautiful, or the dream lit the hours 

and, not satisfied with that, make us waste a $ with that untold glory. 
great deal of valuable time in forcing every un-} Perhaps had there been any person to remind 
fortunate within our reach to give up and be $ Olive, she might have roused herself; but in her 

content to look through our spectacles. ; wayward, independent life, there was no one 

It was still early in the day, and the gallery ; to speak, indeed, no one to observe, for aunt 

was nearly deserted; only a stray artist hero ; Mabel was the most unsuspicious of mortals; 
and there, or some unhappy-looking wretch, } and when in the presence of the outer world, it 

whose pencil and note-book showed that he : was too common to excite remark to see a new 

was doomed to write criticisms—so Olive wan- 3 admirer among the crowd that surrounded Miss 
dered about in tolerable freedom. : Wayne. 

ee She was standing before one of Gifford's hap- ; A record only of days and weeks, and then, 

piest efforts, sunning her soul in the golden : in spite of all her pride and worldly wisdom, my 
haze, and marveling as one never tires of doing } dainty Olive woke to a realization of the truth. 
over the delicious atmospheric effects, when} How it came about she could never clearly 

some one paused near her, and, looking up, she $ have told; some chance rumor startled him into 

saw Mr. Gregory. ‘ speech, fearful that some longer known wor- 
«Iwas not going to be cruel enough to dis- } shiper was about to bear away, before his eyes, 

turb you,” he said, after the necessary words } the treasure which made his earthly heaven. 
of salutation had been duly gone through. “Tg? He was going to be absent for a few days, he 

you would rather I left you, pray say so.” shad come to bid her farewell; and when the 
“No,” xeplied Olive, quietly; ‘there are} separation, which might prove so fatal to him, 

people endurable in a picture gallery; I fancy ‘ was only kept aloof by a few brief moments, his 
-you are one of the number.” ‘heart forced to his lips the words which had 

The words were not over civil; but Olive had ; been struggling there during all those dazzling 

a way of saying those things which was arch : weeks. 

and pretty beyond description; and her new 3 He had taken her hand to say adieu, and she 
acquaintance seemed in no manner dissatisfied : was looking aside, not well able to meet the 
with his reception. i misty shining of those eyes, when he cried out 

So a long, pleasant, dreamy morning they : suddenly, 
spent there; while aunt Mabel left them to their “TI cannot leave you so—I cannot! I love 
own devices, not from any of the fiendish de-} you, Olive Wayne, with all the strength of my
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manhood, all the power of my soul, I love 3 “1 have spoken too suddenly; but you are 
you.” $not angry—not angry, Olive?” 

He had snatched both her hands in his own, 3 Never from mortal lips had her name pos- 

pale and shaken with that strong emotion, and } sessed such sweetness; some way the clear, 

Olive Wayne did not speak, did not move; only Shonest voice steadied her soul, and gave her 
the frail hands, trembling in his, showed how § more strength. 
this sudden outbreak had moved her, forcing the «Not angry,” She repeated; ‘only confused 

haze from before her soul, and dizzying her with 3 and bewildered. You shall go away now, and 
the flood of daylight, the true comprehension of $come to me when you return from this jour- 

the golden beauty which had hung about her “ey” 
like a living presence during the past weeks. 3 With an unselfishness rare in men, he had 

The words were spoken, the words he had no {compassion upon the confusion and bewilder- 
mind nor thought to utter; and now he could : ment this new phase of life had brought upon 
not pause. Sher, and did not force her to seek for words to 

“J have no right to speak,” he said; “I know ? confirm that which his heart could read in her 

that I should have waited till I had earned it; feyes. 
only forgive me that I could not! I must go on $ He was gone at length, and Olive Wayne sat 
now—I must tell you all that you have been to § there alone, conscious of a reality more blissful 
me since that first moment we met.” than the brightest fancy of her girlhood had 

And Olive neyer tried to chock him—neyer eo 
once tried to release her hands or raise her It was the day after Gregory’s departure that 

eyes; she, always so full of womanly dignity { Mr. Hawkins called, and began talking to her 
and pride, dizzy, almost faint, leaning back in 3 of his friend with the enthusiasm which his half 

her chair, only feeling that those hands clasped ; century of life had left him, fresher than in the 

her very soul, that all thought, the whole world, i mind of many a young man. 
was resolyed into that moment, that one face And Olive allowed him.to talk, guarding her 
beaming down upon her. secret with womanly care; so artfully leading 

“I love you, Olive—not as the very young om on that the old gentleman could never haye 
love—not the romantic yows that boys offer {supposed she had asked single question, or 

dreaming girls; but I come to you with a ques- “lege more interest in the subject than arose 
tion from my soul to yours, finding in you from her long friendship for him. 
the womanly nature for which my heart has : “The noblest, best fellow, Olive; many of his 
yearned. Are you angry, Olive? Won’t you ;ideas remind me of you; I want you to know 
even look at me?” Shim well, you will be certain to like him.” 

He saw the white lids tremble over the hazel 3 He told her things concerning him which 

eyes; the eloquent mouth that quivered into a 3 proved his goodness, his manly truth and honor, 
smile. Many a time before he had understood till Olive’s soul cried proudly in secret, or: 
her without a word; but, ah! he had hardly 3 «<T do love this man—I am right to love him!” 

dared to hope that ever should he read such sweet From the moment she made this avowal to 

meaning in her silence as entranced him now. {herself she began to grow calm. She put aside 
“T have not deceived myself; you will let me ‘all scruples, all fear of having compromised her 

hope, Olive?” $ dignity by giving her heart to one so short time 
She was coming out of her bewilderment; her 2 known, and gaye herself leave to be happy, 

mind was beginning to steady itself again; her ‘undisturbed by any of the doubts and fancies 
old ideas and theories began to make them- $ which were wont to make her restless. 

selves felt, but it was only with an understand- 3 Once or twice before, among her admirers, 

ing of their utter futility, now that the moment there had come a man whose earnestness and 
of real feeling had flooded her soul. pon made themselves so felt that, for a few 

He was pleading earnestly with her; begging } moments, she had tried almost to be convinced 
for a word or look to take with him in his i ihat such great love might bring her peace and 
banishment. happiness, but she was always checked by the 

“Do not punish me ‘too harshly, Olive; you {voice within, 
must care for me a little; God could not have: ‘‘You do not love him; you can love—only 

been cruel enough to send this great love only wait.” 
to be a new blight on my life!” 3 She had believed this experience would never 

“Hush!” Olive said; “hush! I cannot tell {come to her, and had felt sad and grieved that 

now—I cannot think even——” jit must be so; but it was all changed now, she
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had centered into the brightest and holiest pos-<;  ‘‘Margaret!” he exclaimed; ‘Margaret 

session of her womanly kingdom. $ Heath!” 
The days slipped by, and Meredith returned, : She put up her hand as if afraid even to hear 

but someway his presence brought back Olive’s § him pronounce the name; and, closing the door 

shyness and reserve. It was all so new and$ behind her, tottered slowly toward the place 
strange to her. She could listen to his tender ? where he stood. 
speeches; but when he begged for a single word, i «IT must speak to you,” she gasped; “I didn’t 
she shrank back with a hesitation for which she 3 know till just now it was you. Don’t be hard 

could not account. It seemed impossible for her ; on me—oh! don’t be hard on me; see how weak 

to give him a deeper glance into that proud § and sick I am!” 
heart which had flung down its solitary sover-$ «Poor, poor Margaret!” he muttered. 

eignty with such reckless prodigality. 3 “Yes, I thought you would be sorry for me— 
«You have scarcely spoken to me,” he said, $1 thought you would! I can’t stop—I wanted 

suddenly; ‘*I have been opening my whole soul : to say something to you. I——” 

to you, and you give me hardly a look.” She paused suddenly, and clutched at a chair 
She shook her head, laughing a little. for support. He hurried toward her and made 
*TI have not had time to get my breath yet,” § her sit down, uttering broken words of pity. 

she said. ‘I will sing to you; I have found § “T haven’t touched your hand in sc long,” she 
that old song you asked for.” 3 said, her voice sharp from nervous excitement; 

She went to the piano, and while she sat there, ; “so long.” 

and he bent over her, the door opened softly, : She looked so faint that he was alarmed; but 
and Margaret Heath entered the apartment. § she held fast to his hand, and went on talking. 

She gave a nervous start, evidently frightened $ Again the door openzd, and a listener stood 
at finding the room occupied; but as she was i there, transfixed by the sight and the words 

retreating, Meredith turned his head so that which met her ear. 

she could see his features more distinctly. «I don’t want to try your patience,” she said. 
She put up her hands in terror or strong 3 «When I found it was you, I felt I must see you 

¢ pain, leaned panting and white against the} once more. I was afraid you might hear my 
doorway for an instant, and then retreated, ; name suddenly; Miss Olive, dear, good Miss 
unobserved by the pair at the piano. 3 Olive, has never known my story. I wouldn’t 

Very soon an old man servant looked in with deceive her; but she only said I was to come to 
his apologetic knock and bow. Some one to see 3 her; she seemed to blame herself; but it was no 
Miss Olive on business—something about the 3 one’s fault; I only don’t want her to know the 
hospital—that couldn’t wait at all, if she pleased, § whole, because it would trouble her.” 

ma’am. ~ $ «Oh, poor Margaret!” he cried; “is there 
“Must I go away?” Meredith asked, as she : nothing I can do? Nothing to prove——” 

. rose from the piano. 3 “Nothing,” she interrupted. “I am going 
“Not if you have patience to wait,” she re- 3 where only God’s angels can help me. I did 

plied; “I shall not be long; you may stay, if? want to see you once more; I wanted you to 
you like.” hf $feel there was no bitterness in my heart to- 

She went out and left him there alone, sitting $ ward any one; I have borne my sin and my 

in the seat she had occupied, his hand touching : shame——” : 
the handkerchief she had left, the light of a3 She broke down again; Meredith’s face was 

poetically sensuous revery upon his face. ded in his hands. 
Margaret Heath had seated herself in the ad- 3 «J want you to remember these words—let 

joining room from sheer inability to move, so} them ease any pain you have felt——” 
completely unnerved that her breath came in’ The door closed noiselessly—Olive Wayne 

frightened gasps; and the heetie, which any ex- 3 was gone. 
citement brought, burned on her cheeks, bright,’ In her own room, pacing to and fro, mad 
fatal blossoms of death. $ with this destiny she had brought upon herself, 

She heard Olive go out; sat a few instants : the proud woman struggled with her heart 
longer; then some sudden resolution nerved } which had so blinded her. 

her. She rose quickly, flung open the door, She understood everything clearly; she had 
, and stood looking in upon Meredith. : never questioned Margaret Heath, for she 

d He turned at the sound, saw her standing! shrunk from being made aware how much her 

there, and the look of wonder gave way to an ; passion and severity might have to do in bring- 
expression which it was difficult to translate. ing that evil fate upon her; she had taken her
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to her home and cared for her as a sort of ex- ‘ talking with Meredith in my house; you cannot 

piation—but it was all clear now. ¢ shield that man.” 

This was the man who had wrecked Marga- : Margaret started up with a ery. 
ret’s life; and put her beyond the palo of help ; 8 om thought it re re I must a 
and uprising, and this knowledge was to com-$you—the best man, one of God’s own angels 
plete her own work of expiation, only the < surely! : Oh, ee i i ee a I 
punishment seemed harder than she could bear. $ loved; it was with him ed! For a few 

That night Meredith received a brief note as : months I was so sinfully happy; then his family 

he sat in his solitary chambers. {found us out; it was only by giving me up that 
“I send you the answer now which I have the could retain any hope for the future—and I 

not given to your question; it leaves us stran- left him. He was married soon after. In my 
gers forever. You best know what act in your S misery, George Meredith did not forsake me; 

life makes my conduct righteous retribution. you were gone then; there was nobody to care 

If there be any such, you best know what atone- j for me. Oh, Olive! if he had not raised me up, 

ment may still be in your power; but not any ?I should haye sunk down, down!” 

power could change my resolve.” ‘ She lay silent, covering her face with her 
It was all that Olive wrote, and no sacrifice } hands; and in the gloom Olive sat dumbly star- 

of his pride produced any other result. His } ing at the gulf she had dug between herself and 
messages did not eyen reach her, so strict had ; happiness. This pride that she had worshiped 
been the commands with which she barred her ; all her life, this Moloch, under which she had 4 

doors against such attempts. {crushed youth, rose up before her in all its 
Meredith was gone, nor did his absence create < hideous deformity. y 

the least surprise; even aunt Mabel had not Rigid in her self-righteousness, deaf and 

suspected her secret, and, crushed and mad- § blind in her belief in her own intuitions, she 
dened as she was, Olive’s stern pride could still {had flung her best hopes from her. 
hold itself erect, and the black waters would Margaret was speaking again. 
close unheeded over her misery and her dead. ; “TI saw him at your house; I had not met 

Not the least outward change did she make $ him all those years; I wanted no word spoken, % 
in her life. This trouble might freeze the last ; and he promised; not that I was afraid, Olive, 
of her youth out, leave her hard and stern; but 3 but I oe ee Me ee ee 
no mortal should suspect the cause. s More she told, in her broken words, of his 

The spring came and went; and amid the ‘attempts to force his cousin’s family to see that 
glory of the late summer, Margaret Heath’s soul i justice was done her; of his cure during her 
was going forth upon its distant journey, bear- ; illness; his finding her that quiet home, when 
ing with it the sure pass-words of hope and re- she was recovered, whose light duties relieved 
signation above the stars. Sher from any feeling of dependence; never for- 

“If I have never thanked you, Olive,” she { getting her during his long absence, till she 
said, “it was because I knew God could do it § wrote him that she was safe, for this life, with 

better ion 1; you have been a guardian angel : a kind lady who had Jenown her for many years, 
to one of his erring children,” $ It was all told, and this woman who had said 

«If I have done anything to clear my own ‘that her pride should be her shield; that with 

soul a little,” Olive said; ‘«I am content.” ‘the one best loved she would never stoop to 

“T was afraid you thought so; I can’t have ¢ question or hint; would trust to the purity of 
it! When I was first with you, I was a pas- her own perceptions, sat there in her remorse 
sionate, willful girl; you couldn’t have saved fand beheld the wreck she had made of her life. 

me. I knew and loved that man even then; he} The gifts of which she had been so proud; the 

found me—but in any case, I believe the end $ talents in whose cultivation she had felt such 

would have been the same.” Sexultance; truly, the use she had made of all 
«And you have kept his secret; you have—” } was before her then. More than either, the 

S “Oh, Olive! he was young and reckléss as I; $ wrecking of a human existence lay on her soul; 
it was not a deliberate sin; judge us alike— { she, who had become renowned for her chari- 

judge neither harshly.” $ ties, endowed hospitals, calling lavishly on her 
“Tf he had atoned for it, Margaret!” 3 wealth, had not hesitated to cast that more pre- 

“But he could not; his friends—the world— } cious offering than all aside, and the retribution ‘ 

every hope of his life stood in the way.” i she had thought to work had recoiled upon her. 
«But within the last year? Oh, Margaret! ‘ Along with the fading blossoms Margaret 

I know more than you think. I heard you { Heath lay down to rest; and often Olive shud~
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dered to think how the spirit that bound her so ; future, laying golden projécts; fearless, expect- 
on earth must pity and marvel at her hard na- pant, proud of the results the next ten years 
ture as she looked down upon her now. should bring forth. 

The years came and went; Olive’s youth was ' The ten years were passed—almost five others 

passing from her, and ‘the last blow fell which added to them—and now she walked again upon 

left her utterly desolate; and Mabel followed : those sands in the moonlight, and the phantoms 
Margaret Heath out upon the glorious pilgrim- 3 of her life walked beside her. 7 

age, whose path is so bright from the footsteps Oh! the shattered efforts, the broken statues, 
of saints gone on before. $the ruins everywhere. If only in the life be- 

It had been needed, this final stroke. Crushed ; yond they give us power to fulfill the half-formed 

and self-condemned though she was, Olive Wayne efforts, hew into perfection the forsaken statues, 

had never been able to humble herself sufli- } build up patiently the ruins into new beauty; 
ciently to send any token to the man she had : but we cannot tell, only it is forever—the life, 

-wronged. Broken and dispirited, but the old i the growth; and we feel that every soul coming 
pride totiered still on its ruins; she could not } from God must somewhere in eternity work its’ 
run the risk of being repulsed; she would sit : way toward the purity of its source. 
alone among the shadows until death took her. % Olive was trying to console herself with that 
Life had grown such a tissue of errors; en- } yague thought; she paused and looked about 

vor had been such utter failure; her choicest [her in the moonlight. She was not alone any 

& had proved unpracticable; her highest {longer—the meeting she had sought was close 
; themes had been only half fulfilled, calling {at hand. She knew him at once, in spite of 

‘down upon her condemnation, and a belief that $ every change, knew him; and when he reached 
her philanthrophy was only a selfish desire for ther side, she called out, 
fame and praise. 3 “I have followed you to ask your pardon; 

But aunt Mabel was dead, and in the utter } only give me that, and I can go back in peace, 

prostration of every faculty which followed, $ patiently gather up the fragments of my broken 
Olive learned that neither wealth nor good } life, and try to dispose them in God’s servico— 

: deeds could suffice, while one act yet in human 3 only forgive me!” 
power to expiate remained unatoned for. “Olive! Olive!” 

The June days watched her forth upon her The cry was like the ery of a pilgrim, whose 
distant journey to the spot where this man was } Mecea is reached at last. She felt herself 

abiding. She had no hesitation now, nor had $ gathered to him, heard his words of thankful- 

she any hope either. She wanted to see him, ‘ness, and knew that in this moment of self- 

to hear, if possible, words of forgiveness, and $ abnegation and humility, when there seemed 

essay life again, solitary as ever, but not op- hd light left, and she was ready to bear her 
pressed by that consciousness of wrong unan- peas patiently in the darkness, the real 

swered for. morning had broken in eastern splendor. 
Some accident detained her upon the shores «Olive!—my Olive!” 

of beautiful lake, which she remembered in$ And she crept closer into the shelter of his 
her early girlhood. She récollected walking } arms, and wept away the last bitterness of re- 
along the sands in the moonlight, revolving her {gret upon his bosom. 

eee eee 
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+ Ten years of walking to and fro; 3 * My faith lags on behind my hope; 
‘Ten years down Time’s abysses thrown; 3 My life has gone beyond my care; 

Though clay be clay, its death is slow— 3 I, in the darkness, shrink and grope, 
Decay is only monotone. ; Though light is shining everywhere. 

I see no shadow on my face; : Though from myself I fain would flee; 
Town no gain, bewail no loss; & For this in vain my spirit cries; 

But that I threw my life away, 5 For, everywhere, that wretched “me,” 
Ané bore about a needless cross. ; Looks upward with reproachful eyes. 

T only know life’s harvest time : I know Iam not what I was, 
Has long passed by, unseized by me, 8 A sacrifice to circumstance 

Transferred unto a better clime 3 I made myself. Alas! alas! 
7 Its rich sheaves—for Eternity, ® I shrink from every honest glance!
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CHAPTER VI. | i gloom of sorrow that, for a time, had saddened 

Tur gorse was in bloom; all the far-stretch- , her eyes. This secret hope, and the company 
ing heath, and the battle-field of Barnet closed } of that strange child, whose heart, brim full of i 

with its golden blossoms. Blood gives a bap- { affection, almost atoned for an intellect all astray, ‘ 
tism of horrible richness to the wild flowers that § kept Maud from despairing, and rendered her 

spring out of the soil it has drenched. When } life in the farm-house almost pleasant, lonely 

the ravages of evil deeds and evil passions are ; as it was. . 
to be covered, nature puts forth all her beautiful 3 By what instinct the idiot lad guessed e 

strength and softly spreads more thrifty herbage Hidden thoughts of that young creature no 0 * 
and brighter flowers over the devastated earth, {can tell; but one morning he rushed into her 
wooing aid from sunshine and dew till her task $ chamber, clamorous with delight, dancing at 
is complete. So it was on the battle-field of § every siep, and brandishing a branch of gorse 
Barnet. Now and then you sawa broken shield, fall feathered with thorns and golden bloom over 

or the bleached skeleton of a horse, thrusting ; his head, 

themselves out of the tall grass; but there was $ «See, see how it burns! Don’t—don’t touch 

no horror in that; from a little distance the git! the thorns prick and bring blood!” he cried, 
white bones only glistened in the sun, like the } dancing away fromher. “Now you willlaugh! 
fragments of a snow-drift that would not melt; 3 Now you will sing, and go search for birds’- 

and the shield had grown so green and mottled nests. I found one down yonder, where the 
with rust, that it only produced a pleasant har- ? smoke rolled and the horses thundered. The 
mony with the ferns that embedded it. Many ‘ big black-birds are all gone, and pretty yellow 
an April shower and gusty thunder-storm mel ag brown pipers sing there all the morning. 
swept the heath, driving away al! the horrors } They build nests in the white bones, and fly in 

of war, and leaving only the sweetness of pure i and out of their hollows!” 

nature behind. : “You haye been upon the heath, my poor 

Maud Chichester had watched these beautiful : lad,” said Maud, blushiug red as she touched 

changes from her chamber window, in the farm- {the gorse, which wounded her finger. “Saw 

house, with that strange unreasoning hopeful- Syou many like these?” 

ness which springs out of the supreme love of ‘Plenty! ‘They close over the heath like 
a lifetime. She had seen little of the world, ‘ bonfires.” 

and what knowledge she possessed had been § Maud looked sad. Was the gorse in perfect 
gathered from a close association with honor- $ bloom, and he not there? 

able men—men to whom truth was familiar as ; The idiot boy had fallen into thought, play- 
the breath they drew. Such men are generally ee with the thorns on the gorse-branch. All 
chivalrous with women; and in all her life the } at once he started, ran to the door, and listened. 

young heistess of the towers had only Known | “Come!” he said, seizing Maud’s hand, 

the respect due to her rank, and that almost § “come, see where the birds build their nests 

paternal kindness which great minds bestow on among the hollow bones, down yonder, There 

the helplessness of young womanhood. is a brook which laughs at them all the day 

Thus, with a heart which knew no guile, Maud ; long!” 

put faith in the promise of that young hero who : Maud allowed the gentle boy to draw her 

had said to her so impressively, ‘I will come S away toward the batile-field. Up to this time 

back when the gorse is in bloom.” She saw } she had shrunk from that portion of the land- 

the yellow buds swell to the sunshine, day by { scape. It was too closely connected with her 

day, with growing cheerfulness, which brought } father’s death, and all the horrors of that 

a flush of roses to her cheeks, and softened the ' awful night, for her to seck it of her own frea 

366
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will. But the idiot led her on, through orchard i Euatess “Cand where peace is, love may y 
i e | nestle. 

” ieee 5 ae Coat «‘Forgive me,” said Maud, hushing back her in sight of the little ravine w 1 : i i : clipe Magia 
seen her dying father side by ee the anh a bare not been her 

ging { rible night. great a es she a aie rie a et Fh ye aI tae 

with soft, sleepy murmur: 3 i eh 
i ii s eyes flashed under their long 

vee a s ake ‘ st Hees aa his Tips parted with a smile. He with clumps of violets and plume-like : ; gus He 

i ili thought only of the glory—she o eg) 

fC meee ae ae if i oe \ Ber on “hat momentous battle-field. The it with shadows, through whic! : t i ean 
i i outh did not speak any‘of the burning thoug' sun flickered pleasantly, as if death and sorrow ' Aes i 

Prue ae d this lovely spot, } away almost instantaneously. 
eae ke! pie for i Acedia! “Go,” he said, addressing the witling, “your the muftied stamp of a horse arreste oe > ae a 

i r i i i he ; mistress has had no flowers to-day. ig tion, and through the intervening foliage s i Pe SEs ee 
i trees, ; a cap full of violets from that gr saw a war-charger tied to one of the larch y ; , ; Reeve 

i i ini i hi ing the brook yonder. See how y impatiently straining at the embossed ee : eae Bie ey oe 

b Rapa ale May oe ee ‘ take plenty of time in culling them.” to crop. The idiot laughed, an oppedl isis mnty weg § 
hands when he saw the start of surprise which : ue a ae ig grass, 

i i = . Sand tos: % 
hae i oe i acacn are ‘ The woante officer took Maud’s hand respect- «Come on, beauty—come on; as : ’ : Bs 

i een an empress, and le 

, ete eared te titen Id en ie ae * ae that shot cn from 
BP gay bond 5 : 

Again head hpren a aL ed ; ie bank, fringed all around with ferns and rich her that the owner o! e horse mus! a F : ee ee 

i i This was a little way up the brook, an and she felt the blood rush with burning force 3 exis? : : ree 
ii shut out from a sight of the larch trees; as to her cheeks. But it was too late for retreat. ie ; Ee 

As she paused, the whole ravine lay before a : ae aa lay in the distan: ig) gi 
ckets, and upon the very slope where her father oF i aes Be von an na 

ph peeing ioe ce ne end t ‘ ing toward the heath; “yet you find me here, 
a in wa cerns yaa Rol ics : sweet maiden. Say only that I have been thought come when the gorse was in bloom: He ae Weeden) 
leaning forward with one elbow resting on his § of & ae ea ae 
knee, aoe thoughtfully down on the brook : : Maud looked at him throug! 

pea ite 2 ah ole ; necioa were so gentle, so kind to us all. How i t. e serene lovelin i 
ft toes bow ehn Wee dt ssess him ; could I choose but think of you?” of the hour and place seemed to po ‘ ; ae we 

ee ice Sead Teuton oe a “Yes, 2 she answered, in her eee natural tures, while his position was wrapt and thought- ‘ eae aude ae ea 

* fr : left nothing but your kind- The idiot put two fingers to his lips and gave ; He ee and left nothing y 
i ii i e. - a peculiar a brought the oe oi ; Dade sae hoe LRA 4: 

ee ee corel ee ne pe he said, in that earnest, low voice, which 

a oe Rr tike eeaee Maud, who : deenbil to thrill every pulse of the heart. 

Fires to 2 1 2 A fai i fi head to foot, ik i i faint shiver swept Maud from . began to blush and tremble like a guilty thing, ; : 8 a 
“at last the cloud of war has rolled away, and ; an Me on 

i ei, smiles 01 5 

ee 5A an esa and the pain- : The young man laid one hand lightly on her 

eee h ; i ist with his delicate fingers r; sharply } arm, touching the wris d ful memory of her father’s death came s yon : Ace ee 
upon her. Tears filled her eyes, and she looked ; ey, Same 

Hae Coe hee iy ao you have loved me all these weeks?” 
fe ee fea ae : he said, so gently that she forgot the audacity * 

ee wit ! id, wi i : i ‘ds in their sweet significance. «Tt is so solitary!” she said, with tears in her : me ae 

‘in io: like a bird frightened on “Therefore peaceful,” was the sympathetic} and began to flutter like ta
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EE ae a a een ENT ee aaa d  Mseilyiieoe esti aaiktogen to god. 8 ; its nest. He lifted his eyes to her face, and or a Baas roel 

ggg cant? Poe faltered. wt} “What is worse than all, I battle in behalf of 

ee ee an 4 a cau anenle the White Rose; your father died for the Red.” do not know; such words are 8 : Freee 
ii s “I cannot delp it—I cannot help it,” o 

een ‘cael a Det ae : Maud, wringing her hands. ‘These cruel, cruel methinks he tarries long. en 5 
: t thing away from me— “But they are not strange words a ae) sweet é ee ne y 

i we > fai roars 

oe ae fe Po eds aaa : i eiarieed caught a quick breath, and looked met here in this place by : 
i i 8 ‘ds her tongue refused to speak. of victorious soldiers. ay you must feel Bere oa _ — aioe shear 

truly I loved you from the first. ¢ 38 wh en ee 
“Nay, nay, we were strangers,” she faltered. fee see . esp 

“Hearts that love each other are never ven re ae Pe ie ats conte 
strange,” he pleaded. : ‘1 a cet 

ite alone. } you to his court?” Maud questioned. 
ae Ae Haider Soke a sas ts \ tee if your rank is so high as that, all this can It is wrong to be sitting here and listening ie , : oe i 

pect e Dub mi * language so, so- if ae a te: ae 
i Wherefore, pretty one, is my ran’ iz 

ee at tea Sd aad Edward’s Souieos ieee where I love best? 
eae her sumaiad ad seas } Nay, nay, the king himself wedded according to 
ve ie "fore George—so will 1.” i his own faney—and, ’fore George: 
Seca ee i. . % ee oie he eas a sa ouiseoty and all powerful.” 

Trt ies ill brook fol «And I, a heart-bound vassel, compelled to 
ane ae en Leach taking } fight the lanes enemies, and love by the king’s more worldly counsellor,” he x i 8 ite " eee 

both her hands in his. ‘Maud Chichester, Fa Is that your meaning, sw 

peta Rg teste eet Taille) tell me that Edward is a tyrant, even 
pad pa aig held en tenes se with his own kin; that the Woodvilles alone since we parted. Say that you love me ny a ets Pe 

. kant ce f 
ee cies aa a a bak ssIndesds: but this is some LancastYan slan- yearns for a full requital. Lift those eyes Saas aN wees Pe Mata oms goat 

let them look into mine, I shall read the tru ee oo ake 

there.” . : a 
ij - You love him, then He clasped her hands tightly, and bent to re. : (ae ase na Shiites Bik crc 

ceive the glance he pleaded for; re he! ea any lr suaear a 
iver burning cheeks, and $ . ' " eyelashes quivered over her 4 : Lee eae 

he could only see a gleam of the happiness ee eee, ime: Pp 

swelled her heart sparkling through them. ; ey ae ehaaeparr 
“Nay, look,at me,” urged the young aes et ous Aa , 

‘for I will have an answer.” y ‘ o Es os oak 

For an instant Maud lifted her eyes, and en} oy ae x 
i $ i . countered his deep, ardent, almost passiona oe a pegs <0 h RN 

gaze. Then the white lids drooped lower than§ oe remem ie stl i 
ivid = 1S aS 6 ever, and the scarlet of her cheek grew ee ul ae Laan gas ovis 

with maidenly shame. He gazed upon ae Fe ‘ 
i i i triumph. § escort. A steadily, and with a smile of calm : Cnendlce  RiRe 

What feed was there of questioning that young § se aa king, > les 

heart if it loved him? He was of a self-con-§ Bee Fe weet anae 

ceited, calculating nature; but even vs ve ai etn etd oar cee 

. i i - n—or, ) love will find the mastery; and spite of his sel- sio: 5 ee ; 
is er: i i bition, § and my shoulder of convenient height; fishness, his craft, and indomitable wh nfo ahs Giecc ee, 

the young man’s heart beat fast, and'his rps ES ce es ee 

ee, wee ae atl ey {Then you are not a gentleman of the cham- “Still, Tam a stranger,” he said, smiling. : a y 

wera aes eee aos i =" why no; that honor has never been startled by this outspoken truth. 1 : ee 
“A stranger!” she repeated. ‘Oh, Ik offered, a as a requital for my pos . 

cannot realize that. And yet. and vet——” 3 vices in the field.
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«Still, though you may be neither courtier, the arm with which he would haye encircled 
nor great general, men respect and love you j her len Ho : ; 

well, Iam sure of that.” 3 “What, is this fear? Has my face spoken so 
Some do; for all human beings are loved to ‘falsely? Maud—sweet Maud! I would make 

some degree.” $ you my wife!” 
“But you will not tell me who——” § Somehow his arm had circled her waist un- 
The youth interrupted her rather impatient ‘resisted, and her head lay upon the young man’s 

question with a light laugh. 3 bosom, while his kisses fell softly on her fore- 
“Ay; but I will, since you deign to ask in } head. 

plain words. ‘My father was a fast adherent : «Shall it be so, sweet one?” 

of the Duke of York, and fell with him at the ; She lifted her head, and shook back the hair 

battle of Wakefield. No one can dispute that I “from her forehead, still rosy with his kisses. 

am of gentle birth, and hold some favor with ; ae you ee nen i. ne nothing to 
the king; as for my name——” janswer by,” she said, with a heavenly smile. 

Maud looked up, eager and expectant. : «Men, without names, do not wed with well- 
“My name,” repeated the youth, «must be } born maidens.” 

made illustrious"by brave acts before I proclaim i “Call me Richard, then—Richard Raby.” 

it with pride.” ’ “Richard Raby!” murmured Maud. “It isa 
Maud’s countenance clouded. } sweet-sounding name.” 
“Still a stranger, still an enemy to our ; «And are you content to wear it?” 

cause,” she murmured. : «Am I content?” she said. ‘Am I content? 
“To the Lancastran cause, ay; but not to the Oh, yes! though it prove but a humble name, 

warrior earl who ledit; for from him I took my } and carries little save gentle blood with it. My 
3 

first lesson in arms.” 3 father was wont to say that a brave man carves 

«Prom the great earl?” out his own nobility. I know that you are 
“yen so. He was ever generous of his own } valiant, and feel that time will bring all the rest.” 

skill to those he thought brave.” ; «Then you can trust me unquestioningly ?” « 
“Yet you fought against him?” 3 “Yes!” 

«When he turned traitor and rebel I did. ‘ He drew her face to his, and sealed this strange 

But question me no more on this theme, sweet { troth-plight on her lips. ; 
one. In these eyil times men must, perforce, : That moment Albert came up from the hollow 

have secrets which are unsafe to reveal, though 3 with his cap overflowing with great, blue violets, 
nothing of dishonor ees to ah ae ; ea ne oe PULP PE SEES ns 
in my face and say ii e heart underneath is {paused a few paces from the larch-trees, an 

to be trusted.” jlooked upon the young couple with strange be- 

Maud lifted her eyes, dark, deep, full of in- } wilderment. They did not heed pins and, seized 

telligence, and searched that calm face as far iby some strange impulse, he hesitated to ap- 

as, she could for shame. What she read there eae pe a oa Som vi a me 
was indefinite even to herself; but one thing a , covering, his face, \beg i 

was certain, the quiet power of that young face pemilo he looked uP, and through the tears that 

overawed her, and she shrunk from questioning seta svreleaae his mae wr ee iia 
him farther. Yet the very mystery of his pre- : sitting together in blissful silence. en he 

sence, seizing upon an imagination unusually {prion took his ener poles eet 
ivi i i "USS, 2] reas - . vivid and fostered. in solitude, deepened the sa ong Ue gr ess,.An ee is ure of bos: 

influence he had gained over her, and she loved 3 soms at their feet while they were quite uncon- 

him all the better for the mastery his intellect ipaiene of peer co 

had gained over her own guileless nature. ‘It is a libation!” exclaimsd the young man, 

“Mond” gathering a handful of the flowers, and present- 

The young girl started, and a delicious shiver ing them to Maud. “This poor witling comes 
passed over her, for the word was uttered in a {like a blessed spirit to crown our happiness. 

voice so clear and thrillingly tender, that it } Now, farewell! It shall not be long before we 

vibrated through every nerve in her body. [meet again,” 

“Maud, what have you read in my face?” : Maud looked at him with a wistful question 

She answered in a hushed breath, ‘‘power!” ‘in her glance, to which he replied, as if she had 
” 2 + 66 3 

aly ca i, - pate ed pe et days from this be ready, and meet love so great that it will not be denied. ; 9 
Maud was frightened, and shrunk away from ‘me here. Prepare the people at the farm-house
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for a sudden departure. They must know no-; in his love, and, therefore, in his integrity. So 

thing of this.” $ her reverie there by the brook was one dream 
: Maud turned white, and began to tremble; 3 of happiness, not the less sweet that it was 

but she answered, with some firmness, that she ; vague, and rose clouded. She gathered up the 

would be ready. ‘The youth fell into thought a 3 violets which he had given her, and inhaled! 
moment, thén spoke again. 3 their fragrance with signs of exquisite enjoy- 

“There is no relative here who has a right ; ment, She bathed her lips with their dew, and 

to question your movements?” he asked. $ held them tenderly between her folded hands, 
“None. Tam, alas! quite alone.” : as if a movement might crush them and wound 

“Nor in London?” her own heart. 

Maud remembered the uncle who was acting The witling, seeing the soul in her gaze, 
that daring part near Edward’s court, and hesi-% gathered the violets which had been scattered 

tated in her answer. 3 at her feet, and formed them into a pretty bou- 
“Nor in London?” repeated the youth, with § quet, with spears of pointed grass shooting out 

more emphasis. from the center, and green leaves nesting in 
“There is a woman who was with me that } their bluencss; but she put the offering gently 

morning at the tower, one Mistress Shore.” aside, as if he disturbed her, and fell to kissing 
The youth started, and bit his lip. 8 the blossoms in her hand, inhaling their sweetness 2 

«‘What, Mistress Shore a kinswoman?” $ with long-drawn, delicious sighs, that seemed to 

N !” eried J 5 3waft the perfume through her whole being. 

snnuyenee that he seemed to fool Sho is Albert ead and disappointed, eat down at her 
this poor witling’s sister. Their mother was ; feet, and watched the changes on her beautiful 
my foster nurse; and she is the wife of a thriv- $ face with sad and wondering eyes. Once he 
ing tradesman in the city. She and her hus- g lifted his hand toward hers, timidly challenging 

band were the only persons who had the power § her notice; but she drew back, and bade him be 
or will to offer me shelter, when the storm of 3 quiet, in a voice that troubled him. At last she 
battle swept over my home.” 3 grew conscious of his presence, and, bending 

«Poor, kind-hearted fool! her home will soon 3 down to his fair, vacant face, kissed it, mur- 
be dark enough, or I mistake the signs!” mut- $ muring, «The gorse burst into blossom to-day, 
tered the youth, inly; but his face cleared, and i and low he is here; art thou not glad, Albert— 

after a few more words, full of warmth and $ art thou not glad?” 
generous affection, he untied his horse, and, : Then the witling leaped to his feet, and fling- 

mounting him, rode away. sing his bouquet in the air, began to caper and 

Maud Chichester watched him with all her $ dance among the long grass, clapping his hands 
e ai ‘ 

soul, in that farewell gaze, till he disappeared § gleefully, thus giving expression to the exuber- 
in the distance, while Albert stood by, with his § ant joy which her notice had given him. 
eyes fixed on her changing countenance with § Even a first-love dream cannot last forever. 
the faithful intelligence of a Newfoundland dog. : The wild delight into which her notice had 
When her lover was gone, when the last faint § thrown the lad, brought Maud from her vision 

tramp of his horse died away on the turf, Maud $ of paradise, and reminded her that the sun was 

sat down on the spot where that strange decla- 3 far past noon, and the old people at the farm- 

ration of love had been made, and gave herself § house would be waiting for their dinner. So, 
up to a heaven of such sweet tears as a woman $ taking Albert by the hand, she led him home- . 

i can know but once in a lifetime. She loved, 3 ward, across the battle-field, and through the 

and was beloved; this one thought filled Tee g preheat full of wonder in her own heart that 

whole being with an ecstacy of delight. She 3 the earth had become so beautiful since the 
forgot the mystery, the risk, the possible shame 3 morning. 
that might follow @ marriage which her lover; Meantime the youth turned across the broken 

evidently intended to be private. In her youth i ground, on leaving the battle-field, and rode 
and inexperience these things took but little jeastward. To him the earth had taken gleams 
importance. She felt that he loved her purely 3 of paradise since the morning; for when love 
and truly—and that was enough. Had it been ; masters a strong nature, like a great fire, it 

otherwise, had there been a dishonorable thought 3 burns brighter from the mass of materials it 
in that young man’s heart, with her quick sym- consumes. This young man was possessed of 

pathies and almost marvelous intuition, she 3 one monster passion, that, sooner or later, would 

would have felt it, and doubt might have ren- § devour all others in its unappeasable greed. 
dered her prudent, But she had perfect faith$ But ambition is seldom so concentrated in
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ul that the first great want of human life, ; flung the portal wide open, and stood back 
love, will not, for a time, hold it in abeyance; 3 with unusual humility as the youth passed My 
and in every young man, the passion that gains ‘‘Where is He, father superior?” he said, 
supremacy, carries all the strength of an ardent ; scarcely recognizing the band, expanded in 

nature with it. Still, in the case of this strange { blessing. «In his cell, or walking in the gar- 

youth, it was impossible to blind or silence an } den?” 
intellect clear as crystal, and sharp as steel. } The porter answered in a low, measured 
If the ruling passion demanded a sacrifice, he : yoice, that the holy father had passed through 

understood it well, and was capable of estimat~ ‘the cloisters to the garden, not ton minutes ago; 

ing the full value _ st he RGR i gave up ee ith DORE, bent his Steps. Re 
with mathematical clearness, rash man, in «Holy mother! how his spurs ring again: 

his situation, might have been less honorable, } the stones!” muttered the monk, crossing Bay 

or less selfish; for, with him, that which seemed ; self; ‘‘what a worldly atmosphere comes with 

pure honor in the eyes of a generous young girl, ; him. I never see his deep, gray eyes, and that 
was, in fact, the most selfish calculation. The j heavy, white forehead, without thinking ofibat- 
first grand passion of his life demanded its $ tle-fields and smoke. Well, he is out of sight, 

object, and one else and ee : a again.” sane oe 
tastes exacted that which a fine sense of rig! uite unconscious, and al 

would have dictated, This young philosopher this comment, the young man hastened into the 
was the last man in the world to dash the bloom ‘ garden, which was. rich in fresh grass, and 

from the grapes he intended to eat. i shaded with noble trees; while a few native 
With all his superiority of intellect and taste, roses brightened the thick ivy which mounted 

4 the young man was in love, far more deeply § the walls. Sitting upon a bench, under one of 
than a less gifted person would have been. He } the tallest trees, sat the man he sought, clad in 

surrounded the object of his choice with nothing ‘gray, and with the cowl drawn over Hs ea to 
but respectful and loving thoughts. With the } protect it from the sun, as he read one of those 

example of the king before his eyes, he felt } ponderous manuscript books which were ;the 
that the love of a man in high position was { pride of religious houses in that age. As Rich- 
enough to ennoble its object, and experienced 3 ard approached, the recluse looked up, and see- 
a degree of pride in the power which could lift ; ing who it was, Closed the book with a somewhat 

even the weak and insignificant to its own 3 hurried moyement. ( 
level. § “What wouldst thou, my son? The day is 

This young man was terribly ambitious, but ? blessed that brings thee beneath this humble 

it had never occurred to him to pursue aims of 3 roof.” ‘ nad 
aggrandizement by a barter of the heart on} Richard smiled in acknowledgment of this 
the battle-field, or in an encounter of wit among Secale: and fell upon his knees, bowing his 
men who was ready to cut a path to the highest. 3 proud head for a blessing. 
position within an Englishman’s reach; but it The superior not only gave the expected bene- 

was too carly in life, and the temptation was ; diction, but passed his hand caressingly over 
not yet sufficient to influence him into a soul- 3 the glossy hair that shadowed the young man’s 

barter with the world. ’ forehead as he knelt. 
In after years, when all other passions had ; «Rise, my son, rise, and tell me of the world 

merged themselves into a greedy thirst for {from which thou comest. How is it with the 
dominion, love would have been swept, like {fair rose of Raby, thy august mother? It is 
thistle-down, from his path—but that period slong since thou hast brought us tidings of her 
had not yet arrived. 8 welfare.” 

After riding about an hour, the young man } “My mother is well, and has not yet lost 
came in sight of the gray walls and pointed ; all claim to the title you give her, holy father. 
windows of 2 monastery, which has since perished ; Sorely widowed, as she has been, her cheek 
like many others inthe reformation. Up te this seloina something of its old bloom, and her 

time a faint smile had hovered on his lips, and $ voice is sweet as ever.” 
the sweetest of visions haunted his brain; but $ A) movement of the brown serge robe be- 

now his face grew serious, even anxious, and, }trayed the sigh which, all unconsciously, rose 
like one in haste to resolve some doubt, he ; from that holy bosom. 
dashed spurs into his horse, and rode on at al “Thou canst hardly judge of the change, my 
quick pace till the monastery gate was reached. (son. When I remember het the fair rose of 
The porter evidently recognized him, for he } Raby was perilously beautiful; more than one 

Vou, XLVII.—23 i
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heart, failing to move hers, has turned itself? old preceptor and friend. Three nights from 
heayenward, so that her coldness and her beauty $ this, I shall bring the maiden, secretly, to the 
were ever doing holy work.” 3 chapel erected to our Lady, just beyond these 

“<I think that you loved my mother once,” $ walls, hoping that my mother’s firm friend will 

said the young man, gently; ‘and it is to her I$ not withhold the marriage blessing on her son.” 
am indebted for the kindness that has taught § «But there is peril in this, What if the king 

me so much,” § disapprove?” 
The superior smiled, but shook his cowled$ ‘Peril, holy father! Has this monastic life 

8 ¢ 
. head reproyingly. $ quite blotted out the time when you were found 

“We think not of such matters here, my son. ; in the van of every battle?” 

Let it suffice that thou art ever welcome to these “Peril! Did I say peril? Nay, it is not that; 
walls.” a servant of God should fear‘ nothing but to 

The youth was quick in speech, as he was} encourage wrong. But hast thou thought over 
courageous in war. this matter well?” 

“Father,” he said, “I want something et «Ay, truly, or I had not been here.” 

than a blessing, or a welcome at your hands.} ‘And the eae Is 7a oe Pangani ita 
As you once worshiped my mother, I love a “She is a soldier’s daughter, and of better 
maiden, and wish to wed her; but for cee cada than Elizabeth Woodville. Her father 
reasons it must be in secret.” was Sir Hugh Chichester, of the towers.” 

“Nay, son, I mislike that.” 3 “Sir Hugh Chichester, of the towers! In my 

“Still it must be so. Neither my lady mother § worldly days I knew him well—a brave gentle- 
nor the king shall be informed till I am ready ; man of right noble stock.” E 

to proclaim it to them, and the whole world.” 3 “His daughter is good and beautiful as her . 
“My son, this impetuosity is unnatural. Why 3 father was valiant,” said Richard. 

not go to the king, and my lady, and as thou § «And thou lovest her?” : 
well canst with those eyes and that voice, which § «With all my heart—with all my life.” 

wins even unloying men to thy purpose, diets «But what if I refuse to wed Dee her?” 
their consent?” 3 “Then some other priest more friendly must 

“Father, it is not the time. Edward is not 3 be found.” 

safe upon his throne so long as King Henry and : «So thou art determined?” 
the tigress of Anjou lives. In his dealings with} “Father, did I ever relinquish a project once 

foreign powers, this poor head is a precious bait i formed?” 
with which he lures Margaret’s friends from} ‘‘Marry, no; thou wert ever stubborn of pur- 
her. I cannot, therefore, openly wed a subject 3 pose; and if I refuse to perform this secret 

without taking strength from the royal cause. 3 work, will, I doubt not, put thyself in the power 
Remember all the evils to our realm that has of some unscrupulous priest, who would sell 

sprung out of Edward’s too early avowal of his 3 thy seoret after. So, if Ute! marriage is fixed 

recy AGOH GE Be eAPOGG Mag” mi Bio Cy Hom bo perl of eller elton. "ica ay, out o! e marri: ; $ 7 

superior. ‘It was an ill-advised union.” : said you this rash Project is to be carried out?” 
«Yet, rather than give it up, Edward periled 3 “On the on ees oe ae after NG 

crown and kingdom. So would I were those’ pers,” answered the youth, kneeling, to take 

glorious prizes within my grasp. But the king ; his leave, and, hurrying away, fearful that the 

has got a brave son to inherit his dominion; ; kind-hearted old man might take back a pro- 
not a gleam of his greatness will ever fall Gn yitige so reluctantly ae ; va hiae 

my path, so, with ambition cut off, let me at «The blessing of our Lady go with thee, lad,” 
iduat eel eee : ‘ muttered the superior. ‘*Thou hast thy mother’s 

“Restless boy, will that satisfy an aspiring : eyes, and her silvery tones, which no human 
spirit like thine?” said the father. heart could resist, He said right, I have not 

«Tt must. What else is left me? Besides, it $ so far forgotten my knightly days as to fear the 
is in the spirit of our house to defy fortune. I, ; peril attending any uh oe 
for one, will give my heart its lead, and hew; With these words, the abbot moved slowly 

out the way it chooses with my good right-} through the garden, and entering his cell, where 
hand, if need be.” ihe prepared a double penance for himself, with- 

“Ts it this errand that brings thee hither, my out in the least wavering in his promise. 
son?” questioned the recluse. 3 Three nights after this interview, a small 

“That and no other, save a desire to see my} stone chapel, just without the walls of the
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monastery, so overrun with ivy that it was, with flickering gold, Then the door closed 
scarcely discernible from the masses of foliage : almost, but not quite, and an arrow of radiance 
that hung over it, was an object of grave curi-§ shot out upon the night. The hind crept on his 

osity to the country people who chanced to pass } hands and knees to the crevice through which 

near it. Gleams of light broke:through the tall, ; this light fell, and saw an altar brilliant with 
pointed windows, taking a gorgeous richness } flowers, and lighted up with a crowd of tapers. 

from the painted glass, and illuminating the} Before it knelt two people, a youth and a 

thick clusters of ivy, that clung around the 3 maiden, whose loveliness seemed unearthly, 

stone-work, with a singularly weird effect. Al and over them bent a priest, whose face was 
hind, going up from the forest, saw this sin- }in deep shadow; but the light trembled over his 
gular illumination, and stopped to gaze upon } sacred vestments like sunshine on the wings of 

it, lost in profound awe, for to him it was a3 an angel. 

miracle of the Virgin. Falling upon his knees, A movement in the chapel frightened the 
he began to pray; but was startled by the tramp } hind, and he fled away. When he ventured at 
of horses passing so near him, that the folds of } last. to look back, the chapel was dark as mid- P s 5 P 
a lady’s garment swept his face, blinding him } night, and he heard the muffled tramp of horses 

for the time. When his sight cleared again, he } dying away in a neighboring forest-path. 

saw a monk standing on the steps of the chapel, (20 BER CONTINUED.) 

and a stream of light paving the turf outside 

THE TWO GRENADIERS. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF HEINE, BY T. EMBLEY OSMAN. 

To France there traveled two grenadiers, Let them beg, let them beg, when from hunger thin— 
From a Muscovite prison returning, My Emperor, my Emperor taken!” 

‘tnd mie ey sane tts ee Pn Ben vecny wugébrrade: Une only urayert 

patch decent ciety ore pc on ‘When soon in death I’m sleeping, 
* ‘There heard they both the sorrowful tale, {Take you my corse to France, and there . 

‘That France, by misfortune, was shaken; s Consign it to her keeping. 
Defeats, ay, and routs, her sons did bewail, emutnas coarneioheaterewe a 

‘And the Emperor, the Emperor taken. 7 Tiki nonee aA Lay near my heart upon me; 
‘Then wept together those worn grenadiers, ; Give me my malkct in my hand, 

Long over the heart-rending story; : And girt my sabre ‘round me. 
“Woe’s me!” said the one, and fast fell his tears, i MALI a F i 

“Better dead with France and her glory!” Ree nee ond inten SE 3 My watch like a sentry keeping, 
The other said, “My race is run; Until I hear the bugle shrill, 

Would, comrade, I now were dying; And the neighing steed on sweeping, 

Dake abbame, a vifeond poem «men rideth my Emperor, fast over my grave, 
ee : Brave sabres glitter and rattle; 

“Who cares for wife, who cares for kin! $ Then I'll arise, all armed from the grave— 
Nobler thoughts my soul awaken; 3 ¥or the Emperor, the Emperor, to battle!” 

NELLY LEE. 

BY FRANCES HENRIETTA SHEFFIELD. 

‘Waar time the daisies star'd the grass, Oh! Nelly Lee! too quickly flee 
And robins sung on every tree; The sunny hours, the sad ones lingers 

On blithesome wings the hours did pass— And every joy, still to destroy, 
‘The golden hours to Nell and me. ; Will memory lift her warning finger. 

Nelly Lee! my : Ghai oly Leo my loys terithee x f 3 T tread the old familiar spot, 
There’s no more Spring nor Summer’s blooming; . ‘Where you and I have sat together; 

"Tis darkness all, cold as the pall, 
pe erUB GAG Heanitee cone And blessed thoughts of days are not, 

= ee ee Re Like angel troops, come thronging thither. 
Oh! mine had been a lonely lot; g Oh! Nelly Lee! where shall T be, 

Love ne’er had shed its brightness o'er me. g When Autumn her dun wing is lifting? 
‘We met, my sorrows were forgot— g Perhaps at rest! O’er my still breast 

*Twas Heaven’s own glory to adore thee. 3 Shall the wet leaves, like snows, be drifting.
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Tuts is in Roman colors, Princess Royal; point. Work two blue stripes in the same way 
Stitch. The materials are half an ounce of observing to decrease in length in the propor- 
white single zephyr; one ounce of scarlet; one tion seen in the design, two scarlet stripes and 

ounce of black; one ounce of blue; one punch two green ones ditto. Work one row in single 

of yellow; half an ounce of green. $ crochet all round each stripe, using the yellow 
With the white wool begin the center stripe $ wool, or floss, if preferred. Work the pattern 

with one stitch, widen on each side until yous in cross-stitch with the black wool, and finish 

have ten stitches upon the needle, work a piece : with tassels of the wool mixed. It will make a 

half a yard in length, and then narrow to a} pretty Christmas gift! 
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WOOLEN BALL FOR THE NURSERY 

BY MRS. JANE WEAVER. 
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TuesE woolen balls are light, soft, and 
pretty, and children can play with them Nip i ee 

in-doors without incurring the risk of € OR, ZZ 
breaking anything. We give two illus- SS Us 2 
trations of the ball; one shows it complete, BSNS ee 
the other in process of making. A great SN LZ 
deal of wool is required to make the ball, J2=S ay) aS 
but as odd ends of all colors can be used, geass a 
the expense is insignificant. Our pattern gui = 
measures nine inches round. Begin, by ez ee a 
cutting two thin cardboard rings nine J Ze 5 Seeees 

inches round, and cut out the center part (ggg Ss 
of each round (see illustration.) This YyaeZ oo Ky 
illustration shows both the cardboard rings One x AG 

placed one over the other, and partly co- Ci) Pn». La < <> 
vered with wool. The ring of double card- ei ih aes es Mm NAY 
board should be wound with wool until the Wi Sta AY 
opening in the middle is guite filled up; the X EERE WS> 
wool should be used double, the ends AUN 
always placed on the outside edge of the 

ring, and the colors, light and dark, arranged } tirely. Then trim the ends of wool all over the 

to taste. When the opening is quite filled up, * ball, to make the surface even and the ball per- 
the wool should be cut, in layers, round the $ fectly round, smooth, and of a good shape. 

edges of the cardboard. When all is cut, divide { We copy this ball from an English magazine. 
the two rings of cardboard a little and place a ‘In this country, the India-rubber ball is gene- 
piece of string between them; fasten this string § rally a favorite; but in places where that ball 

tightly two or three times round the ball, then ‘ cannot be conveniently had, this would be 

cut the ends of it, and cut the rings of card- $a good substitute. Many mothers, however, 
board in different places so as to be able to take } would prefer, under any circumstances, the 
them out; the wool’should cover the string en- ‘ woolen ball. 
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DAISY PATTERN FOR A CROCHET COUVRETTE. 

BY MRS. JANE WEAVER. 
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Marerrats.—For a large Couvrette, Boar’s- 5 times more, making 6 petals in all. 8rd round: 
head cotton No. 8; for pin-cushion covers, mats, : Work at the back of the last row, bebind the 
and such like small articles, Boar’s-head cotton ; petals; make 1 petal between each petal in last 
No. 16 or 20. yrow, 1 double crochet at the back of each, and 

A pattern of this description will do fark out the cotton at the end of the round. 4th 
Counterpanes, Couvrettes of every description, jround: 2 double crochet at the point of each of 
mats, pin-cushions, and a thousand other thing the 12 petals, 5 ey between meat ee 
that can all be arranged from our design. { round: 2 treble, 5 chain, repeat. 6th and las 

Each circle is made separately, and joined to } round: 1 double crochet in the center of the 
the others, as the last row is crocheted. Begin | first 5 chain, * 5 chain, 1 treble in the center 

in the etc make 8 chain, insert the eats i of the next 5 chain, 5 chain! 1 slip stitch in the 

in the first, and make * a long treble stitch, then top of the treble stitch, 6 chain, T slip stitch in 

make 8 chain, repeat 4 times from *, always in- ; the same place, 5 chain, a third slip suteniie the 
serting the needle in the first chain stitch, join ; same place, 5 chain, 1 double crochet in the 

the last chain to the 5th of the first 8 chain to : center of the next 5 chain, repeat from * to the 

close the round. 2nd round: Work 1 double ‘end of the round. There should be 12 trefoil 
crochet, * 9 chain, turn, work a slip stitch in { patterns in the round. Fria 

each of the 9chain; work round the stem thus} For the Couvrette join the circles together, as 

made in close crochet, working 3 stitches in 1 3 shown in illustration, in working the last round. 

to turn at the point; miss 1 stitch of preceding : As many circles can be added as may be re- 
row, work 2 double crochet, and repeat from * } quired for the Couvrette. 
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CRAVAT END. 

BY MRS, JANE WEAVER, 

| In the front of the number, we give a pattern $ plaited black velvet and white satin ribbon, as 8} 5 
for a cravat end. The cravat is made of light : seen in the engraving: making quite a stylish 
blue moire, and the ends are trimmed with * affair. 

THE PATTI JACKET. 

BY EMILY H, MAY. 
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Tue newest thing in Paris, this spring, is the The place where the pockets are to be sewn, gs § Pp Pp 
Patti Jacket, so called after the famous opera-} may be judged from the engraving. The seam 

singer, Adelina Patti. It is an exceedingly } of the sleeve must be placed at the notch in the sly Pp 
useful garment, very suitable for out-of-door } front, 

wear in warm weather, and a capital in-door ; This jacket opens at the back, and is fastened 

jacket in the colder months of the year. It} its entire length with large jet buttons. The 4 ; 8 s' 
can be made in velvet, in cloth, and in cash- 3 side-seams are to be joined as far as the notch 

mere, and should be trimmed at the epaulets; in the paper. It should be observed, that one : P 
and cuffs with gimp ornaments, and with a} side of the back folds over the other side. The 

girdle cord worked with jet beads round the { button-holes are made on the side which folds 

edge. } oyer, and the buttons are sewn on the other. 

The pattern consists of four pieces. : If fastening down the back be found inconve- 

No. 1. Tue Fronr. 3 nient, it would be easy to make this jacket to 

No. 2. Tue Back. open in the front, with a simulated fastening be- 

No. 3. Tur Sieve. hind, as the newest jackets, paletots, ete., in 

No, 4. Tux Pockur. } Paris are all buttoned down the back. 
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DIAGRAM FOR THE PATTI JACKET. 
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OPERA HOOD. 7 
BY MRS. JANE WEAVER. 

In the front of the number, printed in color, ; one of the large pins. The small pin is only 
we give a pattern for a very pretty opera hood. i used in every fourth row of the pattern. 

The materials are 2 skeins of white and 1 of 1st row—Knit the 2 first stitches together, 
blue elder yarn. For the Hood, a pair of knit- § and the rest of the row quite plain. 
ting pins, No. 11 Bell gauge, and one pin, No. : 2nd row—The same as the first row. 

19. For the border, a steel netting needle, and} 8rd row—Pearl the 2 first stitches together, 
a mesh No. 2. $ then pearl the rest of the row. 

Knirrep Hoop.—Commence with the white { 4th row—With the small pin knit the 2 first 
wool. Cast on 141 stitches rather loosely, using : stitches together, *, then make a stitch and knit
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COVER FOR TASSEL. 379 

every 2 stitches together. Repeat from * to the To pleat the trimming, use a rug-needle and 

end. ‘To make a stitch’”—the wool is brought } the white wool; commence in the center row of 

forward between the pins. the netting, and make a box-pleat with five 

These four rows form the pattern, and they } stitches, sewing it together in the center; then 

are to be repeated until the Work is reduced to leave one stitch between the pleats, and con- 
six stitches, it having been decreased one stitch 3 tinue forming them until all the netting is used. 
each row. Cast off the remaining stitches. These pleats are now secured at the top by 

Tue Nerrev Borprer.—Fill the needle with { tying every six stitches of each side together, 
the white wool. Commence on a foundation 3 in the row under the colored one; the stitches 

string, and, using No. 2 mesh, net 780 stitches, § should only be just caught together, and the 
this being the number required to make suffi- } ends of wool knotted and cut close. 
cient trimming, to go all round the Hood; itt The border is sewed round the Hood, and then 

may. however, be worked in two pieces, net-§ the point of each pleat, which lies over the knit- 
ting 360 for the back, and 420 for the sides and ; ting, should be tacked to the right side of the 

front. $ work, about half an inch from the edge, to keep 
After the first row is worked, net 2 rows more : the trimming firm. 

plain; then with the colored wool, doubled, net $ An extra length of trimming, netted in the 

a plain row, same manner, is to be made to form a double 
These 4 rows are now to be turned, os border across the point at the front of the Hood; 

the string in the colored row; then on the other 3 this will require 150 stitches. The inner border 
side work with the white wool two rows more, at the back should be 300 stitches, and netted 

and one row with the colored wool; take out as before; but the pleats are not to be so close 

the string, as this completes the netting. $ as at the edge of the Hood. 

COVLR FOR TASSEL. 

: BY MRS, JANE WEAVER, 

In the front of the number, printed in color, 3 particularly, when flies are so plenty, tassels 
we give a very pretty pattern for a Tassel- 3 for curtains, etc., if at all elegant, ought to be 

Cover to be done in crochet. In summer-time, $ covered, especially when the family is away. 

VARIETIES FOR THE MONTH. 
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JACKET AND WAIST. CAPH AND DRESS.



EDITOR’S TABULE. 

EDITORIAL CHIT-CHAT. 3 in the. country, to wear the thin shoes that would be worn 
Ports ov Enquzrre,—Wo are often asked questions, by } in a ball-room, Women of real eulture, or even with a fine 

correspondents, in relation to points of etiquette. In all; natural sagacity, never introduce usages that would be 
Such cases, good sense is a capital guide, for etiquette is { Cut of place.” This Tacuba hah © ve fyam barangay onetior, 6 
merely good sense appliéd to the common intercourse of leader of fashion. Without it, a lady, who sets up such 
life. Of course, in small details, customs often vary. It is, ; pretensions, is very apt to get laughed at, whether she as- 
for example, civil to gteet a friend, whom you have not { Pites to lay down the mode in a great city, or in a country 
met for some time, with more than ordinary emphasis. In § Village. 
this country, men do it by shaking hands; but in somo § ESTAR ELE ORERS Goer okra 

Re ee ce a ae eeiiees | a on lenctentten ihomenmnyshe Eten Gack nnd the! United States, for soup to bo served before fishy but in} eae a ano enalssanes etylo. aleo fuds 
Germany, soup is frequently seryed in the middle of a din- § Pienaar ees abana a 

Bere) tt la nGbaesinstetaupties here fone, youne, MEIN © T couthasebiend, andineloltathe belivasitialiogs which ied woman to accept an invitation from a gentleman to (ee eee ann ann nanten of the facet ka 
rive out alone with him; but in France it would be regarded ae reer i Acradiai nied Ghee : 
a3 exceedingly improper. A Turk eats with his fingers, yet § 'Y° » » Boe a ge @ high-casto Turk isa thorough gentleman, Here only } **iP88 of pearls are also rolled round the plaits. ‘The hair, 

FAs ANCL Aa Caria er An Ace . § during the day, is not worn so low at the back as last years 
Pita Boe oe 3 without being drawn to the top of the head, the neck is left 

hes lien oes dae Male eevee ticebe DumineUE NGC NS hia The ate ieyelther awensed;et oe pack, in 4,coll is the applying, to the daily intercourse of life, the Bible $ t ‘ e tas iin, "Dy unto others as you would be done'unte.” ff Plaits, or else with two loops, and small ringlets in the 
beige ee eo HOR * sg jy 5 center; it is turned back in front very close to the temples. you see a person slip on the ice, the natural impulse is to 1 ata ara lyre aka Limb pCO are amillac tha 

Haugh; butas nobody Uke so Le ARAened erin erased « Sra aarliarel fer ealiimmned aie back, ain dernenth people do not do it, nor well-bred ones either, whether ee ee a eee anna en ie . 
kind-hearted or not. A shy, awkward lad, or a plain-look- § a ROeHO anes. ine cht. aro often the butt cf thelr companions: but they % 8t@™% Which aro s0 fashionable upon bonnets, aro now 
Be ei) ere oem eee aeons tae Y used for the center of the bows, which are placed upon the never are of persons who are amiable, or who are even $ Paes i side of the crown, and likewise they are added upon the polite. In your general demeanor to others, you can never 3 Pratt GE HAUGIHE EouRCRUGh etna de focsheca. eakned 

go far wrong, if you ask yourself what would Tish toy eae enn vor, that they are now embrok 

iene Rael hs ae noe oedig OR AAE etd as dered in either crystal, gold, or steel beads upon the ends sons who are intensely selfish, and yet are well-bred, In} oeist se. hich aro always soundediand edged with bead 
‘ - seline i iu ‘y 

ae ie ae est a ce a ee eae fringes to correspond. , Bonnet strings are also trimmed at 
Pr hala vethan aed dane TPRCRU sai AUR oak cael $ the edges with both feather and chenille fringes. Tulle they secretly dislike. ‘They spare the selflove of others in § (00 © SO MU 0 tet nia eee eee, ea § strings, for full dress bonnets, are almost invariably em- doing this, and to that extent deserve credit, We know { broldered with Douds, and. trinmed with elther white oF 
Poe a a a me hg en cee $ colored feather fringes. Sarsenet strings are also edged all / 
off their hats, and remaining uncovered all the time they {oun with fringes; these add to their effect, and prove \ 
talk to hers and yet some of these men, conventionally po coming 
lite as they are, are not good-hearted in the least. 3 " ae 

So much for general rules. ‘The details of etiquette are} Coxoren Srocx1yas are still worn with morning toilots— 
only to be learned by observation, for, as we have said, they § mauve, when the color of dress and petticoat permit, being 
vary in lifferent places. Generally, every locality, even } the favorite hue. Velvet boots, trimmed with either sable 
the smallest village, has @ little cirele that is popularly § or chinchilla, are still worn for driving. ‘The white satin 
called “the best society;” and it is this circle which gives } shoes, embroidered with white bugles, are the novelties of 
social laws to the neighborhood. Generally, also, though § the season for evening wear, Kor fancy balls; in Paris, the 
not always, this circle is the most educated, often tho } most eccentrie stockings have been prepared; for example, 
richest, in the vicinity; its members are in the habit of: the Princess Metternich, who was to appear as a garden 
occasionally visiting large cities, and sometimes they have § girl, ordered white silk stockings, embroidered in colors to 
even traveled abroad; hence they know more or less of the $ represent all the implements used by a gardener; whilo 
social habits of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Paris and : another lady, disguised as a waiting woman, completed her 
London} and it is, thorefore, a not unwise conclusion to 3 costume with stockings worked over with scissors, needles, 
adopt them for guides. It is safer, at least, to accept such $ and bobbins. 

: standards, than to follow the lead of oth — 
ee ae dvasieGa te savor re a, thes Deep Linen Cures, with butterflies on them, were lately 
usages at Newport or Saratoga are, ask somebody who has $ an feat My Seer tt ere See, 
been there, and not a person who never heard of either. KS cs nae oe aa. = ot A on e Sore Ee 

M. = toms, 5 i a + ese fei he bY 

ony custo, bowerete pict erg appigiriate, in one ¥ sitar 8 buttons, where it seems to lie carelessly, and is Dince, re no Aaya» ADO Reetews An edopting, or, not § 7 NM Aline sist cuifsickach corenatietie colt in adopting such usages, that people show good sense. Culti- troujphak Byleatties of alia game colon paeeerueh Rant 

Teboe Deseo nada oa a Ampere at ayeue\omiss ere Dares. $6, a4—  of\ghe| fosthealann shaded! in Dhowaend in some T40 proud pretenders do. In Paris, ladies wear long trains to Ae seantrodtona 4 z 
evening and carriage dresses, bnt they never walk in such } ©» 8’ ‘ 
Aresses; and hence nobody ever sees, on the Boulevards, Oty Two Doutans.—This Magazine, remember, is only 
the absurdity of a costly moire antique sweeping up the < two dollars a year, or less than any other magazine of its 
mud from the pavement. It is equally ridiculous, in a walk $ kind, It has never raised its price. ah y 5, Pp
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Vow no Fant, Asuzer-—The great point to be gained in s which hasbeen long folt, for there has been no really hand- 
order to secure sleep is to escape from thonght—especially $ some edition of Thackeray heretofore; and Thackeray, of 
fib ital Uingtnle tcriclpus, Tmapetioad thoughts wilok tn 3 atl GtMety althé anthol whom "poole of taxteratid culture, 
amost cases of wakefulness has possession of the mind. ‘The } who like elegant editions, most affect. ‘The binding is not 
author of “The Anatomy of Sleep” says:—“T always effect {less choice than the paper, the engravings, and the type. 
this by the following simple process: T turn my eyeballs as } To read “Vanity Fair,” in such an edition, is a positive 
far to the right or left, or upward or downward, as far as I luxury. Of the novel itself it is, of course, needless to 
can without pain, and then commence rolling them stowly, } speak, for it has now taken its place among the classies of 
with that divergence from a direct lino of vision, around in $ the language; and though other fictions may be written, 
their sockets, and continue doing this until—t fall asleep, ¢ and even satirical ones, which may take a first rank, there 
which occurs generally within three minutes, and always $ will neyer be a second “Vanity Fair.” Who that has 
‘within five at the most. ‘The immediate effect of this pro- } ever read the book will forget Beckey, or George Osborne, 
cedure differs from that of any other of which I ever heard § or the Marquis of Steyne, or Joe Sedley, or Dobbin, or 
to procure sleep. It not merely diverts thought into a new } others of the characters? We believe that these three 
channel, but actually suspends it. Since T,became aware ie are to be followed in a similar style by “Pen- 
of this, T have endeavored innumerable thtes, while thus { dennis, “Zhe Neweomes,” etc., ete, Such an edition of 
rolling my eyes, to think upon a particular subject, and } Thackeray, when completed, will be indispensable. 
even upon that which before kept me awake, but I could ; George Geith of Fon Court. By FG. Trafford: 1 vol 
not. As long as they wére moving around, my mind’ was 3495.) pogo: 1! O, HL P. Burnhame-This is a novel of 
blank. If any one doubts this, let him try the experiment ; sdiseaIRGA That SEA chaep Merits Whe Niardinestmerge Mas 
for-himselt, I wish ie would; Yet him panse just here and | oie ie tall of Retdsatar ai chulds"aueavanadl emai vite 
make it. I venture to assure him that if he makes it in (> qvawn from life: and no one can Help loving hér7rYhe 

pe a est ol haat Na Oh as ase § should ndbe,iilea fhe stoke Welter if 1k Mad ended ‘niore for his thoughts? for ench of ‘then, while the operation is (7 Pty. hut in that ease it would have béen loss powerful 
in progress, will add very little to his wealth. Such being a a atestink SDI paRohR TG eh idtMot NOE Ra "Betis 
its offect, wo cannot wonder that it should bring sleep toa {7° wna nfuch Alonos* but this is by far his best works 
nervous anil Wakeftl min at night. ‘The philosophiy of the {1°74 esq movela, written ately, eontain passages of greater 
matter is very simple. A suspension of thought is to the § ee Ti sate character Saeed aly Tie Vee 
mind what a suspension of travel or labor is to a weary < | midi alas Biatol i i 
body. It enjoys the Iuxnty of rest; the strain upon its ) °° yP : 
faculties removed, it falls asleep as naturally as the farmer } The Refugee, By Herman Melville, ol, 8 vo. Philada, 
in his chair after toiling all day in his fields.” $2. B. Peterson & Brothers—This novel appeared originally in 

“ a _ 2“Putnam’s Magazine,” under the name of “Israel Potter.” 
A oN ea ftaan Dara Aviniece iotovelyehifonayardadD: 724, the stary an American, who was made a prisoner of 

length, and.an inch anda half-in breadth, is procured. 2.4. py the British, in the Revolution, and carried to Eng- This is studded over, at regular distances, with small pink $1504, Wwhero he escaped, joined Paul Jones, and underwent 
rose-buds. A bow is then formed and placed in the center <4, variety of striking adventures. ‘The tale exhibits the 
of the forehead, among the bandeaux; the ribbon is carried 20 te ooniny of the author of “Type,” though, in no round the sides of, the headjand.tledaathough is,festqned sone: Pe Ray I ea aaa 
the plaits at the back, and the ends float to the waists a 270007 fo Ue om ores Raa o ae 
filagree gold butterfly is placed in the center of the bow im een ae oe a th petiye hand: 
front. It is not elaborate, but it has a very pleasing effect §°™OlY Printed Ane Pound In Bill cloths 
with a white tulle or tarlatane dress, and it has another 3 ‘Se#ence for the School and Family. Part III Mine- 
recommendation—it is easily made. 3 rology and Geology... By Worthington Hooker, M.D... Iitus- 

~ Strated by nearly two hundred engravings. 1 voly 12, mo. 
Fsaruers ane Coverep with showers of gold, silver, and § ew York: Harper & Brothers—The author of this yery 

stecl, and these feathers are employed both for trimming § meritorious work is Profossor Hooker, of Yale College, 
dresses and head-drosses. Pearl and beads of all deserip- § favorably known already for. his “Human Physiology,” 
tions are scen upon head-dresses, which are made with $ «Child's Book of Nature,’ “Natural History,” otc, ete. 
either ribbon or piece velvet. The book is designed to meet the wants of beginners in 

Win Frowens-—Our principal embellishment, this month, ; the sttdy of geology, “especially youug, beginners,” as Pro- 
is after a picture by Merle, one of the most famous'of the ; 80 Hooker says, pointedly, in his preface, 
modern school of French artists. It is an illustration of: Method of Philological Study of the English Language. 
unusual beauty. {By Francis A. Marsh, Lvol,12mo. New York: Harper, 

3 eal } € Brothers.—his little book, by Professor Marsh, of La- 
Tux Cuspnes, who have been to soo the jugglers, and § fuyatte College, Baston, Pa., is destined as an introduction 

who are imitating their tricks, come in for an illustration 3 to philological studies, and appears to us to’ be, not, indeed, 

this month, Even the doll seems to have been trying to ee Max Muller, which it does not pretend to be, but a most 

Dalance au umbrella on her chin. § excellent treatiso of its kind. tis arranged with questions 
nA ree ; for classes, and is very appropriate, therefore, for schools. 

REVIEW OF NEW BOOKS. 3 Woodward's Country’ Homes. “By G. E. & PF. W. Wood- 
Vinity Fair. By Wiliam Makepeace Thackeray, with ward. 1 vol, 2 mo. New York: @. B. & F. W. Wood- 

Muustrations by the author. 8 vols, 12 mo. New York: \47d.—The authors of this little work are architeets, and 

Iferper & Brothers.—This is ono of the most elegant speci- { they have sought, in the volume before us, to give appron 
mens of bookswwork, in its way, which America hag pro- ; Driate designs for country honses, which shall not be too 
duced, Tt ig quite as choice, for’ a’ @nodecimo, as tho { expensive. Tn this kim, We think, thoy hive succeeded, and 
Mustrated edition of Proscott’s Life (which reflected so { Wes therefore, cordially recommend the book. Numerous 
much ctedit on Ticknor & Fields, its publishers) was for a { ¢ustavings illustrate the text, 
quarto, ‘Ttis superior to the Life of Irving, the household {Tony Butler. A Novel. 1 vol., 8 v0. New York: Harper 
edition of Wayerley, the works of Dickens, and other books } dé Brothers—This novel, originally published in “Black- 
for which the Riverside and University presses, at Cam- ;/wood,” is racy and rollicking, with capital pictures of Irish 
bridge, haye become so famous. It supplies, also, a want, ‘life. A cheap edition.
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382 OUR ARM-CHAIR.—HEALTH DEPARTMENT. 

OUR, ARM-CHAIR. ) Moss-Srircx Hanpxencarer.—With two knitting-pins No, 
‘Two Ensaant Eprtions or ENocn ARDEN, haye been pub- ; 6, and fine fleecy. Cast on two stitches; knit backward and 

lished in Boston, by Messrs. J... Tilton, to the “Artists? } forward, increasing (without making holes) 1 stitch in the 
Edition.” Superbly illustrated by Mrt Hammatt Billings } middle of each ret until tear are 80 Hehe oe pin; 
on nearly ever; ; the price of which is $450, And the } knit 1 row. Knit 1 row, picking up a loop in the center 
“ cambrldgs ation,” lt, liuetrated its vignettes, in- = knitting it, Knit 15 atcha for the border, pass the 
cluding “Aylme’s Dreams,” “Sea Dreams,” and. all of Ten- § wool forward to make a stitch, knit 1 stitch, pass the wool 
Si hate poems. Price $1.50, Both will, probably, be { forward to make e stitch again, and knit the remaining 15 

the principal bookstores. stitches for the other border. Increase thus with a hole, 2 
SE ae Up Ee 3 stitches in every row, (ce., 1 stitch within each border,) and 

Our Mzzzorinzs.—We are frequently asked the price of } knit between the borders in moss-titch, When there are 
our premium mezzotints—“ Bunyan Parting from his Blind : 100 stitches on the needle, knit to within 4 stitches of tho 
Child,” “Bunyan’s Wife Interceding for his Release,” and ¥ middle of the row, and return; continue the increase and 
“Washington Parting from his Generals.” ‘They are each § moss-stitch, as hitherto, and turn back 2 stitches farther 
$2.00, or $5.00 for the three, from the middle of the row each turn, until you end by 

dau i _. knitting only stitches, Knit to the other end of the 
How 10 Coutrvane FLowens.—A splendid illustrated guide < ve caie and knit that side to correspond, Knit 1 row, and 

to the cultivation of flowers and ornamental plants, in all } O° Gi sfossastitch is done by alternately knitting one 
_  Bitatotes eet ae ee Garden; aaa stitch and purling 1, taking care that the knitted stitches 

Flowers for the Parlor and Garden,” bas been published ¢o1say come over the purled stiteles, and vice versa, An 
by Messrs, J, B, Tilton'& Co., Boston, Tt is the most perfect <5 on stitch can be used instead of the moss-stitch, if pro- and elegant volume on this subject in the English language. $0" 
Brice $3.00, Bd } Torrorse-SrincH.—This is one of the prettiest and most 

Back Voustss of “Peterson” are the same price as those { l8eey stitches we have for thin knitting, such as Shetland 
for the current year, vis, $200 for a single copy, or $,00:¢ Shawls, and all shawls approaching them in delicacy of tex- 
for three copies. But where the person wishing the copy ; te. Allow 6 stitches for each repetition of the pattern, 
is, or was, a member of a club, it will be sent at the club jana ‘stitelt over to'make the sides of the knitting agree. 
me ” m 1st row—Knit 1 stitch, knit 2 together, bring the vool 

PEC 3 forward, knit 1, bring the wool forward, knit 2 stitches to- 
eee enrares S gether. Repeat to the end of the row, and end the row by 

knitting the last stitch, 
Jebaeeltit icine Saale eatathldn Dad rowel Tal ane hacer . 

Ir Your Crornzs Take Fire.—How to act, when the } 3.4 row—Knit 2 together, bring the wool forward, knit 
clothes take fire, is what everybody ought to know. Three $3 tring the wool forward, knit 2 together, slip this stitch 
persons out of four rush up to the victim, and begin to paw § oy ¢o the left-hand needle, and pull the next stitch over it; 
with their hands without any definite aim. ‘This is wrong. } hase it’ back again to the right-hand uecdle, This stitch 
Tt is also usoloss to tell the sufferer to do this or that, or {faces the place of the first stitch in the row, and after it 
call for water. In fact, it is generally best to say not @ } sou are to proceed and bring the wool forward, knit 3, ete, 
word, but to seize a blanket from a bed, or a cloak, or any 3” 4+n yow--Purl the row. 
woolen fabric; if none is at hand, take any woolen material, § 54, yow—Knit 1 stitch, bring the wool forward, knit 2 
and hold the corners as far apart as you can; stretch them $ sorether, knit 1 stitch, knit 2 together, and bring the wool 
out higher than your head, and, running boldly to the § ward, 
person, make a motion of clasping in the arms about the } gen row—Purl the row. 
shoulders. ‘This instantly smothers the fire, and saves the } 741, row-—Knit 2, bring the wool forward, knit 2 together, 
face.’ The next instant throw the unfortunate person on \ stip the stitch on to the left-hand needle, and pass the next 
the floor. This is an additional safety to face and breath, } stitch over it, pass the stitch back, bring the wool forward, 
and any remnant of flame can be put out more leisurely. {init 3, Repeat the last 6 stitches. 
‘The next instant, immerse the burnt part in cold water, }~ gen row—Purl, 
and all pain will cease with the rapidity of lightning. Next, ; Mijstiardsietvary prety wile aevectiah Jor tha/cartan 
get some common flour, remove from the water, and cover } with a wide border of feather pattern—that beautiful stitch 
the burnt parts with an inch thfekness of flour, if possible; {which is 60 well’ known that we need not give it here; we 
put the patient to bed, and do all that is possible to soothe } would do so with pleasure if * Winifred” and other knitters 
until a physician arrives. Let the flour remain until it falls i eouviareil brie ipeaia aA ceuROLe 

» _ off itself, when a beautiful new skin will be found. Unless | ye following are four pretty little stitches which can 
the burns are deep, no other application is needed. ‘The § gasity jo adapted for shawls, of any other purpose: 
dry flour for burns is the most admirable remedy ever pro- }” 4 ‘Nea Spor Strrcst—Cast on any number of stitches 
posed, and the information ought to be imparted toll. ‘The } which will divide into threes. 
principle of its action is that, like the water, it causes in- 3 4.4 row—Bring the wool forward, slip 1 stitch, knit 2, and 

stant and perfect relief trom pain, by totally, excluding the jaraw the slipped stitch over the two knitted ones. Repeat 
air from the injured parts. Spanish whitingand cold water, § 19 same to the end of the row. 
of a mushy consistency, are preferred hy some. Dredge on § 9nd row—Purl the back row. 
the flour until no more will stiek, and cover with cotton gr yow—Kuit 1 stitch (this is not to be repeated.) Bring 
hetting § the wool forward, slip 1stitch, knit 2 stitches, and draw the 

ere 3 slipped stitch over the 2 knitted ones, Repeat these 3 
: {stitches to the end of the row. 

HINTS ON KNITTING. {Ath row-—Purl the row. 
Kyrrrixg SHAWLS.—A fair correspondent asks us for some } A Srripr,—Cast on a number of stitches which will divide 

stitches for knitting shawls. She does not say whether she 3 into fours. Knit 1 stitch, bring the wool forward, slip a 
wishes to make her small shawl stout and warm, or thin } stitch, knit a stitch, and pull the slipped stitch over, purl 1 
and lacey, a square or a half square; but she will find the ¢stitch. Repeat to the end of row. 
following comfortable for wearing under a cloak or shawl, $ Back row—Knit 1 stitch, purl 3. Repeat to the end of 
as it fits nicely round the throat: * the row,
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AN OpeN SrrtcH.—Ist row—Slip a stitch, knit a stitch, ; Am Hxcellent Soup Without Meat—Peal and slice six large 
pass the slipped stitch over the knitted ones. Repeat he ¢ onions, six potatoes, six carrots, and four turnips; fry them. 
saiie te the end of the row! { in half @ pound of butter, and pour on four quarts of boiling 

2nd row—Bring the wool forward every stitch. This isa} water, Toast acrust of bread as brown and hard as pos- 
very pretty stitch, but if it is used for stoutish knitting, it } sible, but do not burn it, and put it in, with some celery, 
should have a border, as it is rather apt to draw on one side. § sweet herbs, white pepper, and salt, Stew it all gently for 

four hours, and then strain it through a coarse cloth. Have 
SOME SET ee EE EY ready, thinly-sliced éatrot, celery, and a little turnip. | Add 

them to your liking, and stew them tender in the soup. Tf 
OUR NEW COOK-BOOK. : approved of, an anchovy, and a spoonful of ketchup may be 

Aa Every receipt in this cook-book has been tested by a § added, 
practical housekeeper. $ ae 

sila Stewed Beef-Steak.—Choose a good, tender rump-steak, 
. not too fat; see that it is cut of a proper thickness (about 

Lobster Soup.—First prepare a veal stock with) the oy three-quarters of an inch,) trim it, if necessary, and beat it 
lowing ingredients.; A: Knuckle of veal, weighing from four § at with’ the rolling-pin.’ Peel aad chop obfons In ‘propor 
épite roundayand one nonnd ofyleamypamscubinto pieces, 3 tion to the quantity of your meat, and according to your 
and freed from,all the skin and fat upon it... Put these into § tast9. mash up two pickled walnuts with a dessertepoonfal 
an extremely clean saucepan, and to every pound of moat § of the ketchup, and place at the bottom of your stewpan; add one pint and a half of water. Let these boil, and *\ thon add 1 teacupful of mushroom keteup, and a tem 
move all the scum which rises to the surface, and continue § so sonful of Cayenne vinegar. Flour your steak lightly on 
£o)do,#0 until, the jsoup 1a, anite clean; theniadd somovealt, 3 + +h, sides; anil lay it’on the-Onioiis; cover your pan) And 
dyguonious, amend, ob celery,ithres carrots white DERPRY § 644 eta; totlne least all Hour arid a'halfsdy an lous andl 
Sand 4 Viadeof mage... Let allisimmer very. gently together < . natt'from'the time it ‘seme warm’ through; turn the 
until the meat leaves the bones, which itshould.do in about § say every halthour.’ /If ‘you wish m more tasty. dish 
Aye houraynyban teste souniat the Areystraindt, and pats i suds tuba bull wedctelf byetard bach ad you bay Jbinio.s oop) placeyanill thalelltes, -Rpoare: two: fina.tien Fig (dena. aMlMctdesor" ail Hit WeRtia Wav hie Sup Made, 

Jobstnrs, Rell Shean aud uphen) cold, plek the: meatiomb of ? 6. cea Wha Henbh otthe Wateie tee straining it through 
ahem pu brome: Ante smallnen vary mlecde aka ouh tle ¥ asec gtove: -F the ohionb aks Very Lite! they ‘eNOuIA 
spawn, pound it so as to separate it, pass it through acoarse 2 ca half tender olovel Hey ave putin the etew fiastl 
strainer, and then pound it again with a quarter of a pound Us thiol al tha ehes aay Be, ; , 
of butter, which must be first melted before the fre, Break 8 "ry Cook a Vea Cutlet--Takvelabont one! and'a half pound 
up the shells of the lobsters, and stew them with aquart of} 6+ Gatiets from a fillet of veal; ont it into moderate sized 
the veal stock, to which must be added a little ground all} collops; have ready the inside of a stale French roll, well 
spice, beaten mace, and a small) pertign of scraped: horse crumbled ; add to the latter a small bunch of parsley, chop- radish, Simmer these until the strength of theingredients § eq fine, half nutmeg, grated, a very small quantity of 
has been extracted, then strain off the liquor., Pour it into} Cayenne pepper, and salt to taste, Place ina frying-pan half a clean saucepan with another quart of veal broth, the meat a pound of fresh butter, and placo it over a gentle fire until 
of the lobster, the spawn, a dessertspoonful of anchovy } the putter is scalded; dip the collops into the yelke of two 
sauce, and ahalfpint of cream; let it simmer, but not boil, } fresh eggs, beaten up well, and dab the meat into thé 
or else the color will bo lost. Serve hot to table. Force-§ crumbs, parsley, ete, taking care tofry the collops cautionsly 
meat balls are sometimes made with bread-crumbs, ihe | ‘anti! they assume a rich Brown, crusty appeartuce on both 
meat out of the head of the lobster, and Cayenne pepper, § sides; when so, take them up into a separate hot dish, and 
mnixed with two yelks of eggs; these are made up into small } gaq to the butter in the pan a quarter of a pint of strong 
balls, fried, and added to the soup when it is going to table. } yea] gravy, in which the rind of a green lemon has been 
N. B. Should the soup not be of the desired consistency, } partially seethed; work up all well together with a spoon, 
add a little flour and butter. and when scalding, pour the contents over the collops. 

To Make Pea Soup—Take about four pounds of a shin of § serve up with mushroom sance and mashed potatoes, in a 
beef, two bones of the rump of beef, after the meat has been 3 covered dish; garnish with six halves of hard-boiled eggs, 
cut off, let the latter be chopped into portions of a con-} swiss Mode of Stewing a Leg of Lamb—Vake a joint of 
venient size for boiling. Take, also, two pounds of a § the above meat,and dredge it well with flour. Lay it in a 
knuckle of ham which has been already boiled, put the clean stewpan, with haifa pound of the best fresh butter. 
whole into a large stewpan; fill the latter up with cold § covering it down close, and let it simmer for one whole 
water, adding a little salt, to cause the scum to rise. Take hour over a very slow fire. Then introduce into the pan 

4 off the scum as it rises, and let your meat simmer for two { with the meat two large lettuces, cut up fine, with two 
hours. Haye a quart of split peas, which have been soaked : fresh cucumbers, sliced, with the rinds left on. Let these 
in cold water for four hours, and put them into the saucepan 3 simmer for another hour oyer a similar fire, with pepper i 
with one root of blanched celery, and two large carrots, } and salt and a little mace. Before taking your joint up, 
scraped and cut into pieces of'an inch long. Let the whole ; place in your stwewpan a scorched onion, “ entire,” to im- 
boil gently for two hours, keeping it constantly stirred § part to it a flavor of that vegetable. When done, remove 
round with a wooden spoon, until you shall find the peas to $ the meat ito a deep dish, pouring the liquor over it. 
be thoroughly incorporated with the liquor, when the meat : Mutton Stew—Vake two pounds of fresh mutton chops, 
can be put into a dish, and the soup poured into a tureen. $ cut from the neck; trim off the greater part of the fat from 
A plate of dried mint, powdered, should be served up to table. § them, dredge a small portion of flour over them, and take 

4 Good and Inexpensive Soup—the following is a good } care to fry them thoroughly brown in butter, with two 
soup for a family dimner-table, and one which does not cost $ eschalots cut up into slices. Remove them, when they are 
much: Three pounds of the neck of beef, one cow-heel, two} brown, into a shallow stewpan, containing half a pint of 
carrots, two turnips, half a head of celery, one bunch of }\strong mutton gravy, into which cut up two carrots, and 
tied-up sweet herbs, four onions, browned, one pint of peas, }-add one tablespoonful of rice, two chillies, chopped fine, two 
all put together into three quarts of water, and, after boil-} or three blades of mace, little allspice, and a small pro- 
‘ing some hours, well strained. The best part of the cow- : portion of ketchup. Letall stew gently for an hour; thicken 
heel may be cut in square pieces, and served up in the soup. > with flour and port-wine, and dish them up.
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Meat Pickle—Moist sugar, two pounds; bay or common ; eggs, and moisten them with a tablespoonful of vinegar, add 
salt, four pounds; saltpetre, half a pound; fresh-ground : salt, pepper, and fine herbs, minced very small. Beat in 
allspice, two ounces; water, six to eight quarts; dissolve. } three tablespoonfuls of salad oil, and serve. 
Used to pickle meat, to which it-imparts a fine red color, : 
and a superior flavor. ’ 3 DESSERTS. 

2 Puree of Apples—Peel and core about a dozen good-sized 
VEGETABLES. § apples, stew them with clarified sugar and a small piece of 

To Mash Turnips to Perfection.—A boiled neck of tender, } lemon-peel, and when soft, stir them well with a wooden 
‘well-fed mutton, served with mashed turnipsand caper-siuce, § spoon, and put in a spoonful of apricot jam; stir it at times 
is certainly a delicate and wholesome, though not very im- until the jam is mixed and the apples thicken, then pass 

posing, dish; but the turnips are frequently spoiled by being } the whole through a sieve. This puree is useful for mixing 
sent to table half drained and nearly cold, by reason of the § with other dishes, as, for instance, the following: 
time which has elapsed since they were taken from the fire.? Apples a la Turque.—Pare and take out the cores of eight 
Choose your turnips clear and sound, and not stringy; pare } or ten apples, make a thin syrup of clarified sugar, put tho 
well, and wash in clean, cold water; let them soak a little, } apples into it, cover them closely, and let them simmer 
and if very large, divide into two or more parts, Boil them } gently, turning them over so that both’sides may be done. 
till quite tender with the mutton; take up and drain by / When thoroughily cooked, lay them! ina dish with wet 
pressing them between two plates till not a drop of moisture § paper over them. Place a crust round the dish they are to 
can be exuded; turn them into a large basin, and beat quite } be served in, then put in a layer of the puree, upon which 
fine; have ready a hot saucepan (this is easily managed by { place the apples, filling the places from which the cores 
filling a saucepan with water, and letting it boil till wanted, were taken with jam—either apricot, strawberry, or pine- 
then emptying it, and drying it for a moment or two at the § apple—or with dried cherries, then cover it with the puree. 
fire;) put in your mashed turnips, with a pinch of salt, a} Beat to a froth the whites of six eggs, add powdered sugar 
piece of bntter the size of a walnut, and as much cream as { till they look quite smooth. Having made the apples warm, 
will amalgamate with the turnips without making them { place the white of egg over them, smoothing it neatly, and 
too moist. Stir well together till they are quite hot; have ? sifting powdered sugar over it; then color it in a gentle 
in readiness a thoroughly heated vegetable-dish; pour them § oven. 
in, and serve immediately. But do not have the turnips: Péne-Apple Fritters.—Tako quarter of a pound of fine 
dished before the mutton is taken up; boiled meat may be } flour, one and a halfpint of new milk, the yelks of four 
kept warm by placing a dish over the pot in which it has $ fresh eggs, and make the same into a light batter, adding 
been cooked, and covering it closely on the hob, and partly } the whites of two eggs (first beaten into a light froth.) 
over the fire, It should always be borne in mind that the § Bruise half a dozen slices of a sound, ripe pine-apple into a * 
most sumptuous dinner is spoiled if brought to table half } pulp, and stir it well up with the batter, adding, at the same 
cold, or if it be served with slovenly inattention to those so- { time, a little nutmeg and cinnamon, grated fine. Introduce 
called trifles, upon which the comfort as well as the aspect } a clean pan over a brisk, clear fire, and ladle out the batter 
of the table depends. : into the pan as you require it, according to the size of your 

Potato Cake,—Boil twelve or fourteen good sized potatoes, ; fritters. Fry them in fresh butter, turning them only once, 
peel them, and crush them thoroughly. Put them into a : when they will assume a brown, crisp complexion. When 
saucepan, with salt and a little lemon-peel; put it on the ? quite done, remove them into a dish, sprinkling over them 
fire, and stir all well whilst you add a piece of fresh butter, ¢ & dessertspoonfel of sugar, Apple and currant fritters can 

and a little cream and sugar, the exact proportions of which 2 be prepared after a like manner. The cinnamon can be dis- 

must be determined by the cook’s own judgment. When { pensed with, if objected to. 
quite hot, take the saucepan from the fire, let the mixture } Orange Cream.—Pare the rind of an orange (Seville, if 
cool a little, and then add a tablespoonful of orange-flower } possible,) very thin, and squeeze the juice of four oranges, 
water, four whole eggs, and the yelks of four more. Mix 3 and put: it, with the peel, into saucepan with one pint of 
all well together, and put into a mould, the interior of } water, eight ounces of sugar, and the whites of five eggs, 
which has previously had a slight coating of butter and § well beaten. Mix all together, place it over a slow fire, stir 
bread-crumbs. Bake it, and bring it hot to table. } it im one direction until it looks thick and white, strain it 
Batter for Prying Vegetables or Pritters —Moisten alittle: through a ganze sieve, and stir it till cold. Beat the yelks 

flour with water, and add to it a small quantity of salt, ay of the five eggs very eheranEny, and add them to the con- 
tablespoonful of olive oil, and a spoonful and a half of French 3 tents of the saucepan, with Somecream. Stir all together 
brandy. Beat up the mixture thoroughly, and when you? over the fire till ready to boil, pour it into a basin, and again 
are ready to use it, beat into it the white of an egg. pre- 3 stir it till quite:cold before putting it into'glasses. bine 
viously beaten to a strong froth. This batter may be used cee is ane a ivonna ef ricein 
for frying sweet entremets, in which case sugar must be put 3 water until it begins to open, then strain it from the water, 
instead of salt. : 3 and boil it slowly with a quart of boiled milk, half a pound 

b Potatoes Escolloped.—Mash potatoes in the usual way 3 of loat-sugar, and the peel of a lemon. When the rice is 
then butter your scollop-saucepan and pans, or saucers; put $ sufficiently boiled, remove it from the fire, and take out all 
in your potatoes; make them smooth at the top; cross a} the lemon-peel. Stir it until it becomes cool, when add the 
knife oyer them; strew a few fine bread-crumbs on them; $ yelks of eight eggs that have been well beaten, (stirring it 
sprinkle them with a few drops of melted butter, and set } all the while) and a wineglassful of orange-flower water. 
them in a Dutch oven, When nicely browned on the top, When these ingredients have been properly mixed, pour 
take them carefully out of the shells, and brown on the § the whole into a flat dish, and when cold, cover it with cin- 

tae ae Sas | Taeoars i aE toate sparagus Omelet—Boil two pounds of tender, fresh cut § Bakewell Pudding —Line paste, 
asparagus in very little water, with a small portion of salt, ° put over it some nice preserves, and cut candied citron, and 
or, what is better still, steam the asparagus without water § lemon-peel; then fill it three parts full with the following 
until it is tender, chop it very fine, mix it with the yelks of } mixture:—Quarter of a pound of clarified butter; dissolve 
fivo and whites of three well beaten eggs, add two tablo- § in it a quarter of a pound of sifted lump-sugar, add four 
spoonfuls of sweet cream, fry and serve quite hot. ; yelks and one white of ee sale, one deuon a 

Salad Sauce for Hating with Raw or Oooked Artichokes, \ grated, and the juice. e wel ed in a moderately 
Asparagus, ee—Rub down the yelks of three hard-boiled } heated oven, and grate over fine lump-sugar. i
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A Dish of Snow—Pare and core a dozen large apples; ; tance, he must ask random questions of all the party in 
put them into cold water, and stew them till soft, then pulp ‘ turn, who, in fhigir replies, must bring in the words of the 
through a sieve, and sweeten it to the taste with loaf-sugar. \ proverb in succession, {Che first person that is addressed 
Lay it on the dish on which it is to be served to table. Then will introduce the first word of the proverb in the answers 
beat the whites of twelve eggs to a strong froth, with half} the second person, the second word, and so on until the pro- 
fa pound of sifted loafsugur, and a flavoring of vanilla or’ yerb is exhausted. For instance, “Honesty is the best 
orange-flower. Strew this over the apple pulp very high, § policy,” is the one selected, and suppose the first question 
and it will present all the appearance of a veritable dish of} to be, 

snow. «Have you been out to-day?” the party questioned might 
Arrow-Root Pudding.—Mix three tablespoonfuls of arrow- > say, 

root with a little cold milk, stir it till quite smooth, a “Yes, I haye, and yery nearly lost my purse; but it was 
about the consistency of thin mustard; then pour over, stir-% picked up by.a boy who ran after me with it, and whose 
ring as you pour, a quart of boiling milks beat well the yelks } ‘honesty’ I was very glad to reward.” 
of four eggs, and three whites; add a quarter of a pound of} He then passes on to the next, and says, “ Were you inthe 
sugar, one spoonfal of rose-water, and a little nutmeg. Have Cennuyaleat uments 
ready 4 dish lined with puff-paste, whereon pour the mix-: “Yes, in a most loyely place, where it ‘is’ very mountain- 
ture, and bake in a moderately quick oven. Sous. 

. CAKES. ‘To the next one he asks, “Are you fond of reading?” 
Buns.—Work into half a pound of flour threo ounces off “Oh, yes! it is.one of ‘the’ sweetest pleasures.” 

butter until it is quite in crumbe; mix thoroughly with: To another, “Which do ypu prefer, summer or winter? 
them four ounces of sugar, a pinch of salt, an ounce, or} “Both are so delightful, that I do not know which I like 
rather more, of candied orange or lemon rind, shred ox} sbeshiv i t 
tremely small, and a little grated nutmeg. ‘To these pour, } 10 the last, “Can you tell me if there are any more words 

boiling, a small teaspoonfal of cream, or of milk, when this ¢ i this proverb?” 
cannot be had. Mix them a little, and add immediately $ “I will give you the last word, but I would show greater 
two eggs, leaving out the white of one, and when the whole } ‘Policy’ if T refused to answer you.” ¢ 
is well mingled, dust over, and beat well into it, less than} ‘The person must then guess it or forfoit, and the one 
half a teaspoonful of good carbonate of soda, perfectly freo $ Whose answer first gave him the idea must take his turn of 
from lumps, Ruban oven tin with butter, drop the buns: being the guesser. If any are unable to bring in their word, 
upon it with a spoon, and send them to table hot. : they must likewise pay a forfeit, It is an extremely amus- 

‘A Plain, Cheap, and Good Cake-—Rub a quarter of a ing game, from the laughable way in which some of the 
pound of butter into one pound of fine flour; add four ounces { Words are necessarily introduced. t,, 
of moist sugar, half a pound of currants, half a pound of} _ The proverb selected should be a familiar one, and care 
raisins, two ounces of candied peel, shred fine, a pinch of} Should be taken to speak the word of the proverb as dis- 
nutmeg and salt. Mix well one teaspoonful of carbonate } tinetly as the others, but not to emphasize it. 
of soda in half a pint of cold milk; pour these on to the’ oy leh aus ech cantar 
other ingredients, and beat them intoa paste. Butter atin, § é 
and line the sides and bottom with buttered writing-paper; § MISCELLANEOUS RECHIPTS. 
drop in the dough without allowing it to rise, and bake for 7, Provynt Rust—A composition may be made for this 
Agi abel ey erties At } purpose, consisting of fat, oil, and varnish, mixed with four- 

Bachelor's Cake-—One pound of flour, half a pound of} grehs of highly rectified spirits of turpentine. If the metal 
Sugar, quarter of a pound of butter or lard, four wineglasses § 4,5 covered with this varnish, put on with a sponge, it will 
of milk, half a pound of Sultana raisins, quarter of a pound } ser hecome rusty. It is very useful for copper also, and 
of currants, the same of candied peel, a quarter of a nutmeg, + in) tikewise preserve philosophical instruments, and pre- 

- two texspoonfuls of ground ginger, one of cinnamon, and } vont their being tarnisbed from contact with water. one of carbonate of soda, ‘These ingredients being all well” Gump in the Leg--A garter applied tightly round the 
mixed together, and slowly baked for an hour and a half, \ yinp affected will, in most cases, speedily remove the com- 
will, we trust, form a palatable cake, and be duly appre-\ Faint, When it ismmore obstinate, a brick should he heated, 
bist Mlcmad a ao ee eee wrapped in a flannel bag, and placed at the foot of the bed, 

Slim Cake.”—Take as much flour as required. Instead} -ainst which the person troubled may place his feet. No 
of moistening it with water, warm a good sized piece of: -omeay, however, is equal to that of diligent and long-con- 
butter in as much milk as will make the flour into a nice § tinwed friction 
paste, not forgetting to add a little salt. Roll it out to the $ Glaesa WHR eras Wad gallons’ of WaUENGhe 
Se faney— } pound and a half of rice, and one pound of moist sugar. 
ee a ene or triangular. Bake on rather’ 74+ ¢he mixture boil until the rice is quite dissolved, and 

ral ie Phat ould eat short, like “Short bread.” ton thicken it to the consistence of whitewash with finely 
f a rich enlke is required, use more butter, and add one ort yswdored lime. This whitewash has a pretty satiny look, 

more eggs, according to the quantity of flour. $ and docs nicely for the insides of bird-cages, as well as for 
Ginger Cookies—One cup of sugar, one of butter, one ory coinmoner'parptbes 

molasses, one tablespoonful of ginger, one of cinnamon, and $7, Cipan and Restore the Elasticity of Cane Chair Bot- 
two teaspoonfuls of salaratns, dissolved in three table-§ Tike NORE ea ae lchals Gotha Gag 
spoonfuls of hot water. Bake quickly, : ST Se a eel dec ars) ok me ee a Piette, Parkine Four pons of fine oatmeal, eiftea, ; Yitt Hot Water and a sponge wash tho cano-work well, so 

BP oatmeal, sifted, : that it may be well soaked; should it be dirty, you must 
four pounds of molasses, half a pound of nice beef dripping, ° aga soap; let it dry in the air, and you will find it as tight 
half a pound of moist sugar, and half an ounce of powdered Bend fan ok ARCA E pean MU tho caus iano, 
ginger. Bake in a slow oven, and cut into pieces while hot. § Tro’ Renidhe Ales ren Lenin vhistent Dal aone by 

Renee $ mixing with soft-soap, a little powdered starch, half the 
& quantity of salt, and the juice of a lemon, and applying it 

PARLOR GAMES. § to the mildew stain with a paint-brush on both sides of the 
Proverns—One of the company having left theroom, the } linen. ‘The stained article should then be left out on the 

rest select some proverb in his absence. On his readmit-? grass day and night until the spot be removed.
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Zo Extract Grease from Silk—Scrape French chalk, put dresses. The round waist with plain waistbelt, is, of course, 
it on the grease-spot, and hold it near the'fire, or over  § still fashionable; but bodies of this style are so very plain 
warm iron, or water-plate filled with boiling water. The } in appearance, that for most ladies they require a good deal 
grease will melt and the French ghalk absorb it. Brush or 3 of trimming. 
rub it off; repeat, if necessary. r : The short Senorita, or Spanish Jacket, will be a great 

~~ 3 favorite, as it is suited to be worn either with a pointed 
Cs aa GCG FOTOS Car il § waist, or with the plain belt and buckle. 
FASHIONS FOR MAY. i ae shee ape ne een oe ts soe oa 

very full at this part; the fullness is placed at the back ani Fic. 1—Carrtace Dress or MAvve-Conorep Sixx, with a § ': 
. ths that 

loose paletot of the same material. Both dress and paletot : EA ey aoe ey eee Ve sheds. £0 

ee ie He Ga iy HEL ER ERATOR Gump is still fashionable for spring dresses, mantles, ete., 
tae ite crape bonnet, trimmed with purp! " § but it will be found too heavy for light summer materials. 

vena. a-Diswen Daves or Wire INDIA Musuiw, trimmed ¢_ THE CmovLan Mawrzz, which, if well cut, is one of the 

Meili The Megetginic cibbon Fun’ dissean Mibertion! Over & more, Smee ween dene, aveane, warns Iaeelyssationable, thee Rea he wotn alow paletot of the samme ¢ Woush Tess so, perhaps, than the short saeques and nearly 
ae aes A é pa § tight-fitting basques. Both sacques and basques, or pale- 
eae men a aan va une, trimmed at the { t&t% have epaulets, which are usually becoming, as they Fic. 1—THouse DRESS oF rimmed ai ee arn 2 § give length to the shoulder. 

cs la vel ve itt + 2 # fy ae vie Ca a ae eG Rae ORR $ Many BAsques, erc., open to the waist with revers. In 
Hee Tea " 2 : 3 Paris, the newest style is to have the paletots, ete., open the bottom with narrow pink ribbon. The upper skirt is of § a wn’ the back, or to appear to do so. 

Bie eR oe aie ee Bonners are very small, and haye no crowns. They are 3 
Rea aadeten Or lc allk and % "close to the face at the sides, so much so that they admit 
Mid, vie cWankive Danse ax Trew Basgun ov Fawn. {2° Cts Only @ bit of lace pat on with a slight faliness. ‘The 
Chis sey Bois aia een aedenibaa SALT IacK wieae: ; top fits rather close to the head, and is profusely ornamented 

a elvel. ¢ with tulle and flowers. ¥FiG. vir—Opena Cuoak or Witte Castoene, trimmed $ ties can Wiig mal iia iat darth daa te 
; ag 8 j fa 

, with a feather fringe and scarlet velvet embroidered in < | nularity. We regret this, as they are generally very be- 
oa en i aaa 11 as all other § cominss Dut with the prosent style of dressing the hair, it 

ENERAL REMARKS.—Silk goods, as well as all other §; ST yi pie de be 3 is almost impossible to wear one, whereas the bonnets are 
Imported articles, continge ridiculously high, and many 3 i. a6 to fit the head, > 
ladies now content themselves with one dress, when two” ae Dog Conan Nzcenace is still yery popular, for it is 
or threo used to be thought insufficient. Summer poplins, 3, very ecoming. ‘The present fashion is to take'a narrow ; 
ee, Een Ste aaah ea anny oe ; band of black yelvct and stnd it with large pearl, gold, or 
Ss Be Ge peesias es ee ae ayy, a $ steel beads, tie it close around the throat, having a small 

e a iu eh. ¥ bow and long ends at the back. Pink rose-buds are some- fale ; 
plist ere et Leone ue a ae peo: a $ times used in place of the beads; if it is for evening dress, 
tho French’ chintzes, Inwns; and ‘ongandies ‘are! plenty, an § with a white toilet, this is very becoming. A head-dress 
ne pee eaten eenag The 3h ete a [rite aya nieig apd scoin the 

s > b § head, with the rose-buds attached to the long ends at the 
and for this purpose a mixture of colors will be fashionable. § jack’ js also very beautiful, . 
On house dresses, a combination of threo or four colors are} myry Nuwesn CRiNoLiNes, for evening wear, are cut with a 
popular. For instance, on the skirt of dresses, a row of blue 3 more decided train than before, and so pointed is this train 
yelvet, 2 row of black, then a row of red, then one of green, 3 that it is called in Paris “Magpie.” ‘Tho white petticoats, 

ees ae eer ee eae beatae which are worn over these erinolines, are gored, so as to fit” 
’ BLS ot 3 closely below the waist, and, in fact, they are as much 
who haye a good eye for color, for unless properly mingled § ona ge Ui Cane Reet Dat Oe 
it will have a vulgar look, It was fashionable under the 3” Ssonn Gxoves are going out of fashion for evening wear, | 
Drabiempire, Ay Vea AER ang 3 those with five buttons are now worn with short-sleeved | 

Evzxixa Dausszs have the same varieties of colors, com- 3 dresses; the bracelets are necessarily fastened at the top of | 
posed of flowers of different colors, as roses, jassamine, $ tho kid, j 
pinks, blue hyacinths, nareissus, lilacs, fuchsias, ete, with §° Jy Dnussina Ham there is no precise fashion or rule, and | 

foliage. 4 f ; each lady arranges her hair as best suits her face, always | 
aka a apes te a at ee as well ‘ : bearing one point in mind; and that is, that whether she 

on plain dresses. For the latter, the braces form a small } yas heen favored or not by nature, she must always con- 
pquare berthe in front, fringed: with, chenille and piped with t trive, by means of frizzing and pads, to make her hair look 
either white taffetas or velvet, ‘The braces are continued § as though its growth was superabundant, ‘The newest 
down the back with two wide, square ends, which are § styles adopted, in Paris, are the small curls arranged round 
slashed together with bars made of the same material. § the back hair, and the thick plaited coronet in front, as will 
Braces are also crossed in front, and form the berthe at the } he seen in our wood-euts. It will also be noticed that the 
back; they fall with long ends behind, and in these cases 3 hair is worn very much higher at the back, and that the 
the ends are rounded. ‘This style of braces is an excellent § o}q-fashioned “French twist” is again becoming popular. 
contrivance for trimming up an old dress. For instance, $ 6 
upon a gray silk, or even poplin dress, it is easy to arrange ¢ a GOAN Oe ec ir 
either blue or maroon yelvet braces embroidered with small $ 
Jet or silver beads, and edged with black lace. These braces 3 CHILDREN’S FASHIONS, 
cross in front, nearly meet again at the back, and then en-$ GeNenaL Remanxs.—We have nothing new to chronicle 
large in two long, wide coat-tails; with this addition, the $ for children this month. Little girls dress so much like 
dress has an entirely new aspect. For young girls’ taffetas, ? their mothers, that the fashion for one suits the other. Bon- 
ribbons arc used for braces in preferenee to velvet cut bias. § nets, or rather a kind of three-cornered piece, made of 2 
EXCEPT IN Braces, there is nothing new in the make of § pretty colored silk, are gradually taking the place of hats.
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